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Transcript convention and abbreviations
(12)
SPK 1
SPK 1 tr
SPK 1 gst
SPK 2
...

4 [00:02.9] – intonation unit number [time code]
Speaker 1 intonation unit 4
translation
gesture description
Speaker 2 utterance
...

5 [00:05.4]
Speaker 1 intonation unit 5
translation
...
...

In-text references to the transcript come in the form (excerpt number).intonation unit. For
example (12).4 refers to intonation unit 4 in excerpt 12, while (6).1-4 refers to a range of
intonation units from 1 to 4 in excerpt 6.
°h / h°
(.)
(-) (--) (---)
((2.0s))
((laughs))
a: e:: i:::
mmm
=
(?)

audible in-, out-breaths
micro-pause
pauses of approx. 0.2-0.5, 0.5-0.8, 0.8-1 sec. duration
measured pause
descriptions of sounds
vowel lengthening of approx. 0.2-0.5, 0.5-0.8, 0.8-1 sec.
hesitation markers
fast immediate continuation or self correction
unintelligible

Final pitch movements:
?
rising to high
,
rising to mid
level
;
falling to mid
.
falling to low
Gesture annotation:
[]
gesture units
[[ ]]
gesture phrases inside gesture units
utterance
gesture stroke
_utterance_ pre- and post-stroke holds
bh
both hands
rh, lh
right hand, left hand
The onset and offset of a drawing sequence is marked with square brackets as in the case of
gesture units. For technical reasons, individual drawing strokes are not marked inside these
sequences.
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It is in the nature of living beings to love life, even in the form of a quadratic equation.
Daniel Pennac, Better Than Life (1994, p. 92)

0 Introduction
When I think about my high school mathematics classes, the first thing that comes to my
mind is the sheer amount of drill, my fellow students and I had to deal with. We must have
solved hundreds of polynomial equations, as well as analysed thousands of functions,
calculating their limits and looking for zeroes and monotonicity intervals. This amount of
practice makes one proficient, that is, after enough repetition these once complicated tasks
can be tackled without giving them much conscious effort. This kind of proficiency is to
some extent important, since solving mathematical problems often involves applying our
knowledge about patterns, and transforming complicated wholes into formulaic chunks. But
to what extent proficiency amounts to understanding? Well, I remember the day I finally
understood how functions work. During some extra-curricular mathematics lessons, a teacher
showed me a piece of software called Mathematica. One of the things you can do in
Mathematica involves using special commands so that the software draws a function graph.
My first thought was: “Brilliant, now I do not have to analyse functions, but rather have the
computer do my homework for me.” The teacher encouraged me, however, to explore some
of the more advanced commands and programming options offered by Mathematica. The
magic began when I learnt how to tell the software to draw a family of polynomial functions
which intersect a group of fixed points, or functions where some of the parameters are altered
by another function. Yet, my favourite option was to program a slider. Consider the function
given in (1) where x is the variable and t is a parameter defined by a slider moving from −1
on the left to 2 on the right.
8

(1)

f(x) = xt

With the slider positioned at the left extreme, where t = −1, the function graph is a hyperbole.
This shape gradually changes as we move the slider to the right. At t = 0, we obtain a
constant function f(x) = 1, which transforms into a parabola, then a linear function at t = 1,
which again shifts into a parabolic curve (see some of stages in Figure 0.1).
Figure 0.1 f(x) = xt at t equal to −1, 0, 1 and 2

The slider allows to observe a gradual change in the shape of the function. It provides a
synthesis of our knowledge about salient mathematical curves. Schematises them into a
formula with a parameter. Analogically, we could take a quadratic equation, and substitute its
9

two coefficients and the constant with three sliders and observe how each affects either the
shape of the curve, its position, or both.
From the perspective of Conceptual Metaphor Theory (Lakoff & Johnson, 1980,
1999) Mathematica is a piece of software which creates multimodal metaphors. The program
interprets

FORMULAS

as graphic

CURVES,

and turns

PARAMETERS

into

SLIDERS

which can be

moved by hand (with the mediation of a mouse), and which dynamically change the shape of
the graph. With our body simultaneously engaged by symbolic, visual and tactile stimuli, the
concepts of mathematical analysis become enriched by new experiences. This way we truly
encounter mathematical objects, or rather they emerge out of our visual and spatial
involvement with the computer. Moreover, if we are curious enough, we can try to introduce
too many sliders, build an extremely elaborate function, or program the sliders to reach
beyond the hardware’s computational limits, and watch as everything falls apart. Every
metaphor taken to the extreme, reveals that it is “only a metaphor”.
For many teachers and practitioners of mathematics the intertwining of modalities in
their field of work is no revelation. They produce graphs and drawings, juggle with symbols
on blackboards, use a plethora of tools and instruments, both digital and analogue, and deal
with applications of mathematics in technical sciences. How meaningful, therefore, is to
discuss the transition between various domains of mathematical experience in terms of
metaphors? This brings me to a second, more recent memory, connected with my MA
research. An interviewed teacher presented a bunch beautiful conceptualisations involving the
behaviour of functions, comparing them to hills and valleys, or meat grinders. After the
interview, he expressed his belief that the role of stories and imagery in didactics is to allow
the “less talented” students to learn something as well. The “talented” ones do not need
metaphors, since they have less trouble dealing with abstractions. The teacher’s opinion is an
10

example of what George Lakoff and Rafael Núñez (2000) call “the romance of mathematics”,
that is, the idea that mathematical objects are real, pure, eternal and disembodied. I do not
mean to ridicule any teacher who believes that some students need a simplified version of
mathematical ideas. Mathematics is hard and teaching it is probably even more difficult than
learning it in the first place, for which reason I sincerely admire every teacher who knows
how to adapt the study curriculum to individual levels of his or her students’. The crux of the
issue is that, talented or not, every participant in mathematical discourse relies on experiential
knowledge, because mathematical concepts are embodied. For almost forty years, cognitive
linguists have been showing that everyday language is filled with metaphors grounded in
experiential schemas, and prototypical event scenarios. Mathematics discourse is no different
with the reservation that non-linguists might find it surprising to learn what linguists deem as
metaphorical. The aim of this this dissertation is to show how mathematical concepts reveal
their bodily roots as they emerge in discourse.
In the first chapter I explain how metaphors are understood in Conceptual Metaphor
Theory; what changes if we look at them from a discourse perspective; what is the relevance
of analysing the imagery of multiple modalities and how these ideas can be applied to
mathematics. The second chapter elaborates on the significance of exploring mathematics in
terms of metaphor. Chapter 3 introduces the detailed research framework applied in the
analysis of case studies in chapter 4. In the latter I present my data gathered during interviews
with students, teachers and professional mathematicians. Over the course of seven case
studies I analyse the intertwining of speech, gesture and drawings which lead to the
emergence of the geometrical concepts of area, symmetry and angle.
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1 Metaphor: From conceptual mappings to the dynamics of discourse
Metaphor became a major topic of interest for cognitive linguistics already in the 1980s.
Since the publication of Metaphors We Live By, dozens of related approaches and ideas have
been developed, many building upon Conceptual Metaphor Theory (CMT) formulated by
Lakoff and Mark Johnson (1980, 1999). In this chapter I explain the main tenets of CMT
along with its basic terminology. My aim is to present metaphor as a primarily cognitive
phenomenon, and for this reason, I discuss some of the main arguments for the experiential
grounding of metaphors. A considerable amount of space is also devoted to those aspects of
metaphor which I find essential for the present dissertation. I look at the way metaphor
organises knowledge, bringing together everyday experience and abstract thought;
highlighting and hiding aspects of target concepts; creating an internal logic of metaphorical
entailments, etc.
Early on in the chapter, I also introduce the seminal work on metaphors in
mathematics, i.e. Where Mathematics Comes From by Lakoff and Núñez (2000). I decided to
merge the introduction to this application of CMT with the general introduction to metaphor
in order to discuss mathematical examples from the very beginning. Abstract and imaginative
as it may seem, mathematics is probably not the first association people have when asked
about a discourse relying on metaphors. Building a solid base of examples, along with a
survey of metaphor-related phenomena in mathematics, should allow me to argue that
metaphor is as ubiquitous in mathematics, as it is in any other discourse.
Metaphor scholars in the cognitive field have always stressed that, since metaphor is a
phenomenon of general thought, the scope of research cannot be limited to linguistic
evidence only. Apart from supporting evidence from psycholinguistics, the last two decades
12

have seen a growing amount of studies devoted to metaphor in forms of expression such as
gesture and various types of visual arts. I devote a separate section of this chapter to the topic
of multimodal metaphor, i.e. metaphor active in more than one form of expression.
Research on metaphor in real language use revealed a number of interesting
phenomena related to the way metaphor influences the unfolding of ideas in discourse. The
final section presents metaphor from a dynamic perspective, in particular, the theory
developed by Cornelia Müller (2008). I explain why metaphors cannot be simply classified as
dead or alive, and later discuss what it means for a metaphor to be active in discourse. After
that I discuss how metaphorical ideas can be developed in the unfolding of a single discourse
event. The chapter ends with a survey of psycholinguistic studies which display how
metaphors that organise reasoning can be easily altered in laboratory environment.
1.1 Metaphors in everyday life and metaphors in mathematics.
Lakoff and Johnson (1980) were not the first scholars to relate metaphor with thinking or
cognition. Paul Ricoeur (1977) analyses a multitude of theories which connect metaphor with
some sort of perceived proximity between otherwise unrelated ideas, tracing them back to
Aristotle. In the theory developed by Max Black (1962), the essence of metaphor lies in the
interaction of divergent ideas, which is mediated by linguistic output, but cannot be simply
reduced to the use of words. If we go back to Black’s main influence, the rhetorician I.A.
Richards (1936), we will find the statement that “when we use a metaphor we have two
thoughts, of different things active together and supported by a single word, or phrase, whose
meaning is a resultant of their interaction” (p. 93). Moreover, just like Lakoff and Johnson,
Richards has no doubt about the ubiquity of metaphor: “metaphor is the omnipresent
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principle of language […]. We cannot get through three sentences of ordinary fluid discourse
without it” (p. 92).
I believe the reason why CMT outgrew so many other theories and pushed metaphor
studies to become a major branch of linguistics, is the focus on the systematicity of
metaphorical thought. Let us take a look at a set of expressions uttered in a radio program
about memories1:
(1)

powiedzmy trochę o tym co rzeczywiście siedzi w tych naszych głowach
‘let’s talk about the things which really are in our head’
dlaczego te myśli nie chcą od razu wyjść?
‘why don’t these thoughts just get out?’
mamy sporo takich beczek wypełnionych przeszłością
‘we have lots of barrels filled with the past’

(2)
(3)

What characterises CMT is that, instead of analysing the examples in (1)-(3) as three separate
metaphorical constructions, it postulates one large conceptual metaphor, i.e.
CONTAINER,

MEMORY IS A

which accounts for these and many other expressions. Such metaphors operate

on the high level of concepts and involve “understanding and experiencing one thing in terms
of another” (Lakoff & Johnson, 1980, p. 6). Metaphors operate between organised bodies of
knowledge and experience, known in cognitive linguistics as conceptual domains. What a
metaphor does, is that it activates two domains – a source and a target – along with a set of
mappings between them. What we generally know about containers is that they divide space
into an

INSIDE

and an

OUTSIDE

– this is used in (1) where the speaker talks about things

(memories) in our heads. Containers also have a boundary which needs to be crossed to get
from the inside to the outside as in (2), where the memories ‘don’t get out’. Our knowledge
of containers also includes linguistic items for types of containers which accounts for the
‘barrel filled’ with the past in (3). By these means, the structure and vocabulary of the source
domain of CONTAINER was used to express understanding of the target domain of MEMORY.
1

The examples come from a data set analysed in Marhula & Rosiński (forthcoming). The radio programme
in question, Dobronocka, was broadcasted by Trójka of the Polish Radio.
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The appeal of CMT slowly becomes clearer – it allows to categorise the ubiquitous
examples of metaphor use into groups based on the mapped concepts. Moreover, since
conceptual metaphors are not necessarily language-specific, this opens a large territory for
cross-linguistic studies. The

MEMORY IS A CONTAINER

can be easily found in English with

expressions such as keep in memory, a hole in my memory, etc. Contemporary linguists are
careful when it comes to postulating any form of universals, yet there is a growing body of
research on comparisons and contrasts of metaphor around the world. Kövecses (2015, pp.
87–93) gives examples of the

ANGER IS A HOT FLUID

metaphor in English, Hungarian,

Japanese and Chinese. The Polish expression gotować się ze złości ‘to boil with anger’ could
also be added to his list. On the contrastive side, Evans and Wilkins (2000) compare the
UNDERSTANDING IS SEEING

metaphor, common among Indo-European languages, with the

UNDERSTANDING IS HEARING

metaphor present in many Australian languages. They also

motivate the difference comparing the role of the auditory and visual channels in the
European and Australian cultures.
In short, Lakoff and Johnson (1980, 1999) argue that the systematic examples of
metaphors found in language are the result of metaphorical thinking at the level of concepts.
This high level metaphoricity has impact on the way we talk, reason and solve problems. It
influences culture and behaviour, as well as accounts for developments in arts and sciences.
On paper, CMT looks like an all exlapaining metaphorology Jacques Derrida (1974) has
warned about. Yet, CMT proponents have been conducting elaborate theoretical and
experimental work to back up their claims. In the following subsection, I look at the
experiential grounding of metaphors and the research explaining why our minds make use of
metaphors in the first place. After that, I will introduce Lakoff and Núñez’s (2000)
application of CMT to mathematical ideas, thus showing how conceptual mappings can
15

account for a precisely structured system of reasoning. Finally, I will elaborate on the
terminology of CMT, discussing various types of metaphors as well as phenomena related to
metaphor use.
1.1.1

Experiential grounding of metaphors

An important observation stated in Lakoff and Johnson (1980) is that metaphors allow us to
understand abstract ideas through concepts which are close to our experience. As a rule,
source domains are mapped onto targets in order to understand the complex relationships of
our knowledge about the target. In the

LIFE IS A JOURNEY

metaphor, the intricacies of life

such as birth and death are explained by the fact that every path begins and ends at some
point. The metaphor simplifies the concept of life, but still offers some basic way of
understanding life’s structure. Johnson (1987, 2007) argues that certain relationships, called
image schemas, are so prominent in our experience that they work as patterns which structure
other domains of knowledge. When we move our bodies in space, each movement has a
beginning from which it covers a certain path, until it reaches the end. Through repeated
activation, these sensorimotor patterns constitute the

SOURCE-PATH-GOAL

schema. The

structure of our bodies, and its experience in space, gives rise to other schemas and their own
unique internal logics, such as the UP/DOWN schema, active when we rise from bed or feel the
force of gravity;

FRONT/BACK,

with regard to other objects;
earlier presented
tied to the

active in our movements and the acts of orienting our body

BALANCE,

active in walking, standing, or handling objects. The

MEMORY IS A CONTAINER

IN/OUT

metaphor is also motivated by an image schema

logic of containers. Even if we disregard the ubiquitous bags and boxes,

our own eating and breathing bodies still provide enough patterns of

IN/OUT

experiences to

structure our understanding. Image schemas account for the fact that in every experience we
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are a living body, an organism which evolved through constant interaction with the world.
Furthermore, image schemas are, as the name suggests, schematic i.e. they are not tied to any
particular modality, but rather exist as an activation pattern common to all experiences of a
certain type. This way, the CONTAINER schema activates no matter if we see a box, talk about
a box, or put something inside a box.
In his early work, Johnson (1987) was clearly inspired by the Kantian (1787) notion
of transcendental schema, i.e. a function of imagination which allows for coupling
abstractions with concrete exemplars, and ultimately Kant’s attempt at solving the mind/body
dualism. In later work, Johnson (2007, p. 136-149) reformulated the notion of schema,
steering away from the muddy waters of dualism. He insists that, even though each schema
offers a structure for reasoning and creating inferences, they cannot be understood as any sort
of formal structures in the mind, filtering our reasoning. Neither should they be seen as
representations of basic sensorimotor relationships. Schemas develop dynamically through
organism-environment interaction, and allow us to meaningfully engage with the world. As
recurring patterns, they are present in the totality of our experiences. Consider how we know
that we can grasp a handle? Graspability is not an intrinsic quality of objects. It exists through
the meaningful acts of grasping and such experiential patterns of interaction, conveyed by the
GRASP

schema (Chilton, 2009; Gallese & Lakoff, 2005), are responsible for the handle’s

meaning for us. At the very moment a handle is recognised in our perception, we know that
we can grasp it. But how do we grasp ideas?
Abstract concepts, which are not sensorimotor by nature, usually rely only on some
minimal non-metaphorical structure (Gallese & Lakoff, 2005, pp. 15–16; Lakoff & Johnson,
1999, p. 72). When we consider the domain of

UNDERSTANDING,

difficulties of learning are

real experiences – we know that understanding complex problems requires attention,
17

knowledge and time. These experiences do not tell us, however, how understanding really
works. Abstract domains owe their richness to the conceptual structures borrowed from
image schemas and perceptual domains (Kövecses, 2002, p. 33), as in the UNDERSTANDING IS
GRASPING, UNDERSTANDING IS SEEING, UNDERSTANDING IS HEARING

metaphors. The

mechanics of understanding follows the logic of the metaphor so that sometimes we can get
a good grip on a situation, and sometimes the problem is too big to fully grasp it. Lakoff
(1993) postulated a restriction on the way conceptual mappings between domains can come
into being. According to the Invariance Principle, cognitive mappings must “preserve the
cognitive topology (that is, the image schema structure) of the source domain, in a way
consistent with the inherent structure of the target domain” (p. 215). Lakoff initially argued
that metaphorical targets share their image schematic structure, and in the process of
conceptualisation, equivalent elements are mapped onto one another: interiors onto
metaphorical interiors, boundaries onto metaphorical boundaries, etc. This might make sense
when we talk about
MIND,

THE MIND

or

MEMORY,

with

THE HEAD

as a metonymic vehicle for

THE

as in example (1) discussed at the beginning of the section:

(1)

powiedzmy trochę o tym co rzeczywiście siedzi w tych naszych głowach
‘let’s talk about the things which really are in our head’

In such a situation, THE HEAD is already structured along the lines of the

CONTAINER

schema,

so it only makes sense for thoughts and memories to be inside the mind. However, as
Kövecses (2002) and Lakoff and Johnson (1999) later argued, the structure of many abstract
target concepts is minimal and their understanding fully depends on metaphor. Rich concepts
such as

LOVE

often rely on multiple image schemas that lend their structure to it:

JOURNEY, LOVE IS A PHYSICAL FORCE, LOVE IS A CONTAINER,
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etc.

LOVE IS A

Another theory motivating the existence of conceptual mappings is the conflation
hypothesis postulated by Christopher Johnson (1999; see also Lakoff & Johnson, 1999, pp.
45–59). The researcher argues that in the experience of babies and young children many
correlated experiences are in fact conflated in single conceptual domains. At early stages of
development there is no difference between knowing an object and seeing it, or between the
warmth of the mother’s body and emotional affection. Later on, these domains of experience
become more complex and, finally, deconflate resulting in separate domains. Mappings in the
KNOWING IS SEEING

and

AFFECTION IS WARMTH

metaphors are simply the remnants of old

connections between the now disjoint domains. According to Joseph Grady (1997; Grady &
Ascoli, 2017), metaphors based on such correlations in basic experience constitute a group of
primary metaphors. He argues that metaphors such as
DIFFICULT IS HEAVY, SIMILARITY IS PROXIMITY,

IMPORTANT IS BIG, MORE IS UP,

etc. have the highest potential for being

universal, since these domains correlate in human experiences across the world. For this
reason, they are a good subject for psycholinguistic experiments and cross-linguistics studies.
Primary metaphors can also motivate complex metaphors such as

COUNTRIES ARE VEHICLES2.

These two domains do not correlate in our experience, but the mappings can be partially
motivated by primary metaphors such as:

CHANGE IS MOTION, PURPOSES ARE DESTINATIONS,

CATEGORIES ARE CONTAINERS.

1.1.2

Where does mathematics come from?

In 2000, Lakoff and Núñez published the book Where Mathematics Comes From which was
their attempt at applying CMT to mathematics. First and foremost, their book is a thorough
and systematic look at metaphorical conceptualisations in mathematics. Yet at the same time,
it offers philosophical arguments about the origins of mathematical knowledge and the
2

Examples of this metaphor can be found in sections 1.1.4 and 1.3.
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general importance of metaphorical thinking in scientific discourse. In this subsection, I look
at the metaphorical grounding of mathematics and present the core ideas of Lakoff and
Núñez. The philosophical debate around the role of metaphors in mathematics and science is
further discussed in the second chapter of this dissertation.
Lakoff and Núñez (2000) argue that basic mathematical concepts are grounded in
everyday experience and that all branches of mathematics, such us arithmetic or set theory,
arise by means of metaphorical mappings. One source of such mappings are image schemas,
for example, the understanding of containers builds Boolean logic, the predecessor of modern
set theory (p. 122-123). Boolean classes behave like containers in many ways: class members
can be seen as objects inside containers, classes can contain subclasses just like small
containers can be put into bigger ones, etc. The

CONTAINER

schema fully structures these

abstract objects and makes their working quite intuitive.
Table 1. CLASSES ARE CONTAINERS

Source: CONTAINER SCHEMA

Target: BOOLEAN CLASSES

Containers

Classes

Objects inside containers

Class members

Being an object inside a container

The membership relation

A container within a container

A subclass within a larger class

An overlap of two containers

The intersection of two classes

The totality of objects inside two containers

The union of two classes

The exterior of a container

The complement of a class

Analogously to the idea behind primary metaphors, researchers propose the term grounding
metaphors for conceptualisations which translate basic experiences into abstract
mathematical thought. They argue that
source domains:

MANIPULATIONS

OF

MEASURING WITH A MEASURING STICK

ARITHMETIC
OBJECT

and

is based on four distinct experiential

COLLECTIONS,

MOTION ALONG A PATH
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OBJECT

CONSTRUCTION,

(Lakoff & Núñez, 2000,

pp. 50–76). In the first of these metaphors, numbers are understood as object collections of
the same size, so that any collection of three items, e.g. a chair, a box and a cup, is equivalent
to any other collection of three items. Each and every collection of three items amounts to the
number 3. Bigger collections are bigger numbers, smaller ones are smaller, and the smallest
collection is the unit 1. Furthermore, collections can be put together to perform addition,
while subtraction is the result of taking a smaller collection away from a bigger one. The
researchers also state that this metaphor is partially possible thanks to the innate, rudimentary
arithmetic we have at out disposal. This set of abilities includes being able to recognise the
size of a small collection (up to 4 items) at a glance with the ability called subitizing (p. 19),
and the seemingly innate ability to perform very simple arithmetical operations such as 1 + 1
or 2 – 1 with the help of objects (pp. 15-18). The proto-arithmetic develops over time thanks
to the growing amount of experiences with object collections. Later, children learn a full
fledged arithmetic with the help of parents and teachers, who strengthen the metaphorical
mappings by giving addition and subtraction tasks which require object manipulations.
Object manipulations can further account for multiplication and division either by
repeated addition/subtraction of same size object collections, or by pooling together
collections of the same size (multiplication); splitting apart into collections of the same size
(division). However, arithmetic is a much richer concept, and that is why further grounding
metaphors are needed. If we conceptualise ARITHMETIC as MOVEMENT ALONG A PATH, we are
able to account for notions such as zero, i.e. the starting point of movement, or negative
numbers which are situated behind the starting point. The

OBJECT CONSTRUCTION

metaphor,

in which arithmetic relies on divisible objects of the same size, e.g. building blocks, allows to
conceptualise the idea of fractions. Finally, in the

MEASURING STICK

metaphor, we decide

upon an object whose length will serve as a unit of measurement. It is one of the essential
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conceptualisations for geometry, since it assigns numerical values to line segments as well.
Historically, this metaphor allowed to move arithmetic beyond fractions, with the discovery
of incommensurable segments. If we build a square using any amount of measuring sticks at
the sides, we may choose to measure the diagonal of the square. Yet, it will never be possible
to express the length of this diagonal by any amount of units, since the ratio of the diagonal to
the side of the square equals √2. The irrational number comes into being out of the
metaphor’s inner logic.
Apart from grounding metaphors, Lakoff and Núñez (2000) recognize linking
metaphors, which are conceptualisations based on the already established branches of
mathematics. These metaphors link domains within mathematics, often resulting in
significant developments for either one or both linked branches. This is the case with the
GEOMETRY IS ALGEBRA

metaphor, which allows for algebraic interpretations of geometrical

figures. The metaphor’s power lies in the possibility of solving geometrical problems, e.g.
finding intersection points of curves, or proving theorems about classes of figures (circles,
triangles), using only algebraic operations. Among the many developments stemming from
this metaphor, stating geometrical problems in algebraic terms allowed to prove that certain
compass-ruler constructions are impossible. These two instruments do not allow, for example,
to trisect a given angle or construct a circle with the same area as a given square (Courant &
Robbins, 1967, p. 158).
Linking metaphors seem to be at odds with certain theoretical assumptions of CMT.
For example, it is often assumed that conceptual metaphors are unidirectional. The
JOURNEY

LOVE IS A

metaphor allows to use journey vocabulary to talk about love, but not the other way

around (Lakoff, 1993). The situation in case of the

GEOMETRY IS ALGEBRA

metaphor seems

very different, since not only curves have algebraic interpretations, but at the same time it is
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possible to illustrate equations with the help of graphs and drawings. Are linking metaphors
which create similar equivalences, therefore, some exception to the idea of unidirectionality?
There is psycholinguistic evidence showing that the situation of linking metaphors is not
unique. Casasanto and Boroditsky (2008) have shown that under certain circumstances our
perception of time can influence the perception of space, which is the opposite direction of
various

TIME IS SPACE

mappings. Similar arguments have been proposed about the mappings

between the domains of

NUMBER

and

SPACE

(Winter, Marghetis, & Matlock, 2015). Both

groups of researchers claim, however, that the relationships between the mentioned domains
should never be seen as symmetrical. Even when the mappings are not unidirectional, the
metaphor does not establish an equivalence of experience akin to conflation. Moreover, the
bidirectionality of mappings is limited to very specific scenarios. The mappings between
GEOMETRY

and

ALGEBRA

are also asymmetric. Functions which are defined throughout the

whole domain of real numbers, are infinite, therefore their graphs are necessarily partial.
Figure 1.1 partially presents a spiral called lituus. It is defined by the polar equation r = θ −1/2,
but technically speaking, the graph of this equation cannot really be drawn. As the variable
angle θ approaches infinity the central spiral rotates an infinite amount of times closer and
closer to the centre, never actually reaching it. Dirichlet’s function (Hazewinkel, 1988)
cannot even be drawn partially, since it is discontinuous everywhere. The function equals 0
for every irrational number and 1 for every rational. Since both sets are dense subsets of real
numbers, every part of the function’s plot would have to consist of an infinity of discrete
points.
Another issue arises when we examine the various sources and targets in linking
metaphors. Let us consider the set theoretic interpretation of numbers in which the empty set
is assigned to 0; the set containing the empty set is assigned to 1; etc.
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(4)

0 = ∅,

1 = {∅},

2 = {∅, {∅}},

3 = {∅, {∅, {∅}},

…

Metaphors usually give us the understanding of something abstract through our knowledge of
something concrete. It seems counter-intuitive to say that the metaphor

NUMBERS ARE SETS

allows us to do such a thing. After all numbers are arguably more intuitive than sets. We
should remember, however, the status of set theory in mathematics, where it works as the
theoretical backbone for many other theories. (4) outlines a recursive structure for every
natural number, using only a single element, i.e. the empty set ∅. The metaphorical source
might not be more concrete than its target, but it constitutes the theoretical minimum of
mathematics. It presents a tempting creatio ex nihilo which inspires philosophers such as
Alain Badiou (2006) to claim that nothingness is the basis for all of ontology.
Figure 1.1. A lituus

1.1.3

Metonymy

Before we move on, one important linguistic notion should be explained, namely conceptual
metonymy. In addition to the mappings created by metaphor, cognitive linguistics postulates
conceptual metonymy as a referential mechanism working within cognitive domains
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(Littlemore, 2015; Radden & Kövecses, 1999). In metonymy, one element of a domain,
called metonymic vehicle, provides access to another part of the same domain, the metonymic
target. Metonymy is sometimes described as a stand-for relation, since in linguistic examples
it seems that the vehicle term substitutes an implied target, as in sentences where, for
example, instead of discussing the decision of the Polish government officials, we say that
Warsaw decided that…, etc. From a conceptual perspective, however, it is more accurate to
describe metonymic vehicles as reference points (Langacker, 1993), since they provide
mental access to complex structures of conceptual domains, rather than just stand for them.
Radden and Kövecses (1999) discuss common metonymic relationships occurring in
language and thought such as
Mercedes);

ACTION FOR AGENT

CONTENT FOR CONTAINER

(cook);

PRODUCER FOR PRODUCT

(I won a

(nastaw wodę ‘turn on the water’), and many others.

They also argue for cognitive principles governing the choice of vehicles and targets in
metonymy. The metonymic vehicle can provide access to the target, since, while being
conceptually contingent to it, it is also more salient perceptually or culturally. One such
principle is the preference of

BODILY

over

MENTAL,

which motivates examples in which the

head stands for the mind or memory. With our anthropocentric perspective

HUMAN

is

preferred over NON-HUMAN, which might explain why so many abstract theorems and objects
in mathematics are named after their inventors. Reference points are also extremely
important, if our knowledge of some matter is limited but still needs to be discussed. Without
knowing the name of a person we may identify him or her by recalling some salient features
as in delivery boy, milkman, woman in blue, long-haired brunette, etc. In later sections, I
discuss metaphor and metonymy in multimodal context, therefore it is already worth noting
that since metonymy is a conceptual phenomenon, it influences all kinds of expression.
Metonymy is fundamental for any sort of visual advertising campaigns, where brand logos
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are meant to evoke all sorts of positive ideas (Forceville, 1996). In the imagery created by
gesture, rich action domains are often enacted by single salient hand movements which stand
for the whole action event (Mittelberg & Waugh, 2014).
In mathematics, conceptual metonymy is an essential mechanism for the constitution
of algebra (Lakoff & Núñez, 2000, p. 74). In every formula, letters are metonymic vehicles
for numbers or more complex structures. They allow to make statements about general
relationships, while filtering out the qualities of particular cases. Metonymic vehicles are
needed to discuss variables in functions and unknowns in equations, thus providing access to
the indeterminate. Metonymy is also central to function plots, as in the lituus example from
Figure 1.1. It is impossible to draw infinite lines, or spirals, but thanks to the
WHOLE

PART FOR

metonymy, a salient fragment of a function is often illustrative enough.

1.1.4

How metaphors influence the understanding of concepts

One of the essential ideas of CMT is that the metaphors we use have a major impact on the
way we think about concepts. When metaphors become the basis of our thinking, all of our
knowledge about the source domain can be potentially used to reason about the target
domain. Inferences created on the basis of the source’s internal logic are called metaphorical
entailments (Kövecses, 2002, pp. 94-98). For example, with our general knowledge about
journeys, we know that changing destinations requires altering the paths which we use. If we
conceptualise

LIFE

as

A JOURNEY,

along with the

PURPOSES ARE DESTINATIONS

primary

metaphor, the mappings entail that changing our life goals changes the course of our life,
which may require additional planning, etc. Furthermore, if we change the goals of our
journey too often, we might not get anywhere at all which, in the domain of life, could be
interpreted as being a failure. Lakoff and Núñez (2000, pp. 56-59) argue that metaphorical
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entailments are responsible for the laws of arithmetic. Our knowledge about manipulating
object collections accounts for the fact that if we add two collections of objects the result is
also an object collection; or that if we add a collection of 5 objects to a collection of 2
objects, the result will be the same as in the situation of adding a collection of 2 objects to a
collection of 5. Similarly, in the domain of arithmetic, we know that the sum of any two
numbers is yet another number, or that addition is commutative. Formalizations of arithmetic
explain such entailments in more general terms, but the roots of the laws lie in the
experiential knowledge of manipulating objects.
Our knowledge about the source domain is not limited to inferences, but also resides
in the various structural elements constituting the domain. Image schemas explained in
subsection 1.1.1 reduce various experiences and scenarios to the most basic, schematic,
elements. It is common for every journey to include a source, path and a goal, yet we also
know that some journeys involve vehicles such as cars or airplanes, but since this element is
not present at the schematic level, it is far less utilised in conventional metaphors. Such
elements of the source domain are still used for creative expression. In the song God’s away
on Business by Tom Waits, the singer uses a combination of the
SOCIAL HIERARCHY IS VERTICALITY

(5)

LIFE IS A JOURNEY

and

metaphors:

The ship is sinking.
There's a leak, there's a leak, in the boiler room,
The poor, the lame, the blind.
Who are the ones that we kept in charge?
Killers, thieves, and lawyers.

His elaborate and gloomy metaphor for life specifies the vehicle as a sinking ship which has a
group of wicked people in charge, as well as a boiler room for those of low status. The ship,
and its boiler room are symptoms of an extension in the
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LIFE IS A JOURNEY

metaphor. These

unconventional additions make it necessary to think about life in more social terms, e.g. the
shared responsibility for our common fate, the role of various social groups, etc.
Lakoff and Núñez (2000, pp. 60-65) suggest that some ideas were introduced to
arithmetic by means of extensions, discussing examples such as multiplication and the notion
of zero. An interesting example presented by Mirosław Dąbrowski (2014) involves a
metaphor sometimes used in schools, i.e.
STAIRS.

DOING ARITHMETIC IS WALKING UP AND DOWN THE

In this conceptualisation, we can add numbers by counting the steps while walking

upwards or subtract them while walking downwards. Teachers can extend this metaphor to
account for negative numbers as well. In such a situation, each step subtracted from the
ground floor becomes a negative number. Since many school buildings have accessible
basement floors, teachers may (and, according to Dąbrowski, sometimes do) decide to enact
the conceptualisation in school environment.
Target concepts in mathematics are extremely broad in their scope, and it would be
fairly uncommon to find a metaphor describing the target concept to its full extent. In
Rosiński (2013b, see also 2013a), I discussed 4 major metaphors used in schools to explain
the concept of function. One of the findings was that each metaphor highlights and hides
(Kövecses, 2002, pp. 79–80) certain aspects of the target concept, so that in the end, all 4
metaphors can find use in educational context. A
OUTPUT MACHINE,

FUNCTION

can be explained as

AN INPUT-

which highlights the important fact that functions, by definition, cannot

assign more than one value to an argument. Input-output machines do not account, however,
for phenomena related to the notion of continuity, applicable to many functions taught at
school. In the FUNCTION IS A GRAPH METAPHOR, a drawn continuous line presents an intuitive
understanding for this abstract aspect of many functions. Some problems related to functions
can only be addressed if the function is presented in the algebraic form of
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AN EQUATION.

Finally, it may also be relevant to discuss functions as

CORRESPONDENCES BETWEEN SETS

to

present the underlying formalism of the notion, or account for functions which do not involve
numerical values. Depending on the aspects of functions which are the focus of a lesson, the
teacher can choose those metaphors which highlight relevant points, and hide the less
essential ones. Teachers should only remember that no single metaphor can convey all the
aspects of the target notion.
To sum up, I have discussed how metaphors structure ideas and account for inferences
stemming out of various conceptualisations. It was argued that metaphors have the potential
for being extended in a way not predetermined by the schematic aspects of source domains.
In other words, there is a certain degree of freedom metaphor users have while thinking
metaphorically. Finally, many abstract concepts are so elaborate in nature, that a single source
domain cannot express its extent. Rather, metaphors highlight and hide various aspects of the
target concepts. This line of thought foreshadows an idea introduced in section 1.3, namely
that concepts do not enter discourse as fixed static ideas underlying the speakers’
representations, but rather concepts emerge in discourse, through the metaphors used by the
speakers, with some of their aspects elaborated, highlighted or obscured.
1.2 Metaphor in multiple modalities
Despite the postulates of CMT regarding metaphor as a phenomenon of general thought,
much early work on conceptual metaphor was concerned with verbal metaphor. Scholars, of
course, agreed upon the importance of non-linguistic forms of metaphor realisation
(Kövecses, 2002, p. 57) – after all every example of metaphor reaching outside language
strengthens the argument for the metaphor’s conceptuality – yet, the main focus of CMT
resided in language. The situation has significantly changed in recent years with the birth of
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multimodal approaches toward metaphor (Forceville, 1996; Cienki, 2005; Müller, 2008;
Forceville & Urios-Aparisi, 2009; see also Fabiszak, 2017).
In very basic terms, modality (or mode) can be described as “a sign system
interpretable because of a specific perception process” (Forceville, 2009, p. 22). This
understanding clearly distinguishes between visual, auditory or tactile perception, however,
methodologically speaking, the division is too general. After all, there are various visual
systems of expression, such as gesture, drawings, film, written language, etc. According to
Forceville (2009) it is neither possible to provide a satisfactory definition of modality, nor an
exhaustive list of such. Despite this theoretical challenge, linguistic and semiotic practice
allows for postulating an incomplete list of modes which accounts for intuitive differences in
manner of production and reception, including: pictorial signs, written signs, spoken signs,
sounds, gestures, music, etc.
The source and target of a monomodal metaphor are predominantly expressed in a
single modality, as in the many verbal metaphors discussed earlier in the chapter. Non-verbal
monomodal metaphors are also possible – for example Figure 1.2 presents the

TIME IS MONEY

pictorial metaphor where a 1 Złoty coin becomes the clock’s pendulum (illustration after
Bazyluk et al., 2012, p. 181). In contrast, the source and target of a multimodal metaphor are
expressed in different modalities as in the case of verbo-gestural metaphors, where gestures
depict the source domain imagery for the target mentioned in the verbal modality; or verbopictorial metaphors, where a picture depicting the source is used to illustrate the target; etc.
Forceville (2009) notes here that media which combine multiple modes of expression, such as
film or animation, can potentially activate the source and target in multiple modalities
simultaneously. As a result both the source and target might share one of the modes as in
monomodal metaphors, yet, if any other modality also provides metaphorical cues the result
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is multimodal. In this section, I discuss the theoretical basis behind the analysis of metaphors
in the two non-verbal modes which are in focus of my dissertation, i.e. the gestural and
pictorial modes. I also explain the relevance of these modes in mathematics and present some
recent developments in the multimodal studies on mathematics discourse. Throughout the
subsection I try to show why the study of metaphor across modalities is interesting and
relevant for the present topic. The question of how to apply these ideas is postponed until
Chapter 3.
Figure 1.2 Monomodal pictorial metaphor: TIME IS MONEY

1.2.1

Metaphor in gesture

The fundamental insight behind gesture studies is that spoken communication is a multimodal
phenomenon, where one aspect of meaning is created non-verbally with the spontaneous cospeech movements of the body (Cienki & Müller, 2009; Kendon, 1997). Linguistics has
documented the synchronicity of language and gesture and their general intertwining
(Kendon, 1980) on the basis of which gesture scholars such as David McNeill (1992, 2005,
2017) claim that the single thinking mind is responsible for producing complex imagery on a
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multimodal level. Language and imagery are inseparable, therefore a full picture of meaning
production in communication must take into account the role of gestures. Adam Kendon
(1997, p. 114) listed a wide range of communicative functions organised by gesture,
including: regulating discourse participants’ patterns of attention, indicating understanding,
as well as, creating objects of deictic reference. Gestures may also play a syntactic role in
which they partner words or become a substitutes for them, if a verbal expression is difficult
to find. Most importantly, gestures visually render the speaker’s ideas by drawing,
embodying, and enacting interaction with concrete objects (Müller, 1998). McNeill (1992)
argued for the metaphorical potential in the concrete imagery, observing that the latter can be
used to portray abstract ideas as well. Even indexical gestures may localize abstractions in the
space around the speakers.
Building upon the work of McNeill and the semiotics of Charles Sanders Peirce, Irene
Mittelberg (2008) identifies iconicity as a major principle organising gesture with regard to
depicting objects and actions in gesture space. The imagery of gestures used by speakers
resembles depicted objects due to perceived similarity. This may reside in structural
similarities leading to some form of gestural diagram, where an object is reduced to
something very schematic, as for example, the number of basic elements, or its internal
image-schematic relationships. Diagrammatic icons can be fully metaphorical if they present
something abstract, e.g. the perceived duality of an idea is depicted by delimiting two regions
in space. Otherwise, an iconic image might be a direct attempt at drawing the similarities by
portraying the discussed object or idea. Another essential element of Peircean semiotics used
by Mittelberg is the idea of indexes motivated by contiguity. Pointing gestures, used to
identify objects in space, are not based on perceived similarity, but rather on an actual
physical presence indicated with the gesture. Indexes might, however, metaphorically point to
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abstract space referring to past events or ideas present in discourse. With the addition of
symbolic gestures, which are based on conventions, such as the ‘ok’ or ‘thumbs-up’ gestures,
iconics and indexes constitute our repertoire for spontaneous expression along co-speech. In
chapter 3, I further elaborate on variations in created imagery and specify some possible
verbo-gestural metaphor combinations.
The participation of gesture in metaphor construction provides further evidence for
the experiential grounding of metaphor. Gestural imagery is embodied, since the body
movements are themselves the means of expression, however, additionally Mittelberg (2013;
Mittelberg & Waugh, 2014) stresses that much of the gestural imagery can be linked
metonymically to the interaction with our environment in everyday life. When gestures
depict, they do it partially, focusing on the parts of objects or actions which are perceptually
salient. If a gesture enacts manipulating a knife, it gives access only to the active zone
(Langacker, 1993) of the handle. Another option would be embodying the knife, where the
palm edge usually becomes the blade. There is no need to create the full image since both
variants constitute relevant reference points for the whole knife. The metonymic character of
many gestures is extremely significant for the construction of multimodal metaphors. The
experiential domains of instrument and object manipulations can serve as source domain cues
in the context of co-speech. If the speaker’s hand embodies a knife to cut something, the
accessed domain is concrete, but it still can be used as source domain in a discussion on
fractions as in the example presented by Edwards (2009).
1.2.2

Gesture in mathematics

In recent years, gesture analyses have been a major point of interest for educational studies in
mathematics. Scholars have argued that gesturing helps knowledge retention (Cook, Mitchell,
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& Goldin-Meadow, 2008; Novack, Congdon, Hemani-Lopez, & Goldin-Meadow, 2014), aids
collaborative problem solving (Rasmussen, Stephan, & Allen, 2004; Reynolds & Reeve,
2001), interacts with the use of technology in classroom environment (Arzarello & Robutti,
2010; Sinclair & de Freitas, 2014), directs students’ attention to mathematical objects and
their relevant elements (Chen & Herbst, 2013; Gerofsky, 2011; Wolfgram, 2014). In her
commentary to a series of articles on gesture in mathematics education, Anna Sfard (2009)
discusses the role of gestural imagery stressing its interaction with speech and other
modalities. In gesture she sees the action of thinking itself, which opens a realm for
mathematical meta-discourse. Trivial as it may seem, the researcher claims the use of gesture
guarantees that discourse participants discuss the same mathematical objects. Luis Radford
(2009) goes much further claiming that gesture activates bodily resources required to engage
the sensuous matter of mathematics, such as graphs, drawings and written calculations.
In her dissertation, Christina Krause (2016) discusses the functions of gestures in
mathematics education discourse in relation to other modalities. Apart from creating
spontaneous illustrations of verbal ideas (p. 181), gestures can fill semantic gaps in cospeech, elaborating upon imprecise terms, as well as, adding information about the
whereabouts of the discussed objects and their relation to other elements of a geometrical
construction (p. 117). Krause found that even in situations where the gesture and co-speech
offered contradictory interpretations, the information provided by gesture was treated by
students as more reliable (p. 123). When referring to complex geometrical constructions,
gestures can also iconically depict fragments which are salient for the present discussion, e.g.
the curvature of a graph, intersection points etc. (p. 141). Such fragments may be further
“extracted” from the original diagram so that the iconic gesture establishes an autonomous
image (p. 176). The researcher also observed how gestures evolve in interaction between
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speakers (p. 148). For example, the initially referential imagery linked to a particular curve
can be adopted and transformed so that it schematically encompasses a more general figure
type. Moreover, iconic gestures created during a discourse event often recur, creating a
situational convention which sometimes substitutes verbal expression completely (p. 170).
All of these functions structure verbal discourse, direct the attention of speakers and facilitate
comparison and contrast between examples of mathematical objects.
The imagery created by gesture can also participate in the construction of
metaphorical conceptualisations of mathematical ideas. As an example let us consider a hand
movement made by one the participants in the interviews conducted for my research. The
student was discussing her drawing of a heart-shaped figure with an axis of symmetry going
through its middle (see Figure 1.3). She explained that the axis divides the figure into two
parts where one can be put upon the other. Figure 1.4 presents the co-expressive gesture
where the palm of the hand embodies one half of the heart, and then rotates from the palm
down to the palm up with regard to the drawn axis, so that it covers the other half. The
metaphor used by the speaker conceptualises

AXIS REFLECTION

as

PHYSICAL MANIPULATION,

and in this particular example, the manipulation which involves the rotation of one half of the
figure was cued by the gestural modality, wherein the movement was enacted.
Figure 1.3 Heart-shaped figure with a symmetry axis
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Figure 1.4 Reflective symmetry

Núñez (2009) argues that imagery used by mathematicians can be essential when
comparing metaphors for the same concept. In his article, he discusses two interpretations of
continuity in mathematics as presented by a lecturer. One intuitive, based on the image
schematic understanding of a continuous path without any breaking points; the other, formal,
which defines a certain property of atomic arguments and function values, and which can be
metaphorically described as the “preservation of closeness near a location” (p. 325). In the
recorded data, the explanation of the intuitive idea of continuity is built around a multimodal
metaphor combining a drawing, gesture and a verbal expression, all strongly relying on the
source domain of

PATH.

The formal explanation given later is initially less elaborate, and

relies on the static vocabulary of points and sets. Soon, however, the mathematician comes
back to the dynamic conceptualisation to explain some additional details of his construction.
At the same time, the

PATH-related

imagery returns to his gestural expression. Núñez argues
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that the

PATH

schema cued in gesture informs us of the metaphorical conceptualisation

organising the lecturer’s explantation, who needs to complement the formal model with
dynamic elements from the intuitive metaphor.
1.2.3

Pictorial metaphor

With the general overview of gestural imagery behind us, we will now look at the less
elusive pictorial imagery and its means for creating metaphorical conceptualisations. We have
to take for granted here the decades of studies on visual perception (Arnheim, 1974;
Kennedy, 1974) which have shown how the human eye is skilled at recognising boundaries,
contrasts, colours, etc. and how the same features of perception allow us to create images for
others to interpret. What needs to be discussed, however, is the way pictorial imagery can be
used to evoke conceptual mappings.
Forceville (1996) explains that an image may be considered metaphorical if the
conventional reading “does not exhaust its meaning potential” (p. 64). Such a situation is
most common when the depiction of an object is somehow anomalous. For example,
Kennedy (1982) discusses imagery used to depict phenomena which are difficult to convey
with static images, such as movement or speed, presented by means of blur, lines and shape
distortions. Yet, more standard A IS B type mappings can also be created when the elements
used in a scene belong to different frames of reference, creating some form of tension or
juxtaposition. As Forceville (2008) observes, such juxtapositions can be created along the
principles of visual perception. Putting a figure from one conceptual domain against a
background of a different domain creates a contextual metaphor. Figure 1.5 is an illustration
from a series of children’s books on geometrical figures (Terlikowska & Zamecznik, 2016
[1964, 1970]). Their goal was to introduce abstract geometrical shapes by linking them to
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familiar objects. In this example, the camel, desert, and palm tree activate the contextual
domain, additionally specified by the caption as an Egyptian landscape – tak właśnie Egipt
wygląda ‘that’s how Egypt looks like’. The anomaly here is an element from the geometry
domain, i.e. the triangle which works as a substitute for a pyramid. It should be added that
Figure 1.5 is a final compilation of several preceding images which introduced some of the
elements (camel, palm tree in a desert) separately. There, the triangle shape was identified
both as a triangle and a pyramid. Overall, the

TRIANGLE IS A PYRAMID

pictorial metaphor is

an excellent example of how metaphorical mappings ask us to perceive one thing in terms of
another, putting aside any objective resemblances. We are not told that there is a similarity,
we are asked to see it.
Figure 1.5 TRIANGLE IS A PYRAMID verbo-pictorial metaphor

Apart from contextual metaphor, Forceville (2008) also distinguishes hybrid
metaphors, where two objects are combined into a single physical gestalt, such as the moneyclock from Figure 1.2. Context is still essential for the correct identification of the
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metaphorical source and target. Even though the actual substitution in Figure 1.2 could be
characterised as

THE COIN IS A PENDULUM,

I will still argue that the clock is a metonymic

reference point for the TIME source domain, while the coin actives the

MONEY

target domain.

Even though the image is not an illustration of any problem discussed in its source textbook,
it is accompanied by a broader context of mathematical exercises where time/money
relationships are explored. An additional contextual factor is the conventional status of the
TIME IS MONEY

metaphor in Western culture.

Some pictorial metaphors work as similes, where the comparison is created by means
of physical closeness in the presentation. Figure 1.6 from the earlier mentioned book series
(Terlikowska & Zamecznik, 2016) uses a pictorial simile to compare the disc shape to a
round shooting target. The physical arrangement of the two images helps the viewer to see
the circularity of both objects, rather than telling him or her what is the objective state of
things.
Figure 1.6. DISC IS A SHOOTING TARGET pictorial simile
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Studies in pictorial metaphor cover a broad range of genres, including, for example,
advertising (Forceville, 1996), comics (Szawerna, 2017), cartoons (Abdel-Raheem, 2016;
Górska, 2017; Schilperoord & Maes, 2009; Yus, 2009), etc. According to Forceville (1996,
110-112), depending on the genre, as well as the relationship between pictorial imagery and
its broader context, the role of metaphor and the way it can unfold changes dramatically. In
comics and cartoons, we will often come across multimodal examples, where the pictorial
imagery interacts with the domains activated in textual elements or image captions. Also,
different art styles rely on different means of evoking domains, with some, aiming at faithful
depiction of objects and attention to detail, while others, relying on very simple elements
such as stick figures, paths and boundaries, which activate image schemas as the source
domains for further conceptualisation (see, e.g. Górska, 2017). We should therefore ask: what
are the general features of mathematical diagrams as a pictorial genre?
1.2.4

Diagrams in mathematics

The use of illustrations and diagrams in mathematics has been changing throughout history.
Medieval copies of Euclid’s Elements are richly illustrated, which is helpful in the
understanding of the discussed theorems. Without a doubt, geometry for Euclid was
intrinsically multimodal, with its objects understood both as ideas and constructions
(Manders, 2011). Some mathematicians have even been working on inferential systems that
would prove Euclid’s theorems, using diagrams only (see Giaquinto, 2007, pp. 84–85). Then
again, the famous 20th century group of mathematicians known as Nicolas Bourbaki, who
aimed at describing mathematics from the ground up in their series of publications, avoided
diagrams striving for what they considered maximal purity (Boyer & Merzbach, 2011, pp.
578–580; Rotman, 2000, p. 56). Bertrand Russell once even said that “in the best books there
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are no figures at all” (Russell, 1916, p. 93), but such extreme views lost their popularity in the
late 20th century (Giaquinto, 2011; Mancosu, 2005).
I have already discussed some examples of pictorial metaphors used in mathematics
for educational purposes. Nowadays, school textbooks are commonly rich with illustrations.
Sometimes even diagrams which are more technical in mind, incorporate additional graphical
elements to construe rich conceptualisations involving experiential source domains. Figure
1.7 (after Dobrowolska et al., 2011, p. 81; see also Rosiński, 2013b), presents a hybrid
metaphor, where the function graph is simultaneously a snowy hill. The position of the sledge
rider can be described with regard to the coordinate system, while the manner of his motion
(climbing, standing, riding down) can be mapped onto the function’s monotonicity segments
(increasing, constant, decreasing).
Figure 1.7 FUNCTION GRAPH IS A HILL pictorial metaphor

In more advanced mathematics, such detailed graphical elements are, of course, rather
uncommon. Furthermore, apart from some controversial examples of theorems proved by
diagrams alone (Nelsen, 2000), technical illustrations of proofs and calculations in
mathematics are usually used as fragments of larger multimodal constructions (Giaquinto,
2011). The textual or symbolic context allows to correctly interpret the elements of a diagram
and the relationships between them. It also specifies the elements which are at the foreground
of the analysis. Throughout his book on visual imagery in mathematics, Marcus Giaquinto
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(2007) argues that the role of diagrams goes beyond illustrative and explanatory functions.
Visual arrangements of objects and symbols can aid calculation, even when solving equations
(p. 132). However, much depends on the interpretation of imagery. Figure 1.8 (after
Giaquinto, 2007, p. 144), for example, can be understood as a circle sector, ¾, or 270°, etc.
Figure 1.8 Circle sector with multiple interpretations

Giaquinto also tackles the common misconception that concrete diagrams cannot be used for
generalizations. Figure 1.9 (p. 139) presents a diagram explaining the formula:
(6)

1+2+3+...+ z=

z(z +1)
2

Notice, that the link between the equation and the image is strictly metaphorical, since
NUMBERS

need to be conceptualised as ROWS OF DOTS.

Figure 1.9 Visual generalisation in arithmetic
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Later in my dissertation, I consider diagrams spontaneously created during interviews about
geometrical concepts. Such illustrations interact with verbal explanations and gestural
expression, therefore must be treated as dynamic multimodal constructions. Building upon
the present discussion of pictorial metaphor, chapter 3 further explores the possibility of
using metaphorical imagery in mathematical diagrams.
1.3 Metaphor in discourse
Many metaphors pervading everyday language described by Lakoff and Johnson (1980), such
as those depicting

LIFE

as a

JOURNEY

or

LOVE

as a

BUSINESS AFFAIR

do not strike us as

particularly imaginative or interesting. In fact many of them sound like empty clichés which
seem relevant to a situation only because of their entrenchment in language. But our first
intuitions should not be trusted whenever we face the dynamic phenomena of language and
discourse.

I

remember

watching

a

ludicrous

press

conference

of

the

Polish

musician/politician Paweł Kukiz, who campaigned for changing the voting system in Poland. 3
During the conference, Kukiz tried to explain why he does not have a detailed political
program that would address very specific issues faced by the country. He said that it makes
no sense to change a car's hubcaps if the main engine is not working properly. The metaphor
seems quite conventional on a schematic level –

COUNTRY IS A VEHICLE

this context, the speaker specified some of the mappings:
MINOR DOMESTIC PROBLEMS ARE HUBCAPS.

– but of course in

POLITICAL SYSTEM IS AN ENGINE,

This discourse thread, however, did not end with

just one instance of the metaphor. One of the journalists immediately asked whether
politicians need to have knowledge about car engines, to which Kukiz replied that most
Polish politicians know nothing about cars since they ride taxis. From there it only escalated,
3

For the sake of accuracy, I helped my memory and revisited this 2015 conference with the help of YouTube:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pxfv1AnCu28 online access: 18.08.2017. See also the transcript in
section 1.3.3.
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when another journalist asked where the engine of the voting system change movement was
to be located. The politician replied that he was against centralisation, but the journalist was
not satisfied and enquired about the engine once again. Kukiz answered that boats often have
more than one engine and began discussing the location of engines on boats. Even some
minutes later a journalist asked about the simultaneous work of the engines. What seemed
like a political press conference, transformed into a parody of a mechanic’s club discussion.
But how did this happen?
My aim in this section is to explain how phenomena as the one just described come
about. Rather than seeing metaphor as static mappings, I discuss metaphor activation in
discourse and present Cornelia Müller's (2008) Dynamic View. I begin with disbanding a
false dead/alive dichotomy which persisted in metaphor studies for a long time, and later
discuss a theoretical framework with the goal of analysing the interactive and discursive
aspects of metaphor use.
1.3.1

Dead or alive?

In their survey of traditionalist approaches towards metaphor, Lakoff and Turner (1989)
describe a view which they name "Dead Metaphor Theory" (p. 128-131). According to the
latter, most metaphorical expressions used in language are conventionalised phrases, and
therefore do not involve a conceptual operation on the part of the producer or recipient. These
are the so-called dead metaphors. Lakoff and Turner acknowledge the existence of truly dead
metaphors, especially metaphors the origins of which are difficult to trace etymologically. For
example, the word pedigree which can be traced back to pied de grue meaning ‘foot of a
crane’, constituted an image metaphor presenting the shape of a crane's foot as a family tree
diagram (p. 129). This metaphor is no longer present at the conceptual level and even the
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linguistic origin remains obscure without the analysis. The mistake of Dead Metaphor Theory
is, however, the treatment of all non-novel metaphors as historical ones, disregarding the
transparent nature of the conceptual mappings involved in many conventional metaphors.
Lakoff and Turner in fact argue that the conventional status of metaphors only proves how
entrenched they are in our conceptual system (p. 127). A fixed metaphor in language may be
a symptom of a fixed structure in thought, and in this sense it cannot be dead, since it
influences our thinking on an everyday basis.
One problem here involves the borderline between dead and alive. The pedigree
metaphor is dead both linguistically and conceptually, but if we consider other historical
metaphors, we will find that this is not a rule. The etymological metaphor in the Polish word
wiedzieć ‘to know’ stemming from widzieć ‘to see’ is opaque to Polish speakers, therefore,
linguistically dead, yet it is based on the alive conceptual metaphor

KNOWING IS SEEING.

Should we therefore categorize it as dead or alive? Lakoff and Turner, whose main concern
involves the conceptual level, insist on researching further instances of such metaphors. The
presence of transparent examples of the KNOWING IS SEEING metaphor allows us to claim that
the metaphor is alive. Possible Polish examples include widzę że to nie takie proste ‘I see it's
not that simple’ or przyjrzymy się temu problemowi ‘we'll look into this problem’. The
wiedzieć/widzieć relation adds historical evidence for the metaphor's cognitive entrenchment.
The issue of dead metaphors is relevant to mathematical discourse in that
mathematical language is governed by conventions developed throughout the history of
mathematics. There are metaphors in the symbolism used by mathematicians as with the
equality sign = introduced by Robert Recorde in the first printed textbook on arithmetic:
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(7)

[...] to avoide the tediouse repetition of these woordes 'is equalle to' I will sette as I doe often
in woorke use, a paire of paralleles, or Gemowe lines of one lengthe, thus: ═ , because noe 2
thynges, can be moare equalle (Recorde, 1557, p. 237)4.

While it is possible to say that the sum of 3 and 2 is as equal to 5 just as two parallel lines are
equal to one another, the metaphor behind the equality sign is no longer transparent and it is
safe to call this metaphor dead. However, there are less opaque conventions in mathematical
discourse. If we draw an axis of symmetry between two points, it is possible to say that one is
a reflection of the other (in relation to the axis). The word reflection does not refer here to a
mirror or any reflecting surface. It is an abstract relationship. But is this metaphor dead?
Considering that popular primary school textbooks introduce the topic of symmetry by
discussing mirrors, the answer has to be no. In (8), the textbook discusses a paper cut-out of a
leaf:
(8)

Przyłóż lusterko wzdłuż osi symetrii. Zobaczysz w lusterku drugą połowę liścia. Mówimy że
obie części wyciętego liścia są symetryczne (Lewicka & Kowalczyk, 2009, p. 63).
‘Put the mirror along the symmetry axis. In the mirror you will see the other half of the leaf.
We say that both parts of the cut-out leaf are symmetrical.’

The mirror metaphor is visually accompanied by an image of a leaf with a mirror placed
along the proposed axis. In this context it becomes clear that the mirror metaphor of
symmetry is alive and is used to organise some textbook explanations.
There is a way to look at these examples which offers a more detailed analysis and
does not rely on the opposition of the absolute terms dead and alive. The Dynamic View of
metaphor developed by Cornelia Müller (2008) introduces the context and discourse
dependent term metaphor activation to account for the possibility of using conventional
metaphors in a productive manner similar to the example in (8) above. In Müller’s terms, in
(8) the symmetrical relationship of two leaf halves is specified as a mirror reflection and, by

4

The quotation is a favourite example of Wacław Zawadowski (see Bauersfeld & Zawadowski, 1987).
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further elaboration in the pictorial modality, it structures the concept of symmetry along the
lines of the mirror metaphor.
Along these lines, metaphor activation can always be documented empirically by
considering the discourse context in which a metaphor appears (p. 8). By focusing on the
producer’s input in discourse, one can argue for metaphor activation by indicating repeated
use of a single metaphor, or the use of verbal specification, and monomodal or multimodal
elaborations. Metaphor activation is a relative term, therefore in the case of the parallel lines
metaphor for equality the textual evidence is enough to claim that the metaphor was active
for Robert Recorde at the moment of writing in the 16 th century, but as far as it does not
receive elaborations in contemporary texts it remains inactive.
Müller's approach allows her to cast aside the dead/alive binary opposition. By
grouping evidence related to a single metaphor, researchers can show the gradability of
metaphor activation. Müller argues for a continuum where every, so-called, sleeping
metaphor may become waking through repeated use and elaboration, in one or multiple
modalities, thus reaching higher and higher degrees of activation. In the dynamic view, a
single occurrence of a conventional metaphor is not immediately labelled as dead or vital, it
is a potentiality which may, or may not, be realized in discourse (p. 198).
1.3.2

Dynamic View and Conceptual Metaphor Theory

Müller’s (2008) understanding of metaphor is closely related to the approach proposed by
CMT. According to the Dynamic View, metaphorical thought is a cognitive activity, i.e. a
constructive process which involves conceiving one thing in terms of another (pp. 23-25).
This is not very different form Lakoff and Johnson’s (1980) definition of understanding and
experiencing one thing in terms of another, however, in Müller’s opinion, CMT is much more
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focused on the general system of thought and the collective aspects of metaphors pervading
cultures, while the Dynamic View is interested in metaphoricity as the process of seeing-as,
where an individual co-activates two aspects of meaning, in a way comparable to the
phenomenon of figure-ground perception. This aspect of visual perception has been heavily
exploited from the early years of cognitive linguistics; it lies at the very core of Talmy’s
(1972, 2000) cognitive semantics, and is used by Langacker (1999) to discuss metaphorical
meaning construction (pp. 112-113) and the dynamics of construal. Müller’s description of
metaphorical thinking also strongly resonates with Johnson’s (2007) remarks on treating
thought as a cognitive activity:
(9)

If we could only disabuse ourselves of the mistaken idea that thought must somehow be a
type of activity ontologically different from our other bodily engagements (such as seeing,
hearing, holding things, and walking), then our entire understanding of the so-called
mind/body problem would be transformed. We would cease to interpret the problem as how
two completely different kinds of things (body and mind) can be united in interaction.
Instead, we would rephrase the problem as that of explaining how increasing levels of
complexity within organisms can eventually result in the emergence of progressively more
reflective and abstractive cognitive activities, activities we associate with “mind” (Johnson,
2007, p. 140).

The second aspect of metaphoricity according to the Dynamic View (Müller, 2008, pp. 26–
32) is that of a triadic structure which involves the activation of two semantic entities
mediated and linked in thought. Strictly speaking, the mediating sphere is not a third entity
itself, but rather a process described by the author as “seing-in-terms-of”. It is the third
necessary element of the triadic structure. There is little difference between CMT and the
Dynamic View in these terms, since according to Müller herself, conceptual metaphors also
require a mediating sphere of experience jointly shared by the involved conceptual domains,
i.e. “understanding/experiencing in terms of”. There is also no difference in the third aspect
listed by Müller when she claims that metaphor is modality independent (p. 33).
Metaphorical thought expresses itself through the imagery of speech, gesture and other
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modalities but, being a cognitive activity, it is not bound or restricted to any of them. This
view is supported by years of research on multimodal metaphor in CMT.
To complement her dynamic category of metaphor, Müller discusses a static system of
verbal metaphor categorization (p. 200). I believe that a review of this system allows to pinpoint a major difference between CMT and the Dynamic View. Two main criteria allow to
distinguish various types of metaphors. The first is conventionality, which refers to the
established presence of an expression in the language system. The second criterion is the
transparency of an expression, which is also defined in relation to the language system, i.e. a
metaphorical expression is transparent, if it is possible to convey its meaning with a literal
term still present in language. Historical metaphors are highly conventionalised and opaque,
for this reason, their meaning cannot be activated in discourse. They are truly dead.
Entrenched metaphors are conventionalised, but at the same time they are transparent which
guarantees the possibility of activation. Novel metaphors are by definition not conventional
and have to be transparent. They become activated the moment they are introduced into
discourse.
Table 2. Static categorisation of metaphors according to Muller (2008, p. 201)
criterion/metaphor type

Historical

Entrenched

Novel

Conventionality

high

high

none

Transparency

none

given

given

Unlike CMT, Müller at this point does not make any claims about links between the
conceptual and the linguistic systems. In her view, the conventionality of metaphors alone
does not allow for straightforward conclusions about conceptual mappings. In other words,
linguistic entrenchment of metaphors does not have to entail similar conceptual
entrenchment. As discussed earlier, Lakoff and Turner claim the exact opposite. Müller
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argues that verbal, pictorial, gestural, and generally multimodal metaphors are a product of
thought grounded in the imagery of relevant semantic domains which need not always rely on
a broader conceptual structure. The constitution of those semantic domains is dynamic and
changes during the flow of discourse producing metaphor activation signals and constructing
metaphorical thought online. In her opinion conceptual metaphors cannot always be
responsible for the production of activation signals since the argument for the existence of the
former can only be made after researchers gather systematic examples from multiple
modalities, including behaviour and cultural practices, or when they couple linguistic
research with psychological studies.
Górska (2014), however, points out an inconsistency in Müller’s treatment of
examples, raising a question about the analysis of image-schematic metaphors in the
Dynamic View. Müller (2008, pp. 203-204) first analyses a verbo-pictorial metaphor in
which the expression low punches, referring to a political argument, is elaborated with a
close-up picture of a boxing match. It is argued that there is no evidence of broader
conceptual metaphor activation, since it is the verbal imagery which had prompted a pictorial
elaboration of the ARGUMENT IS WAR metaphor. An earlier gestural metaphor SAD IS DOWN is
treated differently (p. 77). There, the verbally literal discussion of depression is accompanied
with co-expressive downward hand movements. Müller argues that since the gesture could
not have been prompted by verbal imagery, it must rely on a conceptual structure. It seems
that the Dynamic View offers divergent strategies for different modalities and different
semantic domains: on the one hand, if a metaphor relies on verbal imagery, further
multimodal elaborations use this imagery as their point of anchorage; on the other hand,
monomodal gestural metaphors which are anchored in embodied image schemas are active on
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the conceptual level. We are left with an inconvenient distinction between verbal and
conceptual imagery and a non-uniform treatment of modalities.
Dynamic View’s focus on the online construction of metaphorical meaning has strong
methodological advantages, since it allows to observe metaphor activation in the flow of
discourse. It accounts for the fact that metaphor in use cannot always be equated with
conceptual metaphors in the language system. Yet, I do not believe Müller’s (2008) sharp
distinction between conceptual imagery and verbal imagery is completely accurate. Johnson
(2007), who at length discusses the continuity of expression, thought and abstract
conceptualisations, indicates that conceptual entrenchment develops in individuals over time,
relying on the same material that any other semantics does:
(10)

[C]oncepts are not themselves things or quasi-things. They are not mysterious abstract entities
with a special ontological significance that sets them over against sensations or percepts. Our
language of “concepts” is just our way of saying that we are able to mark various meaningful
qualities and patterns within our experience, and we are able to mark these distinctions in a
way that permits us to recognize something that is the same over and over across different
experiences and thoughts (Johnson, 2007, p. 88).

As Johnson further remarks, conceptual metaphors are mappings between domains which
became entrenched as a result of repeated co-activation. Müller is right in that not every coactivation is a result of such a stable pattern, and there is no doubt that researchers need to
present substantial, and preferably multimodal, material before arguing for the existence of
particular conceptual metaphors. However, when comparing verbal metaphors with
systematic conceptual mappings, there is no need for opposing purely verbal imagery to
embodied schemas. With similar motivations, Lakoff and Turner (1989, pp. 89-96) discuss
image metaphors which are not based on stable mappings between conceptual structures, but
rather map the imagery of two domains. Such image mappings account for “fleeting” and
“one-shot” novel metaphors. Importantly, they are based on the same metaphorical
mechanism as conceptual metaphors, but their character is simply more temporary and
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elusive. Since they do not involve more elaborate mappings of whole conceptual structures,
they do not influence our reasoning on an everyday basis. Lakoff and Turner discuss image
metaphors in the context of poetry, but the same logic applies to the creative use of imagery
and metaphor processing in the dynamics of discourse, where the used imagery is also
fleeting and elusive. Critically, Müller is correct that this avenue of research has not received
as much attention in CMT as the analyses of broad structural mappings. She has also revised
her model in further publications where different modalities and the imagery used in
metaphors are analysed in a consistent and uniform manner (Kolter et al., 2012; Müller &
Tag, 2010).
I believe that in light of Müller’s publications which followed the introduction of her
Dynamic View, the gap between her work and CMT does not present itself as so severe. The
stress put on multimodal research (Müller & Schmitt, 2015; Müller & Tag, 2010), and in
particular gesture analysis (Cienki & Müller, 2009; Müller, 2014), allows her to conclude that
metaphor is not only modality independent, but also embodied and strongly rooted in
experiential knowledge (Müller, 2017). Metaphor in language use was not always
convincingly analysed in the early days of CMT, which sometimes relied on decontextualised
or invented examples (Deignan, 2008). The Dynamic View draws conclusions concerning
embodiment by focusing on the dynamics of attention in discourse, multimodality of
expression, as well as interactive meaning emergence. In that, it shares the commitment to
converging evidence, prevalent in Cognitive Linguistics. In a recent publication, Gibbs
(2017) expressed his concern about the growing divide between metaphor scholars who focus
on discursive and social analyses on the one hand, and those who treat metaphor primarily as
an embodied phenomenon. Gibbs argues that the two approaches do not have to exclude
themselves and researchers of both groups need to remember about the interactive
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entanglement of the neural, conceptual, discursive and social dimensions of language and
cognition. A way of keeping the discursive and embodied perspectives together is to analyse
the dynamic aspects of metaphor in discourse along with the embodied imagery present in
gesture. The methodological entailments of this approach are further discussed in chapter 3.
1.3.3

Metaphor shifts in discourse

Coming back to the press conference example presented at the beginning of this section, we
may already start drawing initial conclusions about the way metaphor dynamics evolved in
that particular event. Let us look at translated transcript excerpts in (11)-(14). 13 minutes into
the conference Kukiz begins explaining why he is not interested in small scale problems:
(11)

13:45 K: Trzeba zacząć od góry (.) a nie od drobiazgów. W tym samochodzie nie chodzi
silnik (.) a pan mnie pyta proszę pana a jak pan zmieni kołpaki czy one będą różowe
czy zielone i czy pan jest za in vitro
J1: Nie każdy polityk zna się na silnikach (...)
K: Oni w ogóle się nie znają na silnikach, oni mają tylko oni mają naszą kasę na
taksówki, więc nie muszą się znać na tym to polega proszę pana
‘K: You have to begin from the top, not from trifles. The engine in this car is not
working, and you are asking whether I'll change the hubcaps, will they be pink or
green, and whether I support in vitro.
J1: Not every politician is an expert on engines (...)
K: They know nothing about engines, They only have our money for taxi fares so
they don't need to know anything, That's how it works.’

(12)

14:30 J2: Na stronie ruchkukiza.pl za referendum jest odpowiedzialny Janusz Sanocki z
drugiej strony tu mamy ruch JOW (.) gdzie jest ten silnik?
K: Nie bardzo rozumiem
J2: Gdzie jest silnik referendalny w tym momencie?
‘J2: On the Kukiz movement webpage you can read that Janusz Sanocki is
responsible for the referendum, but here we have the JOW movement. Where is the
engine?’
K: I don't understand.
J2: Where is the referendum movement engine at the moment?’

(13)

15:20 K: Czy Pan nie spotkał się nigdy z łodzią z dwoma silnikami? (...) Ważne tylko by te
silniki, by jeden nie był na rufie a drugi na dziobie.
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‘K: Have you never seen a boat with two engines? (...) It is only important so that the
engines… It's only a problem when one engine is at the stern and the other at the
bow.’
(14)

28:53 J3: I drugie pytanie (.) analogia do silników (.) Silniki powinny działać w jednym
kierunku (.) na ten moment wydaje się że cały ruch nie posiada koordynacji wymiany
Informacji (.) jak zamierzacie rozwiązać ten problem?
‘J3: My second question. The engine analogy. Engines should work in the same
direction. For this moment it seems that the movement is not coordinated when it
comes to information exchange.’

The division of public problems into engine and hubcap issues was a novel extension of the
COUNTRY IS A VEHICLE

beginning. The

metaphor; the metaphoricity was here in the foreground from the very

VEHICLE

source domain was activated at its first mention; after that, during

the course of the event, activation reached higher and higher degrees as other participants
continued using the source domain terms. The analysis may be, however, extended by taking
into account metaphor and discourse shifts.
Discourse evolves in time and so does the use of metaphors by its participants. For a
long time this topic has been the focus of interest of many scholars working on interpersonal
and interactive meaning-making (Jensen, 2017), discourse dynamics (Cameron et al., 2009;
Gibbs & Cameron, 2008), narrative and framing effects (Deignan, 2017; Lakoff, 2014;
Ritchie, 2013, 2017), etc. I intend only to summarise here a few phenomena pointed out by
Lynne Cameron (2008) related to metaphor shifts in discourse. In the press conference
example in (11), Paweł Kukiz used the source domain term silnik ‘engine’ to refer to the
Polish political system. When later asked about the leadership in the campaign movement in
(12), the term silnik came back to Kukiz with a shifted target, here it relates to silnik
referendalny ‘referendum movement engine’. Cameron calls this metaphor vehicle redeployment and explains various motivations for speakers to engage in discourse shifts of this
sort. In the present example, vehicle re-deployment allows the journalist to appropriate the
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metaphor and change the topic of discussion. Cameron points out that such reference shifts
are not necessarily radical and often allow participants to communicate more effectively and
align in their thinking (Cameron 2008, p 50). My press conference example also shows how
source domains emerge in discourse through re-deployment – this is visible when Kukiz
switches between car engines, and boat engines, etc. this way developing the

VEHICLE

domain in (13).
In (13) and (14), Kukiz and the journalists also discuss the position of the engine on
the metaphorical boat, the number of engines and their direction. Cameron calls this vehicle
development, but, it is a widely described phenomenon in metaphor studies known under
many names. In Müller’s (2008) work, as well as CMT (Kövecses 2002), vehicle
development is related to metaphor elaboration and extension. It is symptomatic of highly
activated source domains.
In my opinion, the funniest fragment of the press conference is presented in (11) when
Kukiz suggests that contemporary Polish politicians do not know much about car engines,
since they mostly ride taxis. In this fragment, the discussion is still dependent on the source
domain from the previous examples, yet there is also a literal aspect to this. Kukiz is talking
about actual politicians riding actual taxis, therefore in his statement the vehicle domain is
literalised. The comment contains a strong underlying suggestion that people who do not
drive their own cars are not suitable for running the country. This is obviously, once again,
motivated by the

COUNTRY IS A VEHICLE

metaphor, which entails that countries need good

drivers. But, mind you, Kukiz suggests that countries literally need some sort of car
specialists as their leaders. Cameron claims that vehicle literalisation allows discourse
participants to make additional use of the symbolism in metaphorical scenarios (2008, p. 59).
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This is what indeed happens here, since Kukiz tries to portray his political rivals as people
who have little control, just like taxi passengers.
1.3.4

Priming and on-line metaphor construction

Metaphor and concept shifts in discourse events are relevant to this study, since my goal is to
present mathematical ideas as emergent and dynamic. The discussed work of Müller and
Cameron was based primarily on discourse evidence which presents how conceptualisations
unfold in the course of interaction. I decided to conclude this section by reviewing
experimental work in cognitive psychology which investigates how our metaphorical
conceptualisations may be altered by priming. The idea behind this section is based on my
understanding that the essence of metaphor is not captured by static mappings, but rather
dynamic patterns of activation, and as with any process developing on-line, even entrenched
metaphors leave a certain degree of indeterminacy.
In psychology, priming refers to the phenomenon in which two stimuli are related so
that exposure to one of them influences the response to the other. A typical study on priming
might test the way initial exposure to a text influences the readers reasoning in a
questionnaire following it, or more generally how some particular element of the experiment
environment influences study participants’ perception. Since the core of CMT involves
linking distant conceptual domains, priming studies seem an obvious method for validating
the existence of metaphorical mappings. For example, in order to verify the links between
emotional valence and the UP/DOWN image schema, Meier and Robinson (2004) asked people
to categorise words as positive or negative, while displaying them on top or the bottom of a
screen. By measuring reaction time, the researchers found that their participants’ answers
were faster when the valence and position of a word were congruent, i.e.
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HAPPY IS UP, SAD IS

DOWN,

etc., thus confirming the metaphor. Schwarz and Keus (2004) tested the same image

schema and its link to number values. Participants were categorising numbers as odd or even
by eye movements targeted at points in vertical space. In this case, the reaction times for
large numbers were significantly faster whenever the participants performed upward
movement, thus verifying the metaphor LARGE IS UP for numbers.
A growing body of evidence shows that results in similar priming experiments on
metaphors may be further influenced to the extent that metaphorical mappings are altered,
reversed or even created anew. Casasanto and Chrysikou (2011) tested another common
metaphorical mapping between the

RIGHT/LEFT

image schema and the domains of good and

bad. Earlier evidence suggested that right handed people associate the right side with
and the left with

BAD

GOOD

in space valence tasks similar to the ones described above. The

mapping is also reversed for left-handed people. Amazingly, in an experiment where righthanded participants were initially asked to perform a manual task wearing a cumbersome
glove on their right hand, the final outcome on the space-valence test was altered and the
suddenly more dextrous left side became associated with

GOOD.

The experiment not only

proved that metaphorical mappings are subject to change but also showed the degree to which
body experience shapes metaphorical thinking. Similarly, Casasanto and Bottini (2014) were
researching the left-right arrangement as a metaphor for time. As previous studies have
shown, in cultures with left-to-right writing systems, it is common to create left-to-right event
timelines and vice versa for the right-to-left writing systems. In this study, a group of Dutch
participants was trained to read mirror reflections of texts, which made them read from right
to left. The training session influenced reaction times in a priming experiment in such a way
that this group reacted faster to event arrangements which involved a righ-to-left timeline.
The metaphor mappings became reversed. Dolscheid et al. (2013) found also that training
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tasks may arguably lead to the creation of new mappings. Most European languages map the
UP/DOWN

image schema onto judgements of sound pitch (Górska, 2014 discusses some

motivations for these mappings), however, there are languages such as Farsi, where the
THICK/THIN

schema is used instead. The researchers have shown that after short training

sessions speakers of

UP/DOWN

languages may learn the new metaphor to the extent that they

react to incongruences in relevant priming experiments.
It is my belief that the experiments listed above speak in favour of the Dynamic View.
First of all, they clearly show how metaphorical thinking relies upon domain activation, be it
by means of priming or training sessions where multiple modalities are used to foreground
experiential domains of knowledge. Secondly, they provide important insight when it comes
to the nature of entrenched mappings, which can be influenced or even reversed in a very
short time. The sterile lab methods of experimental psychology are obviously very different
from real life discourse events which are of main interests to scholars such as Müller or
Cameron, however, if even very basic image-schematic mappings are open to contextual
influence, than it is only reasonable to claim that the status of metaphor in discourse is
dynamic and to some extent undetermined. Chapter 3 outlines the research consequences of
this view.
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2 The role of metaphors in mathematics
Since my dissertation is an empirical study, there is no space address all the philosophical
entailments of postulating embodiment in mathematics. Still, I find it necessary to address
several theoretical issues involving the role of metaphors in science, and geometry
specifically. I have presented partial findings of my research at a number of conferences
devoted to metaphor analysis, including events organised by the Association for Researching
and Applying Metaphor (RaAM) and the International Cognitive Linguistics Association
(ICLA). Based on the feedback received at these conferences, I decided to focus on three
recurring issues related to the role of metaphors in mathematics. I begin with discussing the
status of the

GEOMETRY

domain: to what extent is it perceptual and how can it be both a

source and target of metaphorical mappings? Then, in the second section, I explain the
relevance of metaphors in science and mathematics, and their relationship with scientific
models. Finally, in the third section, I explore some developments in recent approaches
opposed towards the platonic view of mathematics.
2.1 Why do you need metaphors for something you can see?
When a teacher says that a function can be understood as a meat grinder, since one thing goes
inside and another goes out, there is no doubt we are dealing with a metaphor (Rosiński,
2013b). Functions are abstract entities, therefore no one ever really sees them, apart from the
inputs and the outputs involved, and perhaps some description of the ongoing process. Yet,
for this particular study I have chosen to investigate the notions of area, symmetry and angle,
all of them essential to geometry – the most perceptually salient branch of mathematics. In
this section, I shortly discuss why geometry needs to be structured metaphorically, despite its
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perceptual roots, and later using examples I explain the role of the

GEOMETRY

domain, both

as a target and a source domain of metaphorical mappings.
Without a doubt, there is a tangible and visible dimension of geometry. This branch of
mathematics involves drawing points and lines, describing shapes, and using tools for more
complex constructions, etc. However, the focus of geometry lies in objects which are
different from the ones we create on paper. Points should be understood as zero-dimensional
objects, i.e. without length, width or breadth, and no drawing tool is precise enough to draw
such a thing. Lines and rays are one-dimensional and infinite, yet, every line that we draw is
necessarily a line segment. Theorems about triangles, tell us facts about every triangle there
is, but a presentation of such a theorem can only make use of an example – one triangle to
represent every triangle. These realisations are enough to show that geometry is inherently
metonymic with

WHOLE FOR PART (DOT FOR POINT)

FOR INFINITE LINE)

and

PART FOR WHOLE (LINE SEGMENT

references structuring even the most basic ideas. And these are only the

initial steps, since we must remember that mathematics continually increases the level of
abstraction for its objects. As shown by Lakoff and Núñez (2000, 259-268), modern
mathematics devised conceptualisations of space characterised by set theory, and also used
the instruments of calculus involving infinite processes to define real numbers as points on
the number line, all in all, leading to an image very different from our basic intuitions about
the way space surrounding us works. Metaphorical mappings are responsible for many of
these abstractions, as well as the developments in geometry which became possible as a result
of the increasing complexity. In this manner, Lakoff and Núñez analyse the creation of points
at infinity in projective geometry and plane transformations in inversive geometry (pp. 167173). They also investigate linking metaphors which create trigonometry and explore analytic
geometry which blends the analysis of curves with the analysis of functions (pp. 383-398).
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Even though, their descriptions do not lack detail, I find it surprising that Lakoff and
Núñez plunge into advanced topics such as the geometry within complex analysis, omitting
the somewhat intermediate mathematics every schooled person is familiar with. They discuss
how trigonometry fits into the larger picture of calculus, but at the same time forget to
mention that the example of angle addition they present, where a sum of angles is created by
combining two figures on a plane, is a beautiful visual metaphor on its own (see Figure 2.1
after Lakoff & Núñez, 2000, p. 387). Further questions about elementary geometry can be
posed: What are geometrical figures? Are they, for example, constructions out of building
blocks, or shapes formed out of bent lines? How is area calculated? Do we develop twodimensional “measuring sticks” or use some other calculation strategies? Is there any general
idea behind objects and transformations we describe as symmetrical? Psychological studies
indicate that people are good at recognising various symmetrical patterns (Arnheim, 1974, p.
33; Leyton, 1992), but how do we conceptualise these intuitions of symmetry? I find such
questions extremely relevant for the study of metaphor in mathematics discourse, and a large
part of Chapter 4 is devoted to describe conceptualisations at this intermediate level.
Figure 2.1 A visual metaphor of angle addition

Essentially, the reason why we need metaphor to conceptualise the abstractions of geometry
is the same as with many other metaphorically construed ideas. Consider the domain of
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TIME.

The passage of time is visible due to the day/night cycle; seasons of the year; body processes;
etc. From another perspective, time is very real for us, because we all have a limited amount
of time in this world, we are born, and we die. We even posses a phenomenological
experience of time, e.g. we feel either a protracted or compressed duration of events,
depending on the “density of information processing” (V. Evans, 2003, p. 19). In other words
periods of emotional strain, or idleness make us more attentive either towards our bodies or
our surrounding which leads to the lengthening of time. Routine activities do not require that
much attention and pass quicker. Vyvyan Evans (2003, p. 31) argues that these sort of
experiences are enough to ground our idea of time, but not enough to structure it into
something as systematic as the concepts of time present around the world. Temporal concepts
emerge in their full complexity due to metaphorical mappings and we need metaphors to
understand the way time works in a culture or in the models proposed by physics. Geometry
is the same, i.e. it would be impossible without the perceptual and manual base, but the
complexity of its abstract ideas arises due to metaphorical mappings.
Before I end this section, let us consider two books popularising mathematics, where
metaphors build worlds far exceeding the perceptual grounds of geometry. Edwin A. Abbott’s
Flatland: A Romance of Many Dimensions (1884) combines social satire with didactic
descriptions of one, two, three and four-dimensional spaces. Abbott asks to imagine a flat
world of two dimensions, where all the living entities are line segments or polygons such as
triangles, squares, pentagons, etc. GEOMETRICAL

FIGURES,

as a source domain, drive the

satirical elements of the book, since they are used to explain the social hierarchy of Flatland:
(1)

Our Women are Straight Lines. Our Soldiers and Lowest Class of Workmen are Triangles
with two equal sides, each about eleven inches long, and a base or third side so short (often
not exceeding half an inch) that they form at their vertices a very sharp and formidable angle.
Indeed when their bases are of the most degraded type (not more than the eighth part of an
inch in size), they can hardly be distinguished from Straight lines or Women; so extremely
pointed are their vertices. With us, as with you, these Triangles are distinguished from others
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by being called Isosceles; and by this name I shall refer to them in the following pages. Our
Middle Class consists of Equilateral or Equal-Sided Triangles. Our Professional Men and
Gentlemen are Squares (to which class I myself belong) and Five-Sided Figures or Pentagons.
Next above these come the Nobility, of whom there are several degrees, beginning at SixSided Figures, or Hexagons, and from thence rising in the number of their sides till they
receive the honourable title of Polygonal, or many-Sided. Finally when the number of the
sides becomes so numerous, and the sides themselves so small, that the figure cannot be
distinguished from a circle, he is included in the Circular or Priestly order; and this is the
highest class of all (Abott, 1884, p. 8).

Social status in Flatland is inherited: a child of a square becomes a pentagon, a child of
pentagon is a hexagon, etc. The inheritance process preserves the social ideal of a circle, and
prevents any too radical class change. Flatland’s society discriminates women portraying
them as dangerous, due to their pointed ends. It encourages women to stay indoors and
imposes strict regulatory laws on their actions and behaviour. The protagonist of Flatland is a
square who, after an epiphany, tries to challenge his world’s strict order with the knowledge
of higher dimensions.
Abbott’s work tackles the complex topics of social hierarchy, class, discrimination
and censorship using a comparably simple frame of reference, i.e. plane geometry.
Throughout the novella, many of the mappings are stated in a direct manner, as in (1), which
allows the reader to survey the key issues of the imaginary world, and later apply the logic of
the source domain to build upon it. Importantly, however,

GEOMETRY

is not only a source

domain in the novel, but also the target. On many occasions we hear didactic instructions
which explain to us how the perception in a two-dimensional world is different from that of
our world.
(2)

Place a penny on the middle of one of your tables in Space; and leaning over it, look down
upon it. It will appear a circle. But now, drawling back to the edge of the table, gradually
lower your eye (thus bringing yourself more and more into the condition of the inhabitants of
Flatland), and you will see the penny becoming more and more oval to your view, and at last
when you have placed your eye exactly on the edge of the table (so that you are, as it were,
actually a Flatlander) the penny will then have ceased to appear oval at all, and will have
become, so far as you can see, a straight line (Abbott, 1884, p. 4).
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In Flatland, the sense of sight is one-dimensional, thus every object takes up some space on
the linear field of vision. A triangle seen from afar, is not any different from a circle, while a
line looked upon perpendicularly, is just a point invisible to sight. To let his reader understand
this, Abbott makes use of examples which frame the perceptual phenomena of Flatland in the
context of our spatial experience and plane geometry. He also explores the physics of his
imaginary two-dimensional world, first describing phenomena in terms of miracles, which
later make sense as an entailment of a metaphor. For example, at one stage the protagonist
meets an impossible expanding and contracting circle in his house. He later learns, that it is in
fact a three-dimensional sphere intersecting his world (see Figure 2.2 from Abbott, 1894, p.
71). In this metaphor, different sub-domains of

GEOMETRY

are sources and targets:

TRANSFORMATIONS OF GEOMETRICAL FIGURES ARE PLANE INTERSECTIONS OF SOLIDS.

Figure 2.2 A sphere intersecting Flatland

The most surprising aspect of Abbott’s imaginary world is the sheer amount of descriptions,
required to fully understand the nature of Flatland. Intuitively speaking, a two-dimensional
world should be trivial to understand for us, who move their bodies in three dimensions of
space. But actually, it is not, since the phenomena of the two-dimensional creation described
by Abbott are a work of creative metaphor use in mathematics. We cannot experience
Flatland outside the metaphors given by the author. This becomes even clearer, when Abbott
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(1884, pp. 83-89) considers worlds further detached from our perception. When a twodimensional entity observes another entity, it can only see the other’s outer surface, just as
when humans look at one another they see only their skin and clothing. When a three
dimensional entity looks at a pentagon, it sees the edges, but also everything inside the figure.
How would a four-dimensional entity perceive us humans? Would it see our skin, flesh and
inner organs at a glance? Abbott poses an analogy to see the unimaginable.
There is a joke I remember from an Algebra lecture. How do mathematicians imagine
a four-dimensional space? Well, first they imagine an n-dimensional space and then they
assume n = 4. The joke might not be very funny, but it tells an important truth about
geometrical abstractions, i.e. mathematicians do not know how a four-dimensional space
looks like, but can conceive and understand it thanks to the instruments of mathematics.
Flatland inspired another mathematician, Charles Howard Hinton, to pursue the intuition of a
four-dimensional space, although a contemporary reader will notice that Hinton read Abbott’s
fantasy quite literally. The Fourth Dimension (Hinton, 1904) not only introduces the idea of a
four-dimensional space to a non-technical reader, it actually explores the possibility that
conceiving a physical fourth dimension might grant us access to “a higher world” which, in
turn, will let us become “higher men”. Apart from being a genuine relic of early 20 th century
esoterica, Hinton’s book offers exhaustive descriptions of a hyper-cube, the equivalent of a
cube in four dimensions also known by the term coined by Hinton himself, as a “tesseract”. A
cube consists of 6 square faces extended along the 3 physical dimensions. So there is a face
on the top and bottom, a face at the front and at the back, and two faces on the sides. This can
also be conceived through movement. If a square moves into a direction perpendicular to its
plane leaving a trace, it will create a solid consisting of the 6 mentioned faces. To postulate a
four-dimensional hypercube means to create a figure with cubes as its faces extended along
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four dimensions: 2 cubes for the top-bottom faces, 2 for the front and back faces, 2 on the
sides, and 2 cubes facing the two imaginary directions created by the fourth dimension.
Alternatively, we can imagine a cube which moves along an imaginary axis, perpendicular to
the three original axes, and leaving a trace thus creating a total of 8 cube faces. The problem
with these descriptions is that there is no way to extend a figure along this imaginary fourth
axis. We all know length, width, breadth, but apart from that there is nowhere left to go.
Hinton was aware of the problem with imagining a fourth axis and designed a tool
allowing to build a tesseract without the need of moving physically along a fourth dimension.
He avoided the problem with the ingenious idea of rendering the movement along spatial
axes as colour change:
(3)

Take a square, [...] and give it a neutral colour, let this colour be called “null,” and be such
that it makes no appreciable difference to any colour with which it is mixed. If there is no
such real colour let us imagine such a colour, and assign to it the properties of the number
zero, which makes no difference in any number to which it is added. Above this square place
a red square. Thus we symbolise the going up by adding red to null. Away from this null
square place a yellow square, and represent going away by adding yellow to null. To
complete the figure we need a fourth square. Colour this orange, which is a mixture of red
and yellow, and so appropriately represents a going in a direction compounded of up and
away. We have thus a colour scheme which will serve to name the set of squares drawn. We
have two axes of colours—red and yellow—and they may occupy as in the figure the
direction up and away, or they may be turned about; in any case they enable us to name the
four squares drawn in their relation to one another (Hinton, 1904, pp. 136-137).

Each dimension receives its own colour, and these in turn define the colours of objects spread
along the dimension. The first two dimensions are red and yellow, a square with a red
dimension on one side and a yellow dimension on the other becomes orange. The colour
mixing is then applied to cubes. The three spatial axes are coloured red, yellow and white.
Every square face extended along the red and white dimensions is pink; faces along the white
and yellow axes are light yellow, etc. This creates a cube, with red, yellow, and white axes,
pink, orange, and light yellow faces, and an ochre interior. Later, Hinton introduces the blue
axis for the fourth dimension, and discusses the various possible configurations of the axes.
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Finally, he instructs his readers to build models out of wooden blocks. The readers need to
construct the cube faces of the tesseract and imagine how their colours change, as faces
extend into one of the coloured dimensions. The colour mixing is acted out, since the readers
are instructed to build cubical intersections of the tesseract while imagining the movement. In
other words, in the initial stage we begin with a cube which is a face of a tesseract. To create
a tesseract we would need to extend this cube into a fourth dimension, yet, because it is not
physically possible, we move the cube metaphorically by rebuilding it in a new configuration
of colours. The process of such metaphorical extensions is repeated so that we learn about all
the possible faces and tesseract positions. In Figure 2.3, provided by Hinton (1904, p. 272),
we can see the 8 cube-faces of the tesseract (No. 1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 9, 10, 12). The remaining four
views in the middle column are cubic sections of the tesseract along the blue, white yellow
and red dimensions. The whole idea is extremely laborious and takes a lot of time to master.
At the same time, the end goal is quite humble in comparison to the “higher-world”
ramblings spread throughout the philosophical parts of The Fourth Dimension. Hinton’s
model is designed to help the reader memorise and understand the construction of a tesseract,
and provides a rough idea of manipulating a hyper-dimensional object.
Contemporary technology offers many new ways of visualising four-dimensional
figures (see Davis, Hersh, & Marchisotto, 1995, pp. 442–447). There are computer-generated
graphics of “flattened” hypercubes and even simulations which allow to see the outcome of
rotating a four-dimensional figure intersecting a three-dimensional space. Hinton’s model is a
hundred-year old technology of the same sort. They all provide a set of basic intuitions about
metaphorically construed objects. They allow to imagine the “unimaginable”. As we build
our understanding of such geometrical abstractions, we should also remember that they exist
only through the creative use of metaphor.
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Figure 2.3 The faces and sections of the tesseract
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2.2 Metaphors and models
Scientific discourse proposes simplified descriptions of phenomena in the world known as
models. The Stanford Encyclopedia of Science distinguishes 22 different types of models
(Frigg & Hartmann, 2017). For example, the role of these can be didactic, as with the
hydraulic model of the electric current (Gentner & Gentner, 1983), where the conceptual
framework of WATER and its behaviour in a system of pipes provides a rough idea of the way
ELECTRICITY

works. Didactic models use experiential knowledge to make elusive phenomena

more accessible and they often render the related formulas and calculations more intuitive.
From a more technical perspective, every science, from sociology to physics, which wishes to
apply the instruments of mathematics to the systems it describes creates mathematical models
which simplify phenomena so that they can be quantified and, e.g. described with equations
(Black, 1962, p. 224; Daintith & Martin, 2010, p. 532).
Researchers of scientific discourse often describe the close affinity between models
and metaphors, explaining that the insight gained due to models is a consequence of
metaphorical thought (Black, 1962, pp. 219–243). Metaphor can be seen as a type of
technology, governed by autonomous logic and preceding formalisation (Châtelet, 2000, p.
177). Moreover, according to Richard Boyd (1993), metaphors not only provide epistemic
access, in the sense of understanding complex phenomena in terms of something simpler, but
also allow science to expand its vocabulary, and build a whole theoretical apparatus around
the source domain. Boyd calls such metaphors theory constitutive (p. 486). This aspect of
scientific discourse was further explored by Magdalena Zawisławska (2011), who examined
metaphors such as

DNA IS A CODE

or

THE BRAIN IS A COMPUTER.

The author, however,

advises caution when it comes to fully identifying models with metaphors. On the one hand,
not every metaphor can lead to a full-blown scientific model. It seems clear that without an
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extensive list of mappings, a metaphor such as

THE BRAIN IS A MILL

(p. 118) is worthless

from a scientific perspective, since it does not explain the relationships within the target
domain. On the other hand, Zawisławska also claims that not every model is a metaphor. I
cannot agree, however, with the single supporting example given by her, i.e. the
Schrödinger’s model of a hydrogen atom (p. 117). Even though the model is expressed in
purely formal language, i.e. it is a mathematical equation, I still believe that mathematics can
be seen as a source domain which provides access to something, otherwise, unimaginable to
the senses. Kuhn (1993, p. 538) argues in a similar manner, saying that the elements of the
equation refer to the model, rather than being parts of nature. Zawisławska touches upon this
important issue herself saying that formalisations of phenomena created in the language of
mathematics are viewed as way to escape metaphorical imagery (pp. 133-134). As she
admits, most such attempt are futile since mathematics is filled with metaphors.
Are the metaphors which ground mathematics models themselves? We can model the
movement of the planets in our solar system using geometrical tools: express the paths of
planets in terms of periodic functions, describe the angular velocity of the earth’s rotation
around its axis etc. But the domain of GEOMETRY used to create abstract models in astronomy
is itself grounded within our own experience of MOVEMENT IN SPACE. The embodied concepts
of

ROTATION,

or

PATH

help to understand

ANGLES

and

FUNCTIONS.

Mathematical didactics

offers the term concretisation (see Freudenthal, 2002) for situations in which teachers use
experiential domains to present a simplified version of a mathematical concept. Their role can
in fact be similar to that of a didactic model, as long as the teacher decides to focus on
exploring the internal relationships within the concretisation (p. 51), otherwise the bare
intuitions might be too rough to constitute a good model. The reasoning is similar to the idea
explained by Zawisławska, i.e. not every metaphor is worthwhile for science. This seems to
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be a strictly terminological issue and I believe some scholars could find it confusing to talk
about metaphorical models inside mathematical models. I do not insist on recognising
metaphors in mathematics as models, since the significant fact here is the very presence of
metaphors in scientific discourse and the consequences of this idea.
According to Gilles Châtelet (2000), “science supports itself on two crutches”:
(4)
− the official crutch of the literal text, which accounts for the carrying out of the
operations and which guarantees the transmission of knowledge;
− a more subtle crutch, reserved for initiates, who are able to sense a whole network
of allusions interlaced with the literal text and continually overflowing it.
(Châtelet, 2000, p. 7)

The essence of models, metaphors and imagery used in science lies in their openness to
interpretation. Metaphor creates new meanings by posing connections, or “allusions”,
between distant disciplines. On a technical level, metaphors may lack precision, but this
open-endedness permits further development of concepts (Kuhn, 1993, p. 521). One
mathematical example discussed by Châtelet (2000, pp. 85-88), is the analysis of Jean-Robert
Argand’s idea behind the creation of the complex plane, which integrates real and the socalled “imaginary” numbers (the latter symbolised with i equal to √−1). Imaginary numbers
are square roots of negative numbers – they were invented in order to represent solutions to
equations such as x2 = −1. Their original conception was somewhat, one-dimensional, limited
to the replacement: √−1 × √−1 = −1, and worked perfectly well for algebraic purposes.
Argand’s insight involved the interpretation of 0 as a balancing element, between +1, −1, +i,
−i. ZERO is one of the more ambiguous ideas in mathematics – the balancing character, where
0 stands in the middle between the positive and negative numbers, competes with the concept
of nothingness, as well as the role of an organising element in the decimal notation. Argand’s
diagram (see Figure 2.4) is a visual metaphor, where 0 not only takes its position in the centre
between the four mentioned values, but also organises the whole plane of complex numbers,
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creates a balance between 5 − i and −5 + i, 3 + 2i and −3 − 2i, etc. It paves the road towards
a geometrical analysis of the relationships between complex numbers.
Figure 2.4 Argand’s diagram

Ambiguities, similar to the case of

ZERO,

are central to William Byers’ (2007) book on

creativity and development in mathematics. The author agrees that the act of invention in
mathematics relies on the interpretation of ambiguities, on realising that ideas might change
depending on the frame of reference (p. 28). Even the simplest statements in mathematics,
such as 2 + 3 = 5, reveal that there is a creative act in the resolution of ambiguities (p. 34). In
this case it involves the transition from a process (addition), to an object (sum). The
transition, also known in cognitive grammar as reification (see Langacker, 1999, p. 3), is the
key to many creative ambiguities, since depending on the frame of reference we may
perceive functions as calculation processes or graphic syntheses of the outcomes; symmetry
as a geometrical construction or as an alignment of figures; etc. Even though Byers does not
explore the topic of metaphor at length, he agrees with Lakoff and Núñez’s view that
abstractions in mathematics are created through metaphor:
(5)

When we become sensitive to the metaphoric dimension of mathematics, the entire subject
undergoes a metamorphosis before our eyes. The “real line” is a metaphor that is especially
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rich in its implications. Numbers become points on the line. Thus we “see” the system of real
numbers as being one-dimensional; we “see” that the relationship of “less” between numbers
is equivalent to the relation of “to the left of” on the line; we “see” that every infinite decimal
has its own unique place on the line. We even say that the absence of a certain number, like
the square root of two, would leave a “hole” in the line that is itself a geometric metaphor.
Through the metaphor of the real line the reals are conceived of as a new object. This new
metaphoric object is now invested with its own reality, for example, that of being a
continuum. Even though we could equally imagine a “rational line,” the real line carries with
it the essential property that a line in the plane that goes from the positive to the negative side
of the x-axis must actually cross the real line at a definite point. The geometry is now wedded
to the analytic in a productive manner (Byers, 2007, p. 70).

As the author stresses, metaphors allow us to see mathematical concepts in their new frame of
reference. The interpretation of the reals as a line is thus for Byers a productive cognitive
phenomenon, which leads to the creation of new objects.
This section has only scratched the surface, when it comes the creative use of
metaphor in science and the productive nature of models and their interpretations. In chapter
4, where I explore case studies on the understanding of geometrical notions, this topic is
pushed much further, however, from a slightly different angle. Thinkers such as Boyd, Byers
and Châtelet, look at metaphors in mathematics from a historical perspective. They observe
the slow evolution of disciplines through well known re-interpretations of scientific concepts.
As will be shown later, ambiguities during a discourse event often evolve much faster.
2.3 Mathematics as an embodied material practice
Lakoff and Núñez (2000, pp. 338-340) wrote their book to challenge, what they call, “the
romance of mathematics” – a folk version of the platonic view of mathematics. People who
are committed to the romance of mathematics, first of all, believe that it is a science focused
on objective features of the universe. Mathematical objects are real, and we can discover
objective truths about their existence. Moreover, human beings do not influence the existence
of mathematics, therefore squares, cubes or tesseracts (see section 2.1) could exist in a world
without humans in the same manner. This is because, mathematical structures are the hidden
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backbone of our physical world, governing all sorts of shapes, patterns, processes and
phenomena. Importantly, abstract mathematical thought, including formal logic, is the
pinnacle of rationality. It is the most precise of sciences and serves as an ideal to follow.
Lakoff and Núñez could be accused of committing the straw-man fallacy. They
outline a set of extreme ideas that they openly disagree with, just to refute them later.
However, the popularity of mathematical platonism is a researched issue (Davis et al., 1995,
pp. 359–360) and many of the elements which constitute the romance of mathematics are
common beliefs among professional mathematicians. Ian Hacking (2015, p. 191), evoking
Marx and Derrida, even claims that platonism is a spectre which haunts the philosophy of
mathematics. He pokes fun at various anti-platonic “exorcists”, but essentially points out that
it is difficult to discuss the nature of mathematics ignoring the strong influences of
mathematical platonism. Lakoff and Núñez (2000, p. 341) also mention some pernicious
effects of platonism being the standard way of viewing mathematics. The romance of
mathematics is intimidating for students and the non-mathematical scientific community
alike, because the accessibility of mathematical instruments is often opposed with their
purity. If mathematics is incomprehensible to a learner, it is his or her fault that they cannot
grasp the rational ideal. A disembodied view of mathematics also treats the instruments,
metaphors, and thought experiments behind major developments as scaffoldings which may
be removed, after a theory is formalised. This is perhaps the reason why platonically oriented
thinkers tend to ask the same questions over and over again, even after considering the recent
findings of cognitive science.
Bartosz Brożek and Mateusz Hohol (2014) devoted their book to the analysis of
cognitive and neurobiological underpinnings of mathematical concepts, discussing topics
such as number sense, spatial schemas and even metaphor in the CMT understanding. They
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agree with Lakoff and Núñez on that metaphor can be seen as a major creative force behind
mathematical thought, but in the concluding chapter of their book, they recapitulate on a
platonic note and go back to one the most famous articles in 20 th century philosophy of
mathematics, i.e. Eugene Wigner’s (1960) The Unreasonable Effectiveness of Mathematics in
the Natural Sciences. The questions posed by Wigner are simple: how is it possible that the
creations of mathematical thought prove to be so effective, when it comes to describing
physical phenomena? How is it possible that many old mathematical tools, such as
trigonemetry, are taken out of their original context and effectively applied to new branches
of science, e.g. statistics? For Brożek and Hohol (2014, p. 236), Wigner’s “miracle” can only
be explained if we postulate that mathematics is indeed the actual language of nature.
In his work, Marcel Danesi (2013) explores many mathematical inventions which fit
reality as models, even though, they were not constructed for that purpose. As he argues, the
effectiveness of mathematics becomes much less surprising, if we consider the reciprocal
influences between mathematics and the sciences which make use of its tools. On the one
hand, mathematics did not evolve in a vacuum, but often had to account for the needs of
natural sciences. It was invented along with the tools used in physical experiments of trial and
error (pp. 148-154). Some branches of mathematics came into being only to describe and
elaborate on techniques that were known to artists and poets for centuries, as in the case of
fractal theory (p. 116). On the other hand, the so-called mathematical nature of the universe
can be explained by the cognitive tendency of recognising patterns that we are accustomed to
– scientists tend to look for structures that they are already familiar with, or at least compare
new forms with what they know (pp. 117-118). Mathematics is not an intrinsic language of
the universe, but it has emerged to become a language in which certain phenomena can be
described best. Metaphor and imagination play a crucial role here, since they allow the
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mappings between the involved conceptual domains. For Brożek and Hohol (2014, p. 209)
the most surprising examples of “unreasonable effectiveness” come from contemporary
physics, e.g. the use of matrix mechanics in quantum physics to model the helium atom.
Danesi, however, points out that not only the descriptions of physical phenomena are
governed by mathematics which emerged along quantum mechanics, but also the instruments
and all the technologies for the experimental verification of predictions rely on the same
mathematical underpinnings:
(6)

The devices and methods used depend on whether the researchers are studying atoms
themselves, electrons, nuclear particles, or quarks. X rays are used to study the arrangements
of atoms in regular, repeated patterns, such as in crystals. [...] However, none of these
instruments can reveal any details of the structure of atoms. Only mathematical language can
and that is a product of imaginative thinking. Physicists study energies of electrons chiefly by
examining the light emitted by atoms in heated gasses. Instruments called spectrometers
break up the light into a spectrum with a separate line for each wavelength of light. Each
wavelength is related to the difference in energy between two quantum states in the atom.
After determining the wavelengths, scientists can draw up a complete list of energy levels.
But one must assume that quantum mechanics is a correlate of the experiments, and only this
assumption will allow for a description of the electron motions in the atom. Other devices
include particle accelerators. But all such devices still do not allow the physicist to get a real
glimpse at the structure of the atom (Danesi, 2013, pp. 153-154).

(7)

The gist of this is that ideas in relativity theory and quantum mechanics are part of a new
mathematics that fits in and reflects them perfectly. It is not clear if this mathematics does
“tell the truth”, in any empirical way. It guides experiments that seem to corroborate it in a
self-referential way (Danesi, 2013, p. 152).

Danesi insists that the concepts of mathematics structure the way we make our sense of the
scientific world, and simultaneously, mathematics is built by our joint faculties of
imagination and perception. Metaphor and imagination should not be seen as derogatory
terms in the context of science – they are a necessary element of every kind of cognition,
since the world has to be interpreted, including the world of science. Similar ideas are
discussed by the mathematician and philosopher Brian Rotman (1993, 2000, 2008), who also
explores the role of imagination in mathematics, especially in the form of thought
experiments.
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(8)

Indeed, why should one be puzzled by the utility of geometrical or arithmetical discourse,
why think they perform miracles upon the world, when their objects are themselves
idealizations and truncations of real-world regularities – distances, positions, angles,
collations, partitions, matchings, countings, orderings – and when their theorems result from
thought experiments designed to preserve the relations between these regularities? Why in
fact be any more puzzled than by the success of the myriad thought experiments each of us
performs daily through the employment of natural language to move around, categorize,
remember, impinge on, and anticipate the world of material, embodied existence? And what
goes for geometry and arithmetic goes, more indirectly to be sure, for topology, algebra,
calculus, analysis, and the rest of mathematics: each has arisen out of, and controlled and
organized its abstractions in the light of, empirically originated patterns, processes, and
regularities (Rotman, 1993, pp. 141-142).

For Rotman, the effectiveness of mathematical language in science is as obvious as the
effectiveness of natural language in life, where it can be used to remember things, describe
events, discuss problems, and perform actions. Of course natural language is not as strictly
formalised as the conventions of the scientific language, but both rely on common cognitive
roots.
Rather than giving an ultimate answer to Wigner’s questions, it is perhaps worthwhile
to observe where the different attitudes towards the matter lead. Brożek and Hohol (2014, p.
231) claim that cognitive scientists interested in mathematics do not appreciate the full
spectrum of unexpected links between physics and mathematics. There is a human
mathematics and there is the Mathematics of the universe. The fact that the two resonate is,
according to them, a miracle (p. 251). Rotman (1993, p. 141), on the other hand, believes that
platonists underestimate the role of instruments and material semiotic systems which shaped
our mathematics and science in a reciprocal manner. We make sense of fragments of the
world through the concepts and symbols of mathematics, through its writing and counting
systems, through the software and hardware of its design. Rotman challenges the romance of
mathematics in a manner stronger than cognitive scientists such as Danesi, Lakoff and Núñez,
since he goes beyond the exorcism of platonic miracles and points to the research area of
mathematics as an embodied material practice. He asks his readers to think about the
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cognitive impact of writing down one’s calculation or drawing diagrams, so that instead of
straining our working memory we can simply focus on the next step of our
calculation/construction (Rotman, 2000, p. 58; see also Clark, 1997). In these situations our
mathematical minds and bodies engage with the marks on paper, rather than some
disembodied, ideal entity. We create a virtual space for our externalized thought experiments.
(9)

Characterizing mathematics as an edifice of formal set-theoretical structures ignores the
corporeality, the physical materiality (semiotic and performative), as well as the
contemplative/intuitive poles of mathematical activity; and in so doing dismisses diagrams as
mere psychological props, providing perceptual help but contributing nothing of substance to
mathematical content (Rotman, 2008, p. 37).

A diagram captures the elusive imagery created in gesture, bringing abstractions to life.
Furthermore, Rotman argues that the study of gesture as a mode of presentation itself, can
offer insight into the way our bodies engage with mathematical objects (2008, pp. 33-34).
As I have shown in this section, there are voices in contemporary philosophy of
mathematics which look beyond platonism in their enquires into the nature of mathematics.
Materialist and phenomenological thinkers look into the role of imagination and its bodily
roots, where mathematical objects are shaped, as well as the gestures, drawings and
metaphors which reveal the imagery of thought. The idea of mathematics as a material
practice is well suited for cognitive research. The latter focuses on examining the perceptual
and experiential grounding of concepts paired with the analysis of multimodal forms of
expression. I discuss the relevant methodology for these issues in chapter 3.
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3 Methodology, experiment design and research goals
This study takes as its starting point the main proposals of Lakoff and Núñez (2000), and
crucially, the idea that mathematical concepts are shaped by metaphorical thinking. The
authors of Where Mathematics Comes From argue that the main conceptual links between,
not only single ideas, but also whole branches of mathematics exist in the form of
metaphorical and metonymic extensions, which in cognitive linguistics are treated as general
mechanisms organising thought. Metaphors shape mathematics starting with the most
elementary concepts like arithmetic operations and logical relationships understood through
basic human experiences with objects such as rocks, sticks or containers. With the base
established, more abstract branches, such as complex analysis or linear algebra, come into
being through metaphor, metonymy and blends which extend the meaning of previously
formed concepts. Despite their anti-platonic motivations, it must be said that Lakoff and
Núñez focus on well-established and entrenched understandings of mathematical concepts.
Most of their examples are mathematical ideas which were finely crafted and polished over
centuries and now can be found in school textbooks. Where Mathematics Comes From is an
important theoretical work on mathematical concepts as a part of a historical body of
knowledge, and it lays ground for a thorough study on metaphors in mathematics discourse.
The present study is centred on the nature and role of metaphors in mathematics. Are
they inventions created at some point in the history of mathematical development and later
introduced into the larger body of knowledge as conventions? Are they entrenched techniques
of handling abstract objects which lose their material and bodily roots once learnt? Are
reflections, rotations, cuts and folds only linguistic traces of long dead metaphors? Cornelia
Müller (2008) claims that the dead/alive dichotomy is inadequate for metaphor analysis.
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Conventional and entrenched metaphors have the potential to become active in discourse and
shape its progress by leading speakers to various entailments carried by the metaphor's
structure. So-called sleeping metaphors become waking via repetition, verbal elaboration,
semantic opposition, syntactic integration and activation in multiple modalities (pp. 197-198).
Finally, speakers may become aware of the metaphorical models themselves, and consciously
explore them, negotiating individual mappings between concepts. These phenomena have
been discovered in various domains of discourse, e.g. education (Cameron, 2003),
psychotherapy (Tay, 2013), medical discourse (Semino, Demjén, & Demmen, 2016). In this
study I will try to answer the question whether similar processes can be observed when
people communicate mathematical ideas.
Mathematics discourse combines written descriptions, formal notation, programming
code, tables, graphs, drawings; mathematics can be presented through speech or worked out
using computer software. A multimodal approach allows me to investigate many different
modalities, but, in order to make precise methodological decisions, it is necessary to limit the
scope of research. In this section I explain the design of my experiment exploring metaphor
activation in mathematical discourse. I also specify the modalities under analysis and
describe the methodology used to investigate them.
As stated earlier, I am concerned with three basic geometrical notions – area,
symmetry and angle. My research is inspecting the act of their conceptualization, and the
main focus lies on the dynamic emergence of metaphors in spoken discourse. I do not
necessarily look at the understanding of a given notion by an individual speaker, but I am
more concerned with the way concepts evolve throughout the discourse event, especially
when this process involves the negotiation of meaning, as well as confronting different
metaphors and using metaphorical reasoning for problem solving. When necessary, I also
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investigate metonymic processes, which are often impossible to ignore in the analyses of
metaphors.
3.1 Experiment design
The study consists of 6 interviews:
•

one interview with two students of exact sciences;

•

one interview with two students of humanities;

•

two interviews with teachers of mathematics;

•

two interviews with academic mathematicians.

The interviews were semi-structured, that is, they involved a set of predetermined problems,
however, on some occasions the participants were given follow-up questions in order to
explore the topics in more detail or to address issues which emerged during the discussion.
What follows is the translated list of problems discussed in every interview:
1.a How do you understand the notion of area?
1.b How to calculate areas of geometrical figures?
1.c How to calculate the areas of figures given in Figure 3.1?
2.a How do you understand the notion of symmetry?
2.b Can you give any examples of symmetries?
2.c What type of symmetrical relationships do you know?
2.d How to create figures symmetrical with respect to an axis?
2.e How do areas of two symmetrical figures relate to one-another?
3.a What is an angle?
3.b What types of angles do you know?
3.c Is it possible to perform arithmetic operations on angles?
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3.d Can an angle be bigger than 360°? Can it be smaller than 0°?
The participants had at their disposal a number of instruments which prompted multimodal
reasoning and often helped them to illustrate their answers. These instruments included: pens
and coloured pencils, white and graph paper, a ruler, a pair of scissors, a pair of compasses
and a box of counting sticks.
Figure 3.1 Figures shown in relation to question 1.c.

Drawings created by the participants were collected after the interviews, and they will be
included in further analysis. The interviews were video recorded and divided into segments
based on the topic under discussion. Segments relevant to the posed geometrical problems
were transcribed and annotated for multimodal metaphor analysis with the help of
EXMARaLDA Partitur-Editor (Schmidt & Wörner, 2009). The software helps to divide
recordings into units for speech and gesture analysis. Each unit can be played and analysed,
while allowing for multiple tiers of transcription and annotation. Full transcripts, or their
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fragments, may later be exported into a wide array of formats. In the presentation of my data
I use tables generated by the Partitur-Editor. To aid the analysis, I have divided the
transcripts into Chafe's (1994, pp. 53–70) intonation units. Speech is not a continuous stream
of words, it is rather delivered in spurts delimited by pauses, patterns of acceleration and
deceleration, and changes in pitch. Intonation units are meant to capture these perceptual
characteristics. The convention used in the transcripts is based on GAT 2 (Couper-Kuhlen &
Barth-Weingarten, 2011), and employs the symbols discussed at the beginning of this
disseration.
3.2 Research assumptions and goals
In the list of questions above, for each target concept there is an introductory question
beginning with what is X?, or how do you understand the notion of X?. These questions are
meant to indirectly elicit metaphors from the speakers. The questions which follow involve
specific problems in order to explore the metaphors in detail.
I anticipate that once the speakers activate a metaphor at the onset of a discussion, this
metaphor will influence the reminder of the discourse event. By activating a metaphor,
speakers adopt a perspective towards the target concept which may be used as a tool for
tackling the problems at hand, or may misguide the participants setting them on a path which
does not lead to a constructive solution. In this context, my research question is the
following: How metaphor activation influences solving and explaining geometrical
problems?
Each problem on my list requires taking a broader perspective on the target notion.
With the first question (How do you understand the notion of area?) I ask the participants for
a definition of area in the abstract. Question 1.b (How to calculate areas of geometrical
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figures?) involves the notion of measuring and may lead to a discussion on the numerical
values of areas. The three figures which come afterwards potentially require different
calculation strategies. The triangle as the simplest polygon is well-described in mathematics
and there are many formulas allowing to calculate its area. The irregular polygon creates a
bigger challenge, but still involves quite simple shapes. Calculations on the final closed curve
require a more general method which would be viable for any irregular figure. For
participants who solve the first two problems using common formulas, this last stage requires
a change of perspective.
The second set of questions (see 2.a-d), begins with the notion of symmetry in the
abstract and later explores types of symmetries which can potentially activate different
metaphors of this notion. Question 2.d (How to create figures symmetrical with respect to an
axis?) leads to another shift, as it deals with constructing symmetries rather than describing
them. Finally, in 2.e (How do areas of two symmetrical figures relate to one-another?), the
discussion refers back to the notion of area, but this time in the context of a figure and its
reflection. The answer to the problem is of course trivial – a figure and its reflection have
equal areas – however, I expect the participants to motivate their answers by using some kind
of a metaphor.
The third set of questions (see 3.a-d) again begins with defining the notion of angle in
the abstract (What is an angle?), later leading to more particular examples in 3.b (What types
of angles do you know?). The third question (Is it possible to perform arithmetic operations
on angles?) directly evokes the domain of arithmetic proposing a metaphorical understanding
of angles as objects which can be added, multiplied, etc. Question 3.d (Can an angle be
bigger than 360°? Can it be smaller than 0°?) explores the consequences of this
interpretation. A common way to describe angles involves the figure of a circle and its
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sectors. In this static perspective, it is more difficult to define "atypical" angles such as those
larger than 360° or negative angles.
I assume that, as the participants explain various aspects of the target concepts, they
exploit the metaphors activated in discourse. My prediction is that, as long as these waking
metaphors are adequate, no new metaphors need to be activated. However, I additionally
hypothesize that, if a particular problem explores those aspects of the target notion which are
hidden from an active metaphor, the participants will face a challenge. If they do not notice
the limits of the adopted perspective, they will not be able to solve the problem at hand. An
example could be the idea of negative angles which is difficult to explain while
understanding angles in terms of circle sectors. Taking this into consideration, my research
goal is to document: how active metaphoricity leads to the emergence of multi-faceted
concepts such as area, angle and symmetry.
3.3 Multimodal metaphor analysis
In the following sub-sections, I explain the methodologies for analysing the three modalities
of primary interest to this study – speech, gesture and drawings. I am examining metaphors
which emerge during discussions and perform some function at the level of discourse. For
this reason, the analysed metaphors are related to one another not only in situations of cooccurrence as in, for example, verbo-gestural metaphors or verbo-pictioral metaphors, but
also whenever they can be linked over longer time-spans. As I will show, metaphors during a
discourse event may become shared by speakers and used for some time to solve a problem;
they may be contrasted with one another, or activated initially and re-activated after some
time. Müller and Tag (2010) analyse such phenomena in terms of foregrounding activities,
which are ways of profiling metaphorical meaning by discourse participants. Speakers engage
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in such activities whenever they need to construct concepts interactively in the course of a
discussion. Foregrounding activities include mono- and multimodal elaborations of metaphor,
which are at the centre of the Dynamic View (see chapter 1), since their spontaneity
highlights the prominence of the used metaphors for attending co-participants. This includes
bodily expression, where gesture can profile activated source domains of experiential
knowledge. The topic is addressed in the gesture sub-section below. Activities discussed by
Müller and Tag are also tightly linked to the creative role of attention, and all the verbal and
non-verbal cues used to point at a target including deictic expressions, anaphora, and gestural
indexes (see also Talmy, 2013). These cues are most prominent when foregrounding realises
what is called the Interactive Principle (Müller and Tag 2010, p. 95). The speaker can
internally profile an utterance highlighting it prosodically, or create a gesture or a drawing in
other discourse participants’ focus of attention. Attention can also be drawn by gazing at
one’s own metaphoric gesture (or drawing). The latter profiles the imagery externally and
presents it as salient for other speakers.
It should be added that from a methodological standpoint, at least initially, it is
important to discuss and analyse the modalities of speech, gesture and drawing separately. As
explained by Cienki (2010, p. 198), multimodal data in metaphor analysis can only be treated
as converging evidence when the metaphors are identified independently in each modality.
Arguing that a gesture is metaphorical because its stroke co-occurs with a verbal metaphor
leads to circular thinking, since such reasoning can always be reversed by saying that the
words are metaphorical because there is a metaphor in the accompanying gesture.
Foregrounding analysis belongs to a later stage of data interpretation, when it allows to
reconstruct the flow of attention, interaction and metaphor profiling in concept emergence.
Ultimately, the goal of foregrounding analysis is to build a framework around Müller’s
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(2008) dynamic category of metaphor activation. The approach allows to empirically verify
the theoretical claims in line with the following remarks:
(1)
•
•
•

3.3.1

What is interactively foregrounded is also cognitively and affectively activated.
The more instantiations of an experiential source domain, the more it is foregrounded
and the higher the degree of activated metaphoricity is achieved.
The more cues that point towards metaphoric expressions, the more the expression is
foregrounded and the higher the degree of activation.
(Müller & Tag, 2010, p. 94)

Speech

The use of terms such as mapping or domain has led some metaphor scholars (Cameron et al.,
2009; M. Johnson, 2007) to point out a certain misunderstanding about Conceptual Metaphor
Theory. The terminology of CMT consisting of nouns construes the phenomenon of metaphor
as a static entity. It is easy to imagine a metaphor as two lists of words or experiences stably
linked with one another. Such a vision is perhaps useful for presentation purposes and various
methodological simplifications in quantitative studies, yet, for a qualitative study, it is
extremely limiting to perceive metaphor in this manner. Domains taken as organized bodies
of experience are accessed dynamically and the primary processes of construal identified by
cognitive linguistics reshape their structure (Langacker, 2008, pp. 31–32, 58–59). Subdomains shift between foreground and background; elements of domains are put in and out of
focus; conventional metaphors may be reconstructed online and cast the discussion into a
frame of WAR or JOURNEY, etc. Arguing along similar lines, Cameron et al. (2009) propose to
treat transcripts as traces of discourse, points on a "landscape of possibilities". Faced with
these phenomena the researchers cannot limit themselves to a presentation of a list of
mappings. Instead, they should look at the shifts of discourse, the way metaphors are
introduced into a discussion and how they slowly restructure the knowledge of the speakers.
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The dynamic nature of metaphor creates a challenge for every researcher who wants
to identify metaphorical elements in a corpus. Is it possible to operationalize this
phenomenon reliably and objectively? In their discourse dynamics approach, Cameron et al.
choose to rely on the Metaphor Identification Protocol (MIP) (Pragglejaz Group, 2007) as the
initial step of analysis. MIP and other established and reliable methods for metaphor
identification, such as MIPVU (Steen et al., 2010), are very useful when it comes to
quantitative analyses of large corpora. They provide numerical data on the number of
metaphor-related words used in texts or discourse events, which in turn, makes it possible to
compare corpora of different genres and analyse the statistical distribution of metaphor in
discourse. MIP and MIPVU analyse corpora on a word-by-word basis where the metaphorical
status of a unit is established by a comparison between the contextual meaning of a word and
its dictionary entry. The focus of these procedures is put on linguistic metaphor, i.e. linguistic
expressions which have the potential to be interpreted metaphorically (Cameron, 1999, p.
108). The two procedures do not indicate any relationship between metaphor-related words
and conceptual metaphors, neither do they describe how to identify metaphor-related words
which realise the potential of conceptual metaphors.
I believe it is paradoxical that after defining metaphor as a dynamic process rather
than a static thing, Cameron et al. decide to pin-point this phenomenon to single words as the
metaphor identification protocols require. The researchers however, are aware of the possible
complications. First of all, by locating metaphor in longer phrases, they diverge from the
original MIP and acknowledge the indeterminate boundaries of source domain terms within
the transcripts. Secondly, an essential part of their identification procedure is also the
interpretation of analysed data against the background of the whole discourse event. This is
crucial, as the lexical focus of MIP may mislead the analyst with respect to metaphors
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operating on higher levels of discourse. Such metaphors consist of source domain terms used
in their basic dictionary sense which are nonetheless metaphorical in the context of the whole
text (Marhula & Rosiński, 2014). A MIP analysis of George Orwell's Animal Farm would
certainly find many examples of the metaphor

ANIMAL IS HUMAN

in the antropomorphic use

of animal vocabulary, but would arguably ignore the bigger metaphor SOCIETY IS A FARM as it
is neither stated directly in the book, nor indirectly suggested in the use of lexical items.
Müller (2008, pp. 195-199) argues that in discourse oriented approaches, where the
focus is put on metaphor use rather than on its presence in the linguistic system, metaphor
can be captured by a single dynamic category. Sleeping metaphors, which are placed at one
extreme of this categorical spectrum, are verbal expressions which have a metaphorical
potential from the perspective of the analyst. Metaphorical potential is guaranteed due to
transparency of meaning, and the possibility of activating divergent semantic domains by an
expression in a particular context. On the other side of the spectrum, waking metaphors are
determined from the language user’s point of view based on the particular use in a discourse
event. This group of metaphors has realised their potential either monomodally through
repetition or verbal elaboration, or multimodal elaboration and syntactic integration. These
indicators can be verified empirically, and have been used in the process of data interpretation
in the case study material. I will now briefly explain how verbal indicators are understood for
present purposes. The point of departure is the list provided by Müller (2008, pp. 190-192),
yet some additions and alterations were necessary here. In the original list there is a strong
tendency to treat the verbal modality as primary to all others. For this reason Müller restricts
the terms repetition and elaboration to the verbal modality, while gestural or pictorial
expressions of metaphor are termed as extensions. In order to be more consistent with the
later work of her research groups (Kolter et al., 2012; Müller & Tag, 2010), as well as the
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standard terminology used in CMT (Kövecses, 2002), where metaphorical extensions are
understood as novel realisations of conventional metaphors (p. 47), I decided to deviate from
Müller’s (2008) original list and use the following terms:
(i) Repetition of metaphorical expressions indicates that a specific word or phrase
is highly salient to the speaker and may be treated as a sign of metaphor
activation.
(ii) Elaboration is a process in which the speaker foregrounds mappings which so
far have been in the background or are completely new to the discussion. This
can involve exploring the metaphor’s logic and entailments. An example could
involve arguing that a geometrical figure and its mirror reflection have identical
areas, since mirrors do not change side lengths or angles. Müller (2008)
additionally defines metaphor specification for situations whenever a speaker
decides to add more details to a particular verbal expression. An example could
involve using the technical term reflection to describe symmetry and then
specifying the term as a mirror reflection. In practice the difference between
elaboration and specification is not very clear and the latter is rarely used by her
research groups.
(iii) Change of word class may also be an indicator of metaphor activation. For
example, the reflection metaphor for symmetry can be seen as more active
when a speaker describes his or her geometrical construction as reflecting a
figure.
(iv) Clustering occurs whenever a metaphor is built upon multiple terms from a
particular source domain.
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(v) A speaker during discourse may choose to state the metaphor mappings
explicitly which makes the metaphor highly salient and active. For example,
when comparing negative angles with positive ones a speaker may directly state
that negative angles are created via clockwise rotation in a coordinate system,
while positive ones via counter-clockwise rotation.
(vi) There are many ways of increasing the salience of a particular description and
common phenomena involve the use of adverbials. A speaker might say that an
angle is actually (really, technically) a section of a circle. Similar terms could
be employed in Polish (w rzeczywistości, tak naprawdę, właściwie).
(vii) Many researchers (Cameron & Deignan, 2003; Goatly, 1997; Marhula, 2015a,
2015b; Steen et al., 2010; Tay, 2013) studied the use of so-called metaphor
flags or tuning devices which are expressions commonly introducing
metaphorical expressions. Examples include phrases such as: kind of, sort of, as
if, like, you know. These expressions have their Polish equivalents, however I
am not aware of any systematic study of tuning devices for the Polish language.
(viii) A speaker can also use meta-commentary to signal his or her metaphorical
reasoning, and specifically ask the other speaker to adopt a particular
perspective. Kolter et al. (2012) argue that metaphors signalled this way are
fully activated, since any metaphor which is commented on, immediately moves
into the foreground of discourse.
The final remark is that not all these terms can be used in the context of speech only. There is
no need to invent new terminology for repetitions of gestures. The same applies for
elaborations. A pictorial metaphor can be elaborated monomodally by another drawing,
therefore it makes little sense to restrict elaboration to speech only. In this manner, Müller’s
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metaphoricity indicators were employed by Górska (2014, 2017) in her analyses of nonverbal expressions.
A quantitative approach would additionally require an operationalisation of the signals
in a manner similar to the metaphor identification protocols mentioned above. In my
qualitative approach, I do not require exact numerical data on the distribution of metaphorrelated words, and this allows me to refrain from using methods such as MIP altogether. I
agree with Cameron et al. (2009) that judgements on metaphoricity require background
knowledge of the whole discourse event. I am primarily examining the fragments of the
transcripts related to the notions of area, symmetry and angle, focusing on the participants'
answers to the questions listed in the experiment design section. Other ideas mentioned
during the interviews are treated as the immediate background for the data analysis.
3.3.2

Gesture

The research of gesture grants insight into the dynamic dimension of spoken discourse and
the bonds of language and imagery. Cienki (2010) notices that gesture analysis may be a
crucial factor in the proper interpretation of metaphors. Firstly, gesture data may supplement
the analysis of metaphors in speech whenever gesture activates the same source domains as
the ones in the co-occuring speech. Secondly, a speaker may express a metaphor only in
gesture. The most common example of this involves using gestural imagery to convey
abstract concepts by, for instance, shaping one’s hands, as if manipulating concrete objects
(McNeill, 2005, pp. 49–51; Mittelberg, 2008).
In my study, I am primarily interested in gesticulation and speech-linked gestures
which occupy the left extreme of the continuum proposed by McNeill (1992, 2005, p. 5).
Kendon’s continuum (as it was named by McNeill in honour of Adam Kendon) is built
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around the language-like characteristics of gestures and their language dependency.
Gesticulation embodies meanings closely related to the co-occuring spoken words. It is
primarily expressed by the motion of hands and arms, although the head, legs, feet and other
body parts may also be involved. Speech-linked gestures, rather than being in full synchrony
with spoken words, play a role in the grammatical structure of a sentence by being used
instead of words or phrases. As we move to the right along the continuum we see the growing
independence of gesture in relation to speech. Emblems are highly conventional signs which
can be used without speech; pantomimes are produced without speech by definition; and
finally at the right extreme, sign languages are languages in their own right.
Unlike speech, co-speech gesture does not constitute an independent system of
meaning expression. Its spontaneous imagery is not tightly limited by conventional forms, but
is rather continuously linked with the spoken words. Although Cienki (2010) advises
researchers to analyse gesture form while muting the audio channel of the studied recording,
he also notices that, as a dependent medium, the meaning of gestures is always
underspecified. When analysing highly schematic gestures, the researcher must refer back to
the co-occuring speech.
3.3.2.1

Coding gesture form

A common approach in gesture analysis divides data into gesture units in the way specified
by Kendon (1980; see also McNeill, 2005). The obligatory phases of a gesture unit constitute
a simple scheme: every gesture begins with a brief resting period of preparation, leading to
the effortful stroke, which is the gesture’s most meaningful stage, and ends with the
retraction of the hand, arm, etc. A gesture unit may consist of more than one stroke, and in
such a situation it is possible to distinguish gesture phrases. Phrases inside gesture units do
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not need to begin with a period of preparation or end with retraction, since speakers might
smoothly move their hands from one stroke to another. There are two more optional phases
which may occur in gesture units and these are pre- and post-stroke holds, where either the
initial or the final shape of the stroke is sustained for a brief period of time.
Although gesture researchers, generally speaking, agree upon the topic of gesturespeech synchrony (Kendon, 1980, 2004; McNeill, 1992), I am troubled by a certain
divergence of opinion concerning the co-expressivity of gesticulation and speech. Cienki and
Müller (2009) talk about the common tendency for gesture strokes to precede the coexpressive speech.

Many such examples have also been documented by Jolanta Antas

(2013). In my data I have found examples of strokes which seem to “wait” for the coexpressive words, as well as, post-stroke holds continued long after the relevant words have
been uttered. However, McNeill (2005) argues that gesture and speech are almost always
synchronously co-expressive. He acknowledges that the image created by the gesture stroke
might find its best linguistic correspondent, or “lexical affiliate” (p. 37), in words
asynchronous to the gesture, yet, he claims that the idea expressed in gesture is already
present in the synchronous co-speech. McNeill, perceives gesture and speech as two aspects
of the same thinking mind. In his own words, co-expressive speech and gesture have the
same “underlying idea unit” (p. 22) and their imagery is never redundant, but rather shows
multiple facets of the same thought. This does not contradict the Dynamic View, although the
latter is more focused on empirical traces of how ideas develop over time. Cienki and Müller
in this regard have a stricter way of understanding the term co-expressive, and attribute it
only to those segments of gesture and speech which create the same imagery in precise
synchrony. For my purpose, it is crucial that all of the mentioned researchers agree upon the
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importance of simultaneously presenting the unfolding of gesture and thought. However,
whenever I use the term co-expressive, I mean it in the strict sense of image synchrony.
Further gesture coding should describe the relevant body parts and their movement.
Mittelberg (2007, pp. 237–240) proposes a description involving 4 parameters:
(i) hand shape – describes the position of the fingers, whether they are extended or
not, etc. Possible labels include: open hand, fingers spread; closed fist with index
and middle fingers extended. Short labels can also describe the extent to which the
hand is open: cup, tray, etc.
(ii) palm orientation – describes the direction in which the palm is pointed. Possible
labels include: up, down, towards the centre, inwards, away from the speaker,
outwards, etc.
(iii) location in gesture space – McNeill (1992, p. 89) describes the gesture space in
terms of co-centric circles distinguishing various regions including the centre and
periphery (see Figure 3.2).
Figure 3.2 Gesture space as presented in McNeill (1992, p. 89)
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(iv) movement of the hand – describes the path of movement, its manner, speed and
direction. For example: rapid circular movement, straight horizontal movement
towards the centre, etc.
Mittelberg’s list of parameters is suitable for qualitative research such as the present study. It
allows me to provide detailed description of gestures along with schematic illustrations which
highlight the most important elements of the imagery used by the speakers. In the
presentation of her work, Antas (2013) embeds short video fragments into the pdf files
containing her analysis. She argues that only such a synthetic view can reliably illustrate all
the dynamic aspects of gesture. Cienki (2010, p. 200), however, points out that a schematic
presentation allows researchers to discard distracting background material and focus the
reader's attention on the most relevant aspects of analysed gestures. Cienki’s approach takes
into consideration the fact that in a video recording of a fast paced gesture, only a few frames
may actually exhibit highly salient hand shapes. In the light of gesture multifunctionality,
even in the case of beat gestures which are based on rhythmic patterns, or cyclic gestures,
which convey meaning through some form of rotation, it is important to outline the most
prominent gesture forms. A gesture unit consisting of multiple phrases may exhibit multiple
salient forms and it is highly useful to extract these in the process of analysis. If these are
only observable during frame-by-frame playback, it’s much more practical to include
schematic illustrations.
3.3.2.2

Gesture interpretation

The parameters mentioned above describe gesture form, however, the coding process – e.g.
calling a hand shape a cup or a tray – already begins the interpretation of gesture (Cienki
2010). For this purpose, Müller (1998) recommends a number of "modes of representation"
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which can be methodologically helpful while analysing data. The proposed modes are as
follows:
(i) imitation or enaction – the hand moves as if it were performing an action
involving a material object. This way it becomes a metonymic reference point to
the object or action. These movements can, for example, enact holding a box,
throwing a ball, or more complex things, by means of a single salient gesture
phrase.
(ii) moulding – the movement of the hands forms a three–dimensional shape, a shortlived sculpture or imaginary surfaces.
(iii) drawing, outlining – is similar to moulding but reduced to two-dimensional
contours, outlines. The hands draw imaginary lines and paths, etc. In my data, I
may also call the imaginary objects created by drawing and moulding virtual
(Châtelet, 2000), due to their potential for further structuring the discourse. The
speaker may decide to refer to virtual objects several times, build further
imaginary constructions upon them, use them to reinterpret material objects, or
instantly cast them away from existence.
(iv) portraying, embodying – these gestures are metaphorical in that the hand becomes
an object. A pointed hand embodies a gun, flapping movements portray wings etc.
These modes expand on the more general typology of gestures used by McNeill (1992, 2005)
who distinguishes iconic, metaphoric, deictic and beat gestures. Iconics are images of
concrete entities and Müller's modes can be used to imitate, mould, trace, or embody such
objects. In contrast, metaphorics image abstract objects by means of a conceptual shift from
material domains. Hands can imitate holding a box, but whenever in the context of discourse
this box is an idea, the gesture can be classified as metaphoric. A metaphoric gesture can also
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outline abstract structures. Deictics are pointing gestures. An extended index finger points at
an approaching car to let someone notice it. More abstractly, the finger might point
somewhere into space, while the speaker pronounces: Great idea!. Finally, McNeill’s beat
gestures are vertical movements of hands. They may serve a rhythmic function, structure
discourse with lists, or emphasize certain points.
McNeill (2005, p. 49) stresses that the strict categorization is only helpful for
quantitative analysis. In a more detailed approach gesture types should rather be seen as
dimensions. A list of abstract discourse points constituted by a beating movement is
metaphoric and deictic as well. A metaphoric gesture which embodies an abstract concept in
the shape of the hands may have some iconic root worth considering by the analyst. In their
article “Metonymy first, metaphor second”, Mittelberg and Waugh (2009) look at the
metonymic base of many gesture types. In the discussed data a speaker traces a branch of a
sentence diagram, thus metonymically accessing a whole tree. The trace is iconic, but the
activated tree-diagram is a metaphor for sentence structure in generative grammar (p. 343).
Following Jakobson (1956), the researchers further distinguish between internal and external
metonymy. Internal metonymy was used in the
WHOLE

BRANCH FOR TREE

example. This

PART FOR

metonymy is also called synecdoche. In contrast, external metonymy is based on

adjacency or contact, common in gestures whenever, for example, a gripping hand shape
serves as a reference point to the held object.
In a more recent publication Müller (2014) revisits the idea of representational modes
connecting them to Dan Slobin’s (1996) idea of thinking for speaking. The imagery
constructed in gesture expresses our visual thinking as it is framed by the manual modality.
This is analogous to the way a painter’s expression is modulated by his or her instruments, as
well as to Slobin’s examples of how grammar profiles certain spatial relationships,
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foregrounding them in our thinking. Importantly, Müller mentions that her use of the word
representation is a translation of the German term Darstellung which is actually closer to
depiction and therefore does not imply that gestures re-present a pre-existing reality.
(2)

[T]he systematics of the four basic Modes of Gestural Representation [...] does not
presuppose any pre-existing reality that is being re-presented, on the contrary seeks to answer
the question of how the hands are used in the creation of gestures, what they are doing when
depicting actions, objects, properties, spatial and temporal relations, or when enacting
speech-acts and/or expressing modal meanings. [...] [T]aking different representational modes
into account, actually opens up a methodological path to seeing and accounting for the
individual subjective constructions of manual and visual illusions in the manual mode of
expression (Müller, 2014, p. 1692).

Interpreting gestures in terms of gestural modes allows me to explore the iconic motivations
of gestures used in my data, which open up a possibility of an analysis that goes beyond
McNeill’s typology. Müller’s classification also addresses the observations of Mittelberg and
Waugh, since each mode reflects a different use of metonymy: Imitation is based on the most
salient parts of an action schema realised by external metonymies; moulding distils the salient
elements of surface structures; drawings reduce objects to their contour; and embodying is
the transformation of the hand into a salient part of an object with the use of internal
metonymy.
3.3.2.3

Gesture and metaphor

There are many ways in which gestures are used to express metaphorical mappings in relation
to co-occuring speech. Cienki (2010, see also Cienki & Müller, 2009) discusses 4 common
cases and I will illustrate them with my own data. In the first case, the imagery constructed in
a gesture phrase draws from the source domain used in speech. In Figure 3.3 the speaker
explains how to calculate the area of a complex figure by dividing it into smaller pieces. The
division metaphor is illustrated by a series of vertical hand chops dividing the figure. The
hand metaphorically embodies a knife or some other dividing instrument.
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Figure 3.3 Division into smaller pieces.

T1
T1 tr

0 [00:00.0]
jeśli dostaniemy kształt taki (-) złożony
If we get a shape (-) a complex one

T1
T1 tr
T1 gst

2 [00:06.3] see Figure 3.3
(-) [[dzielimy go na (.)] [mniejsze kawałki_]]
we divide it into smaller pieces
rh open, fingers joint, palm to the centre, divides the figure with a series of vertical chops

(3)

1 [00:04.1]
to należy sobie z nim poradzić w ten sposób że
we have to deal with it in such a way that

Such cases realise what Müller and Tag (2010) call the Iconicity Principle: “more material
indicates more meaning” (p. 94). The expression of the source domain in gesture foregrounds
metaphoricity and allows us to see the conceptualisation as embodied.
In the second case the speech itself is not metaphorical, however the imagery of the
co-expressive gesture can be interpreted as metaphorical in relation to the words. In Figure
3.4 the speaker discusses the primary and secondary school curricula. She says that, a certain
topic is not explained in secondary school, since primary school (podstawówka), already
covers it. The gesture is co-expressive to the non-metaphorically used podstawówka, and it
traces an arc which moves back to an earlier point on a school time-line.
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Figure 3.4 Movement on a time-line

(4)
T1
T1 tr
T1 gst
T1
T1 tr

3 [00:05.7]
(.) to jest w y:: programie
this is in the carriculum of

4 [00:07.7] see Figure 3.4
[(.) podstawówki (.)]
primary school
rh index finger extended, draws an arc from right to left

5 [00:09.4]
i ja zakładam że oni to umieją
and I assume they know it

The third case involves speech-linked gestures which are incorporated into sentences instead
of words. The image created by such gestures can be metaphoric. In Figure 3.5 the speaker
explains why the area of two geometrical shapes is equal. She discusses the easiest way of
verifying the differences in area between two figures. The result of this method is explained
by a gesture inserted in to a pause in the sentence: we get [(-)]. The gesture enacts the action
of overlapping two figures.
(5)
T1 [v]
T1 [Tr]
T1 [v]
T1 [Tr]
T1 [v]

2 [25:31.1]
e::: najprościej to wziąć nożyczki;
the easiest way is to take a pair of scissors
5 [25:36.3]
i zobaczyć że po prostu mają::
and see that they have

3 [25:34.0]1
wyciąć jedną figurę i drugą;
cut out one figure and the other

4 [25:35.4]
nałożyć je na siebie
overlap oneanother

6 [25:38.3] see Figure 3.5
że:: (.) dostaniemy [(-)]
that we get [(-)]
bh fingers spread and curled, hands come together and join in the centre
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T1 [v]
T1 [Tr]

7 [25:40.6]
do=pokryją dokładnie tyle samo y:: (-) przestrzeni
they will cover the exact same (-) space

Figure 3.5. Both hands touch in the centre to show the equality of areas.

By means of syntactic integration, the speaker makes the gesture an obligatory part of the
whole construction, which profiles the used imagery and foregrounds metaphoricity. This
realises what Müller and Tag (2010) call the Syntactic and Semantic Principle (p. 96).
Finally, in some situations both the gesture and words convey metaphors, however,
the imagery of the gesture is drawn from a different source domain than the one expressed in
speech. This phenomenon is rare and I have not found any examples of it in my data.
3.3.3

Drawings

The simple diagrams and drawings analysed in this study seem to fall under the drawing
mode of representation discussed in the gesture interpretation sub-section, the only difference
being that, unlike gestures, drawings have a tangible and stable form. The bond between
gestures and mathematical diagrams is obvious to the historian and philosopher of
mathematics Gilles Châtelet:
(6)

The diagrams are therefore concerned with experience and reveal themselves capable of
appropriating and conveying 'all this talking with the hands' (which it would perhaps be better
to call this talking in the hands) of which physicists are so proud and which they naturally
reserve for the initiates. A philosophy of the physico-mathematical cannot ignore this
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symbolic practice which is prior to formalism, this practice of condensation and amplification
of the intuition (Châtelet, 2000, p. 11).

It is significant that the author relates both gestures and diagrams with experiential
knowledge, more importantly however, in his understanding the diagram is never redundant:
“the diagram does not simply illustrate or translate an already available content” (ibid.). This
is because it always amplifies meaning and participates in its creation. Furthermore, the role
of the diagram goes beyond that of a stabilised gesture:
(7)

A diagram can transfix a gesture, bring it to rest, long before it curls up into a sign, which is
why modern geometers and cosmologers like diagrams with their peremptory power of
evocation. They capture gestures mid-flight; for those capable of attention, they are the
moments where being is glimpsed smiling. Diagrams are in a degree the accomplices of
poetic metaphor. But they are a little less impertinent – it is always possible to seek solace in
the mundane plotting of their thick lines – and more faithful: they can prolong themselves
into an operation which keeps them from becoming worn out. Like the metaphor, they leap
out in order to create spaces and reduce gaps: they blossom with dotted lines in order to
engulf images that were previously figured in thick lines. But unlike the metaphor the
diagram is not exhausted: if it immobilizes a gesture in order to set down an operation, it does
so by sketching a gesture that then cuts out another (Châtelet, 2000, p. 10).

Châtelet does not situate his work in the cognitive linguistics paradigm, therefore his
understanding of metaphor differs from the one employed in the present study. I believe,
however, it is not far-fetched to interpret his claims in line with the Dynamic View. Sleeping
metaphors, often as a result of the entrenchment and conventionalisation of expressions, have
backgrounded metaphoricity – in this sense metaphors may seem “exhausted”. Yet, a
mutlimodal construction in the form of a diagram moves metaphorical meaning into the
foreground, since it invites the exploration of the used imagery. This is especially relevant to
the discourse events analysed in my study, where diagrams are more or less simultaneously
drawn, interpreted and attended to.
Due to the interpretative potential of diagrams, Châtelet refrains from treating
mathematical illustrations as mere abstractions of static quantities. A drawing of a triangle
with indeterminate sides – typically summoned to existence in geometrical exercises with the
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words: draw any triangle (or its Polish equivalent narysuj dowolny trójkąt) – does not need
any determinations to be abstracted, since it is a material realisation of the mathematical
concept of “any triangle”. The indeterminate quantities of diagrams are named by Châtelet as
virtual, and their presence is the primary reason why he argues that diagrams are truly
physico-mathematical beings. The topic is further discussed by Elizabeth de Freitas and
Nathalie Sinclair (2014):
(8)

Attending to processes of actualization demands that we reconceive entities such as the
triangle or circle less as static figures and more in terms of the virtual motions that they
generate. In other words, the virtuality of a diagram consists of all the gestures and future
alterations that are in some fashion ‘contained’ in it. A triangle, for instance, does not exist as
a rigid figure or as a sign perched in space, but rather it exists as a mobility or set of gestures
(de Freitas & Sinclair 2014, p. 205).

In their own study, where drawings in mathematics education context are considered (pp. 7385), the two researchers employ Châtelet’s terminology and share his interest in the virtual,
by looking at differences between the static and dynamic elements in diagrams, e.g. in terms
of the presentation of fixed points versus rotating ones or the presentation of moving
elements and shape transformations, etc. De Freitas and Sinclair observe how axes add new
dimensions to constructions, and how arrows imbue drawings with temporality. They also
claim that diagrams cut through registers, blending frames of reference which allow for
mathematical reinterpretations of material object (pp. 50-52). De Freitas and Sinclair discuss
examples of textbook tasks, where a configuration of four trees and a pond is a starting point
for a geometrical problem. The diagrams produced by students are very similar to the
contextual metaphors discussed in section 1.2.3, where elements from the geometry domain
are introduced into a desert landscape, although the didactic role of the examples is slightly
different, with the one presented by de Freitas and Sinclair being more focused on a more
complex geometrical configuration. In my own data, the reinterpretation of material domains
can to some extent be related to the tasks on area calculations. Figure 3.6 presents a division
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of the irregular polygon from my questionnaire. The participant suggested that the polygon
can be cut up into a configuration of triangles, and illustrated her metaphor by a visual
reinterpretation of the image given to her. Although the frame shift does not involve the
blending of landscape items with geometrical items, it required seeing the triangles inside the
polygon and thus engaging in an act of interpretation.
Figure 3.6 Seeing triangles

Indeterminacies of diagrams studied by Châtelet, de Freitas and Sinclair are not always
related to metaphor, but the attention required to reinterpret drawings and actualise their
potential can foreground metaphoricity. For these purposes, the virtual is also a point of
reference in the diagram analyses for this study. The example illustrated in Figure 3.7 shows
more clearly how this methodology can be used in practice. The figure presents a drawing
created by two students during a discussion of the concept of area. The fragment of interest
has been enlarged.
The task given was to propose a simple method for calculating areas bounded by
irregular closed curves. Let us focus on the upper right corner of the figure. One of the
participants proposed to fill the curve with a grid transposed from a sheet of graph paper
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lying on the table. Then, she drew a fragment of this grid near the figure’s border. She shaded
one of the resulting squares, marking it as a unit. Finally, she illustrated that near the border,
some of the units will not fit. A protruding fragment of a unit was marked with a dotted
contour. What is important to note here is that, even though only a fragment of the figure is
covered with a grid, the method can easily be extrapolated. Some of the lines are close to
actualising this potential due to their length. Moreover, the drawn grid fragment is not placed
arbitrarily, but is rather situated near the figure’s outline – the curved contour that
differentiates this figure from polygons. This is clearly symptomatic of a
WHOLE

SALIENT PART FOR

metonymy, but also allows to present the metaphor guiding the student’s reasoning:

AREA IS A GRID OF SQUARE UNITS.

These units do not match the figure perfectly – the units

situated on the border either belong to the figure or not, depending on whether we seek an
over- or underestimated result. This potential for double interpretation is foregrounded by the
protruding dotted outline.
Figure 3.7 Calculating area by division into units.
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3.3.4

Use of instruments

During the interviews, participants have used instruments for drawing, pointing and
measuring. Whether it is a pen used as a precise deictic device, or a pencil creating a drawing,
in my analyses, these instruments are treated as body extensions. The actions performed with
them are described analogically to gestures, and gestural modes, although in the case of
drawings I do not align every stroke precisely with the co-expressive speech elements. In this
regard, the transcripts mark the time boundaries of the drawing creation akin to full gesture
units.
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4 Emergence of geometrical concepts in discourse. Case studies
Sections of this chapter analyse case studies devoted to particular aspects of the concepts of
area, angle and symmetry. Sections 4.1 and 4.2 present the dynamic and static understanding
of angles; section 4.3 inspects axis and point symmetries; section 4.4 looks at the more
abstract idea of invariants in symmetry groups; sections 4.5 and 4.6 discuss area
measurement methods and the emerging concept of unit. As explained in chapter 3, each of
the 6 interviews covered the same range of topics, however, in the discussion of my data in
this chapter, each case study is based on one primary interview while the rest of the data, at
this stage of analysis, serves as background evoked for supplementary discussion. It is a
compromise, which allows me to present detailed analyses of concept emergence, and at the
same time, to devote a similar amount of space to each of the interviews. I did not intend to
make direct comparisons between the participants which would only prove the obvious
differences of expertise offered by professors versus students, etc. I do however, point out
crucial similarities and differences in the metaphors proposed by different speakers. The goal
of each case study is to show how particular conceptualisations are introduced into discourse;
how these conceptualisations proliferate by means of multimodal metaphor activation and
foregrounding strategies; how they adapt to the problems at hand; and how they shift or even
fail in face of challenges. Although, the supplementary discussions offered in some of the
sections were intended to present common themes among the interviews, the purely
qualitative approach adopted in this dissertation limits the potential for generalisations.
Nevertheless, in order to account for the full scope of the collected data, section 4.8 presents
a synthesised set of conclusions from all the analyses.
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It should be noted that despite the common set of questions in each interview, the data
presents some differences from case to case. Students AR and CS in section 4.1, as well as EF
and JF in section 4.2 were interviewed as pairs, which limited my interviewer role in
comparison with the interviews with teachers T1 (section 4.3) and T2 (section 4.6) and the
academics P1 (section 4.5). and P2 (section 4.4). The latter four interviews were conducted
one on one, and resulted in a slightly larger amount of follow up questions and interviewerinterviewee interaction. The overall tone of our discussions was light and I hope as as
pleasant for the participants as it was for me. Section 4.7 was added to supplement the
discussion of the concept of area. It is a case study based on data collected during the
meetings of a primary school mathematics club. The research provides additional insights
into the way multimodal conceptualisations are introduced in educational discourse.
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4.1 Angle as a figure, angle as rotation
In this section, I present how the static and dynamic aspects of the concept of angle emerge in
a discussion of two graduate students. The interview began with a series of introductory
questions on the participant’s educational background. Both students have extensive
knowledge in mathematics, having received degrees from a technical university. At the time
of the interview, both were working on their Master’s degrees. CS is a computer scientist,
with some background in robotics. Asked about geometry, she said that it had not been an
important part of her university curriculum. AR is an architect. Geometry and especially
descriptive geometry had been a major part of her prior education and continues to be
important in her professional life. CS and AR knew each other and, although they were not
very close acquaintances prior to the study, the general tone of the interview is very friendly.
The students work together to find the solutions to the posed problems. They follow my
initial suggestion that their answers need not to be very formal. Both students were happy to
use the offered instruments: CS in particular, grabbed the box of counting sticks at the onset
and played with them throughout the talk; AR created many drawings with the offered pens
and pencils. The full interview was 38 minutes long and covered all the topics as planned.
Motivated by the course of the discussion, I changed the order of questions in the angle
section. The details of this are explained below. We begin our analysis 24 minutes into the
discourse event, at a point when the concepts of area and symmetry have already been
discussed in detail. This earlier discussion is referred to whenever relevant or necessary, yet,
the main focus is limited to the concept of angle.
4.1.1

Static angles

Let us now focus on the transcript excerpt given in (1):
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(1)
MR
MR tr
AR
CS
CS gst

MR
MR tr
CS
CS tr
CS gst

CS
CS tr
CS gst

CS
CS tr
CS gst

CS
CS tr
CS gst

90 [04:02.9]
i teraz sobie porozmawiamy o kątach
and now we'll talk about angles

91 [04:05.4]
(---) co to jest kąt?
what is angle?
((laughs))
((laughs))

92 [04:07.9] see Figure 4.1.1
(.) w geometrii, jak można
in geometry, how to
begins constructing with sticks

..
rozumieć to pojęcie
understand this notion

93 [04:11.9]

94 [04:16.9]

tu mamy kąt ((2.0s))
here we have an angle

e:: [to jest] (.)
y: jakiś wycinek (.) koła
it is
some sector of a cricle
rh pushes paper sheet forward

96 [04:20.9]
e: a w kole zakładamy że mamy
we assume that in a circle there is

97 [04:23.9]
(.) ko=kąt pełny
a full angle,

99 [04:26.6]
[(--) e::: ((1.5s)) hmm]
uhmm
rh moves the stick construction outward
101 [04:34.9]
((1.5s)) [(--)]
rh middle and index finger
pointing at figure

95 [04:18.9]

98 [04:24.8]
[tak trzysta sześciedziesiąt stopni]
yes, 360 degrees
rh palm up open hand

100 [04:29.9]
[(---)] czyli to jest mmm
so it is
rh makes small adjustements in the construction

102 [04:37.1] see Figure 4.1.2
[[rozwarcie] pomiędzy jakimiś dwoma prostymi]
a dilation between two lines
pointing is repeated;
open hand alternates between positions along the sticks

The angle discussion begins with my question, but before I have time to finish asking it in
(1).92, at hearing the very mention of angles, CS begins arranging sticks on the table to form
the object shown in Figure 4.1.1. The notion of angle is embodied here in the material
configuration of counting sticks which a moment later is recognised by the speaker: tu mamy
kąt ‘here we have an angle’. Next in (1).95, the student proposes a definition with a broader
scope and employs a metaphor

ANGLE IS A CIRCLE SECTOR,

which is explored further by

recognising circles as 360° angles. After a short pause, she discusses a second
conceptualisation directly related to the configuration of counting sticks – angle is defined as
an opening between two lines and this is emphasised with the movement of the hand
presented in Figure 4.1.2, where the flat palm alternates between two positions. At the
extremes, it embodies the two lines, whereas in its movement, the palm covers the space
between the them.
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Figure 4.1.1 Student CS constructs an angle using counting sticks

Figure 4.1.2 Student’s palm indicating two lines

It is crucial to notice the tension between the two conceptualisations which constitute the
concept of angle at this point. CS creates the stick sculpture before verbalising her initial
conceptualisation. It is an angle metaphor realised by an arrangement of sticks, which
organises further discussion, and presents angles essentially as stable geometrical figures. The
speaker’s gaze, which foregrounds metaphoricity, is fixed on her construction up till (1).96.
At (1).94 the sheet of paper underneath the construction is pushed forward which makes the
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figure even more prominent. In (1).95-98, the second conceptualisation becomes shortly
activated with the palm up open hand gesture in (1).98, which is ubiquitously used when
introducing new arguments and ideas (Müller, 2004). The gesture foregrounds the sector
metaphor by emphasising the co-speech explanation on full angles, which is the recognition
of a pars pro toto relationship between angles and circles. Yet in (1).99-100, CS once again
fixates her gaze upon the stick construction and moves it into the foreground this time by
pushing forward the stick construction itself, and making small adjustments to it. In (1).101,
she points at the figure and finally performs a gesture which mimics the stick configuration of
two lines. On the verbal level, the angle is characterised as a dilation or opening (rozwarcie)
which is iconically co-expressed by repeated movements of the hand in the space between
two extreme positions embodying the lines. In this case, the relation between the hand (or the
stick) and the line is that of internal metonymy, i.e. synecdoche. The hand is straightened and
embodies a line fragment. The whole conceptualisation is a highly activated multimodal
metaphor, where the stick figure clearly organises the used gesture, as well as the verbal
imagery. The high activation did not, however, fully block an alternative characterisation
from being expressed, i.e. the ANGLE IS CIRCLE SECTOR metaphor.
After CS’s description, I asked AR whether she would like to add anything. In her
response, she agreed with CS’s characterisation, but also indicated the elements most
prominent during prior discussion. Consider the excerpt in (2):
AR
AR tr
AR gst

111 [05:07.1]
to co CS powiedziała że mamy jakieś [półproste]
that which CS said, that we have some rays
points at meeting point of the two sticks

AR
AR tr
AR gst

113 [05:11.9]
[i:: jakby: ((1.5s))
and as if
makes the drawing thicker

(2)

112 [05:09.1] see Figure 4.1.3
[(-) które łączą się w jednym punkcie (--)]
which connect in one point
draws an angle starting from the meeting point
of two lines

114 [05:15.1]
no to rozwarcie pomiędzy nimi] jakby no
this dilation between them as if
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115 [05:18.3]
(--) to jest kąt
is the angle

Starting from (2).111, AR points at the construction – the meeting point of the two sticks
which are described here as półproste ‘rays’, rather then proste ‘lines’. This difference is
significant, since, in this configuration, the two rays share not only an intersection point, as
two lines would, but also have a common starting point. Soon after, in (2).112, she no longer
describes the sticks but instead creates a drawing next to it, which essentially mimics CS’s
construction (see Figure 4.1.3). In (2).113-114, AR emphasises the drawing’s prominence by
thickening the two lines, and at the same time, in the verbal modality, she uses the word
rozwarcie ‘dilation’ to describe the space between the two rays. Even tough rozwarcie is not a
standard technical term used in geometry in this context, AR still repeats CS’s creative
metaphor. The metaphor also seems to be signalled by the repeated use of jakby ‘as if’, which
shows AR’s slight hesitation towards this description. It is significant that AR makes no
mention of the sector metaphor, which was less active in CS’s discussion.
Figure 4.1.3 AR’s drawing of an angle which mimics the stick configuration

4.1.2

Dynamic angles

After discussing the basic intuitions about angles, speakers talked about the various angles
they know, focusing on their measures. They listed 30, 60 and 90 degree angles as those
which often appear in basic geometrical constructions. This motivated my decision to change
the order of the interview questions. I decided to pursue CS’s earlier sector metaphor and her
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remark about the 360 degrees found in a circle, therefore I asked the participants whether the
measures they are talking about have any delimiting range.
If the metaphorical character of the previous two conceptualisations of angle was not
clear in the previous subsection, I believe the sharp contrast with the dynamic metaphors will
render it more apparent. The stick configuration, as well as the sector of a cricle are static
figures, and perhaps this fact motivated CS’s remark about angles in the 0-360° range being
the only ones we find in real life, i.e. (3).139-141.
CS
CS tr

139 [06:26.8]
(--) powiedzmy że w rzeczywistości takie:j
let's say that in reality

CS
CS tr
CS gst

141 [06:30.9]
(-) no to możliwy [zakres kąta to trzysta sześćdziesiąt stopni]
the possible range of angles is 360 degrees
lh fingers spread hand rotates twice in the upper-left periphery

CS
CS tr
CS gst

143 [06:36.8] see Figure 4.1.4
[na przykład] w jakiejś mechanice możemy stwierdzić że::
for example in some sort of mechanics, to say that
lh upper left periphery fingers straight point up

CS
CS tr

..
siedemset dwadzieścia stopni]
720 degrees

(3)

146 [06:45.5]
AR
AR tr
CS
CS tr
CS gst

°h czyli te::
so these

140 [06:28.9]
(.) przestrzeni w jakiej się otaczamy
in the space surrounding us
142 [06:34.9]
°h (--) ale: (.) no nie rzadko (-)
but it is not uncommon

144 [06:38.9] see Figure 4.1.5
[(--) prędkość kątowa to jest jakieś tam
angular velocity equals something around
lh rotates three times in centre and periphery

145 [06:43.5]
na sekundę czy coś takiego
per second or so

147 [06:46.3]

148 [06:49.5]
mhm
(approval )
(---) [[zwiększamy te wartości, chociaż one nie mają ] (-) [odniesienia do rzeczywistości]]
we increase the values, although they don't
relate to reality
rotating movement repeated more schematically
rotation repeated once

‘Real’ angles are opposed to those which exceed 360° used, for example, to describe angular
velocity in (3).143-145. Although such values are not meaningless, the speaker describes
them as ‘not related to reality’. It should be clear that the speaker herself does not strictly
oppose small angles with rotation, since she activates the dynamic source domain already in
(3).141, where the gesture co-expressive to the words zakres kąta ‘angle range’ portrays
rotation in order to talk about angles smaller than 360°. Later in (3).144 while discussing
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velocity, this gesture is repeated in a more elaborate manner with three cycles of rotation and
the hand taking up more space in the upper-left periphery (see Figure 4.1.5). This is
motivated by the difference between the former full circle range and the 720° per second
velocity under discussion. On this basis, I conclude that the

ANGLE IS ROTATION

metaphor

was introduced to accommodate angles both larger and smaller than 360° in a single
conceptualisation. I will return to the metaphor’s entailments while discussing addition and
subtraction of angles, but for now let us look at its activation signals.
Figure 4.1.4 Pointing up

Figure 4.1.5 Elaborate rotation

The metaphorical idea is foregrounded by an open hand pointing up gesture (see Figure 4.1.4)
in the preceding fragment (3).143, which introduces angular velocity as an example. Then in
(3).147-148, the source domain remains highly activated with the rotation repeated in two
more schematic gesture phrases which describe the increasing values of velocity. All these
repetitions are tied to the cyclic gesture family and their cognitive roots in the

CYCLE

schema

(Ladewig, 2011). In (3).148, CS once again mentions that velocity values do not ‘relate to
reality’ and AR approves of this remark. Her follow up comment in (4) offers another
perspective on those ‘irreal’ angles:
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(4)
AR
AR tr
AR gst
AR
AR tr
AR gst

149 [06:52.1]
no i w sinusoidzie na przykład też
and in a sinusoid
151 [06:56.4] see Figure 4.1.7
(.) jakby [o które się]
by which as if
rh open performs chopping arcs
while moving to the right

150 [06:54.1] see Figure 4.1.6
[jak określamy to zawsze jest wielokrotność] pi tak
we specify it as multiples of π
draws a wavy line in CS’s focal region

152 [06:58.1]
153 [07:00.5] 154 [07:02.0]
(-) powiela (--) [okres tej fali]
czyli jakby:: (--) nawet [na::
you multiple the wave cycle
as if
even in
rh moves pencil to the right creating small arcs

AR
AR tr
AR gst

155 [07:04.0]
(-) mmm układzie współrzędnym
a coordinate system
draws two intersecting arrows

156 [07:06.0]
to to dużo przekracza]
it largely exceeds

AR
AR tr
AR gst

158 [07:09.1]
[(.) bo może] iść w nieskoczoność nie?
since it can go indefinitely, right?
rh pen draws a wave above the sinusoid drawing

157 [07:07.9]
niż 360 stopni
360 degrees

AR’s idea is that angles can be translated into arguments for trigonometric functions where
360° becomes the equivalent of 2π radians. The sine function is defined for any real number
including arbitrarily large multiples of π. AR’s metaphor becomes activated in the verbal,
gestural and pictorial modalities and two verbal metaphors are preceded by signals jakby ‘as
if’. At the beginning of her explanation in (4).150, she draws a sine wave (see Figure 4.1.6)
on the same sheet as her previous drawing. This already foregrounds metaphoricity, as the
sheet is in CS’s focal space. Unlike a proper sinusoid the wave flattens while approaching its
right end. I believe this flattening allows for a virtual extension to an indefinitely large
number of cycles as argued by AR. After all, every sine function graph is a
metonymy, since the actual function is infinite.
Figure 4.1.6 A sine wave
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PART

for

WHOLE

The repeating cycles of the sinusoid are then extended from the pictorial modality into
gesture. As AR discusses the graph, in (4).151 she performs vertical chops which move to the
right in small arcs (see Figure 4.1.7)5, she performs a similar gesture again while mentioning
the wave cycle in co-speech (4).152, but this time, instead of drawing by hand, she moves the
tip of her pencil from from left to right again in small arcs. The source domain is further
elaborated verbo-pictorially by evoking verbally and drawing a coordinate system. At this
point, the concept is actually re-introduced into the discourse event, since it had also been a
point of reference about 20 minutes earlier while discussing the concept of area. The speaker
draws two intersecting arrows of the Cartesian system, and in (4).158 once again describes
the sine wave as an infinite function. Her pen draws a wavy line in the air above the paper
sheet.
Figure 4.1.7 Further cycles

To summarise the discussion so far, the two students presented alternative ideas for the
concept of angle in order to account for angles larger than 360 degrees. Both of these
metaphors became highly activated due to multimodal elaboration and the use of
foregrounding strategies; both are dynamic and both cue indefinite cyclic movement, either in
5

This is one of many examples in my data where the gesture stroke precedes the related verbal expression
(see discussion in section 3.3.2.1). (4).158 presents a similar case.
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the form of rotation, or a periodic function. The previous, static, conceptualisations were
dismissed to explain the problem at hand.
4.1.3

Addition and subtraction of angles

We began discussing how addition and subtraction works for angles. The participants
suggested that it is not a problem considering that their measures are numerical values. The
problem which followed was my second diversion from the interview structure, motivated by
my intention to explore the problem a little further. I created a drawing of two angles (see
Figure 4.1.8). While I was doing this quick drawing, CS jokingly suggested that it would turn
out to be kąt ujemny ‘a negative angle’, which is the first time the idea of such angles
occurred during the discourse event. After completing the drawing I asked how to add those
two angles. The discussion which followed is presented in (5).
Figure 4.1.8 Original drawing of the two angles

(5)
MR
MR tr
AR
AR tr
CS
CS tr
MR
MR tr
AR
AR tr

Figure 4.1.9 Drawing with AR’s marks

176 [08:16.0]
177 [08:18.5] 178 [08:19.2]
Jak dodać takie dwa kąty
mhm
How to add these two triangles?
((laughs))
no to przyłożyć
((laughs))

dodać?
add?

dopasowaćfit together...

179 [08:20.5]

((laughs)) no (.) tak przyłożyć je:
yeah, join them
((laughs))

180 [08:22.5]

181 [08:23.8]

do tego samego wierzchołka;
at the same vertex,

tak żeby miały wspólne jedno ramię
so that they have a common arm
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182 [08:26.0]
okej
OK

MR
MR tr
CS
CS tr

183 [08:28.0]
w takim razie:: co (.) co gdy się odejmuje kąty?
what about subtracting angles?

184 [08:32.8]
czym to się różni od dodawania?
how does it differ from addition?

185 [08:34.9]
w drugą stronę
the other way around

AR
AR tr

186 [08:36.9]
czyli musimy je wtedy tak przyłożyć
we must join them so that

187 [08:38.9]
(.) żeby się: e::
so that uhmm

188 [08:40.9]
żeby jakby
so that as if

189 [08:42.7]
[(-) przez (.) no nie wiem
I don't know,

AR
AR tr
AR gst

see Figure 4.1.8
(.) żeby te kąty na siebie na:=nałożyły się]
so that, they overlay
fills bigger angle with short lines

AR
AR tr
AR gst

191 [08:47.4]
°h [[i wtedy różnica pomiędzy jednym] [a drugim ramieniem to będzie różnica]]
the difference between one arm and the other will be the difference between
moves her pencil along one of the arms, points at the diagram

190 [08:46.3] see Figure 4.1.9
[(.) o w ten sposób]
this way
fills smaller angle with short lines
192 [08:50.9]
(--) kątów
the angles

In (5).178 both students share their ideas for the best term for the addition of angles as
figures. CS suggests dopasować ‘fit together’; AR goes for the term more common in
geometrical operations: przyłożyć ‘put next to’ or ‘join’. Both terms have the potential to
activate the GEOMETRICAL OPERATIONS ARE PHYSICAL MANIPULATIONS metaphor. In English,
the best verbal description for this construction would be: ‘drawing the two angles starting
from the same vertex’. In the present context, however, AR assumes that the two figures are
already given and cannot be recreated, but only moved so that they share the same vertex and
one arm. In any case, any adjacent angles sharing a vertex and one arm can be seen as a
single angle. Its measure equals the sum of the two original angles. No gesturing is present
during this description. In (5).182-183, I ask about subtraction and how it differs from
addition. CS makes a quick suggestion which activates metaphoricity on the verbal level: w
drugą stronę ‘the other way around’ or ‘in the other direction’. Subtraction is understood here
as addition in reverse, motivated perhaps by the PATH and FRONT/BACK schemas. AR picks up
CS’s thought and tries to incorporate it into her own conceptualisation presented earlier, that
is putting the angles together (but the other way around) so that they overlay. In (5).186 she
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repeats the metaphorical przyłożyć ‘put next to’ and after a short period of hesitation and a
jakby ‘as if’ signal, AR elaborates on her metaphor in the pictorial modality: she alters my
original drawing in a way which is co-expressive to the verbal description of overlaying, that
is, in (5).189 she draws a series of short lines which cover roughly half of the large angle near
its vertex (see Figure 4.1.9). In (5).190 this action is performed on the smaller angle but this
time the full angle is covered. AR marked the parts of the angles which would overlap if the
small angle was placed on the bigger one. This is metaphorically equivalent to the subtraction
of the small angle from the large angle. Finally, in (5).191 the pictorial metaphor is
foregrounded by deictic gestures. In the first gesture phrase, where the stroke is co-expressive
to the words pomiędzy jednym ‘between one’, AR moves her pencil along one of the angle
arms, then in the second phrase, co-expressive to a drugim ramieniem ‘and the other arm’,
she points at the diagram. Due to video resolution limitations, I cannot precisely place these
gestures on the drawing. However, based on AR’s reasoning, it should be clear that if the two
angles overlay as described, their difference is the part of the large angle constituted be the
two arms which do not overlap. This is the unmarked area inside the lower angle in Figure
4.1.9.
To summarise, the students were asked to discuss addition and subtraction of angles
as geometrical figures. As documented in the overlapping fragments of the transcript in (5)
they worked out the problem together, by evoking the

ARITHMETICAL OPERATIONS UPON

ANGLES ARE PHYSICAL MANIPULATIONS OF ANGLE FIGURES

metaphor using source domain

vocabulary, i.e. przyłożyć, dopasować, etc. Metaphor activation peaked when the proposed
solution for subtraction was metaphorically presented in the pictorial modality.
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4.1.4

Negative angles, negotiation of meaning

The discussion on subtraction has led the interview to questions about negative angles. The
idea was actually already mentioned by CS as a joke about my drawing discussed earlier (see
subsection 4.1.3). At this stage, I asked explicitly what negative angles are and how to
understand such a concept. CS’s answer is similar to her comment about angles larger than
360 degrees, that is, ‘they do not relate to reality’, but do relate to more abstract mathematical
concepts, such as, trigonometric functions or complex numbers. The same point is raised by
AR, who admits that negative angles can be used for calculations, but once again, ‘in reality’
we do not come across them. Then, I asked about the two angles discussed previously (see
Figure 4.1.8), and the possible outcome of subtracting the large angle from the smaller one.
Let us look at a particularly interesting excerpt in (6), where both students are trying to work
out the concept together, in relation to a coordinate system.

(6)
CS
CS tr
CS gst
CS
CS tr
CS gst
AR
AR tr
AR gst
CS
CS tr
CS gst
AR
AR tr
AR gst
CS
CS tr
CS gst

216 [10:21.9]
jak mamy układ współrzędnych i zaraz zakładamy że
if we have a coordinate system and assume that

217 [10:26.0]
((4.0s))

218 [10:30.0] see Figure 4.1.10
[(?) że mamy]
that we have
tears out paper sheet draws coordinate system

219 [10:33.9]
220 [10:35.2]
sobie te dwa kąty [i:: i nie wiem] tu mamy jakiś kąt
these two angles and and I don't know here we have an angle
draws skewed line from the system centre
223 [10:44.9]

224 [10:47.5]

[no i możemy powiedzieć że
we can say that
draws perpendicular x=1

((3.7s))]

221 [10:37.7]
[tu mamy wartości dodatnie ((4.9s))]
here we have positive values
marks positive and negative values on the axes

225 [10:51.2]
możemy przyjąć że [[obroty w prawo są dodatnie]
we can assume that rotation to right is positive
rh holding pencil rotates 1/2 turn outward

226 [10:54.0]
[(.) a obroty w lewo ujemne]]
and rotation to the left is negative
rotates pencil 1/2 turn inwards
[((1.0s))
a slow double counter clockiwse turn with the pencil above the drawing
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227 [10:55.9]

228 [10:56.7]

((0.9s))

tak są dodatnie?]
this is positive?
(continued)

AR
AR tr
AR gst
CS
CS tr
CS gst
AR
AR tr
AR gst
CS
CS tr
CS gst

229 [10:57.9]
[[tak są dodatnie] [a tak ujemne]]
this is positive and this is negative
clockwise 1/4 turn, counter-clockwise 3/4 turn

230 [10:59.9]

231 [11:01.2]
chyba tak bo jest
probably because

[tak są dodatnie?]
this is positive?
half clockwise turn
232 [11:02.4]
[jakby (---)]
sort of
points pencil at the drawing
zazwyczaj w druga stronę robimy

233 [11:03.2]
oke:j?
OK

234 [11:05.2]

w sensie [tu masz [trzydzieści] potem [sześciedziesiąt]
I mean here you have 30 than 60
draws three invisible lines from the centre

AR
AR tr
AR gst
CS
CS tr
CS gst

..

235 [11:08.1] 236 [11:09.2]
[tak rzeczywiście masz rację]
yes actually you're right
3/2 counter clockwise turn
[dziewiećdziesiąt (-)] [(--)] i:::]
90
and
draws line x=0

AR
AR tr
AR gst

238 [11:12.0]
tu jest [[dwieście siedemdziesiąt]=
here is 270 degrees
points at the horizontal axis

237 [11:10.4*]
ja patrzę z gó=no rzeczywiście masz rację
I look from...you’re right
leans towards CS
rotates paper sheet towards the other speaker

239 [11:13.2]
[sto osiemdziesiąt] [dwieście siedemdziesiąt]]
180, 270, yes
points at the horizontal axis, then the vertical axis

The coordinate system reappears in the discussion for the third time, and as CS explains in
(6).216-221 her idea is motivated by the fact that such a system is oriented, along with
negative and positive values on the two axes. All these ideas are highly activated as CS draws
the axes and marks the values during her explanation of the idea. The positive angle is drawn
in (6).220 as a skewed ray starting from the centre, the negative angle is added about 30
seconds later (it is not included in the excerpt). The final outcome of her drawing is presented
in Figure 4.1.10. When CS hesitates and pauses for a few seconds while working on her
drawing, AR picks up on the idea and explains how the rotation metaphor works. In (6).225226 she proposes rotation to the right, i.e. clockwise rotation (w prawo ‘to the right’) to apply
for positive angles and counter-clockwise (w lewo ‘to the left’) for negative ones. The
problem with these terms is that they are relative, affected by the alignment of the speakers
and the graph they are working on (in the annotation, when using terms such as clockwise, I
always assume the speaker’s perspective). AR’s proposal is different from the mathematical
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convention where the coordinate system is usually oriented from left to right and clockwise
rotation is interpreted as negative. CS performs the conventional counter-clockwise rotation
in (6).226, and expresses her doubt with a question in (6).228. Her gaze is fixed on AR while
performing these actions. The misunderstanding might have been caused by the alignment of
the speakers. I present this in Figure 4.1.11, where I additionally mark the orientation of the
discussed coordinate system as well as the positive rotation as proposed by the speakers.
Figure 4.1.10 The coordinate system with positive rotation marked by an arrow

To answer CS’s doubts, in (6).229 AR (on the right in Figure 4.1.11) repeats her description,
emphasising her construal along the Interactive Principle, i.e. she performs clockwise and
counter-clockwise rotation outside her central gesture space and over CS’s drawings. The
gaze of both participants is fixed on these interactions. AR once again claims clockwise
rotation to be positive and counter-clockwise as negative. In response, this time CS mimics
the clockwise turn, and again asks tak są dodatnie? ‘this is positive?’ with prosodic emphasis,
i.e. stronger rising intonation than in (6).228. In (6).232, she explains that AR’s suggestion
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goes against the mathematical convention, which leads to AR’s expression of uncertainty in
(6).233. In (6).234-235, CS elaborates on the metaphor, verbally mentioning positive angles,
i.e. 30°, 60°, 90°, using her pencil she traces barely visible rays extending from the centre. In
(6).236, AR begins to realise that her point of view differs from CS’s, she changes her mind
and leans towards CS, who in response slightly rotates the paper sheet towards AR. In
(6).238-239, AR recognises positive angles by pointing her pencil at consecutive quadrants of
the coordinate system. A moment later she draws an arrow to mark the direction of positive
rotation (not included in the transcript, see Figure 4.1.10).
Figure 4.1.11 Which direction is positive?

A very important point can be drawn out of this analysis. There is no doubt that the
students were familiar with negative angles prior to the interview and knew what they were
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doing while proposing its interpretation in the coordinate system. What was possible to
observe, however, was that the concept had to be recreated for the particular context and
arrangement in which the participants found themselves. Distinguishing between positive and
negative angles, with the metaphorical basis of rotation already established in prior
discussion, requires building an oriented system of reference. Due to the fact that the two
participants were not uniformly aligned while working on the task, the direction of ration for
positive and negative angles needed to be negotiated. The elements under discussion in this
case were the elementary mappings of the metaphor elaborated in speech, gesture and
drawing. As Kolter et al. (2012) argue, such combined multimodal elaboration and metacommentary on the used metaphors is symptomatic of the highest degree of metaphor
activation.
4.1.5

Conclusion

This case study documented the emergence of the multi-faceted concept of angle in the
course of a long discussion. It was possible to observe how activated metaphoricity
influences the course of the talk. In subsection 4.1.1 we have seen the metaphorical
configuration of counting sticks affect the concept description. As a result of foregrounding
the metaphorical meaning, a highly activated

ANGLE IS A DILATION BETWEEN TWO LINES

conceptualisation became interactively significant for the two speakers. Subsection 4.1.2
documented the shift from static to dynamic metaphors as a response to the posed problem.
The speakers needed to propose radically new conceptualisations to convey aspects of

ANGLE

hidden by the static understanding. In subsections 4.1.3-4.1.4 the participants specified and
elaborated the metaphors established early on. Static metaphors offered possibilities for
interpreting arithmetical operations through physical manipulations of angles. Negative
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angles are described as a specific type of rotation in an oriented coordinate system, the
details, however, could only be fleshed out when the metaphor became highly activated in
drawing and gesture, so that the speakers could decide which direction is positive and which
negative. The differences between static and dynamic conceptualisations and the theme of
negotiating metaphorical meaning are further discussed in section 4.2
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4.2 Angles in gesture space, angles in imagery
In this case study, we once again look at the emergence of the concept of angle, this time in
an interview with two humanities students labelled as EF and JF. EF recently began her
undergraduate studies in English philology. JF is also an English philology undergraduate,
but she is additionally finishing her BA in Japanese studies. Both students like mathematics,
however, their last contact with mathematical problems had been in highschool. EF and JF
know each other from a literature class, they are not close friends but have no problems in
working together. They are happy to hear that formal precision is not a priority in our
discussion, and as we will see, they are also slightly reluctant to make use of the provided
instruments. Although I do not intend to make a direct comparison and contrast between this
interview and the previous one, with science students, I do point out some differences
between the imagery used for explaining ideas as well as the overall course of the interview.
The whole recording is 32 minutes long, we begin our analysis 20 minutes into the talk, once
again after an in-depth discussion of the concepts of area and symmetry.
4.2.1

Describing through imagery

The initial description of the notion of angle given by EF and JF is a transparent example of
concept emergence through interaction. Let us look at the excerpt in (1):
(1)
MR
MR tr
JF
JF tr
EF
EF tr

JF
JF tr
EF
EF tr

0 [00:00.0]
jak rozumieją panie pojęcie kąta (5.0) w geometrii
How do you understand the notion of angle, in geometry.

1 [00:09.4] 2 [00:12.0]
(---)
jakby
sort of

3 [00:13.6] 4 [00:14.3]

(--)
to jest
it’s

5 [00:15.2]
(--) za
restosunek
relationship

6 [00:16.0]
leżność ((laughs))
-lation
(.) jednej prostej=albo zależność
between one line, or relation

7 [00:18.0]
(-) to jest to samo
it’s the same thing

jest to
it’s
(-)

8 [00:19.6]
nie wiem czy to nie jest
I don’t know if
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EF
EF tr

9 [00:21.6]
(.) te wszystkie pojęcia mają takie::
all these notions have those

10 [00:24.0]
subtelne różnice których ja nie ogarniam
subtle diffrences that I don’t understand

EF
EF tr
EF gst

11 [00:26.0]
12 [00:29.0] see Figure 4.2.1
ale jest to jakby [właśnie [zależność] [dwóch] (---)
[prostych] (---)]
but it’s a sort of relation between two
lines
rh three consecutive back and forth open palm movements away from body, palm oriented inwards, forms a cup
13 [00:30.5]

JF
JF tr
EF
EF tr
EF gst

14 [00:31.0] see Figure 4.2.2
przecinają (.)
intersect
[które się
przecinają]
which
intersect
fingers straighten, vertical chop with open hand

15 [00:31.6]
muszą się przecinać
they must intersect

Fig 4.2.1. Palm movements embodying lines

Fig 4.2.2. Firm hand chop
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Throughout the thirty second fragment, both students answer my question complementing
each-other's descriptions. In (1).5-6 they propose two synonymous terms stosunek, zależność
which, in this context, are roughly equivalent to ‘relationship’. EF initially proposes
stosunek, though after hearing JF’s suggestion, she changes it to zależność. JF quickly notices
that there is not much of a difference between the two terms, yet later EF sticks to zależność.
In (1).11-12 she describes the angle as a relation between two lines. Her hand moves back
and forth (see Figure 4.2.1) from the centre between two positions on the table and hits the
table with every stroke. The three strokes are co-expressive with the words zależność
‘relation’ dwóch ‘two’ prostych ‘lines’. In (1).13-14 both speakers suggest that the lines
constituting an angle must intersect. They simultaneously pronounce the word przecinają
‘intersect’ (lit. ‘cut across’). A fraction of a second earlier, EF performs a hand chop gesture
with her right hand. The movement is firm and hits hard on the table with a post-stroke hold
continued while the intersection is mentioned. In (1).15 JF concludes that the lines must
intersect.
Unlike in the previously described discussion of angle, the two students did not decide
to actually create any example which would structure their discussion. The description relies
here on verbal and gestural imagery. EF’s gesture in Figure 4.2.1, where the open palm
alternates between two positions, does not create the lines in gesture space. It only
foregrounds the image of a relationship between two lines by means of metonymy. Their
intersection is understood as a przecięcie ‘a cut’, a highly activated metaphor due to gestural
elaboration in the cutting hand chop presented in Figure 4.2.2. The gesture is commonly used
in mathematics discourse in the context of various breaks and divisions where the hand can
be seen as an embodiment of a knife (Edwards, 2009, pp. 132–134).
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4.2.2

Constructions in gesture space

As the discussion continued, we talked about the possibility of performing arithmetical
operations on angles. Both students agreed that adding angle measures is possible, and in (2)
I consider an extract where JF proposes a geometrical construction for which such operations
are relevant. As will be shown, in this case JF uses gesture imagery not only to convey a
concept but also to build a drawing in gesture space.
(2)
JF
JF tr
JF
JF tr
JF gst

4 [00:17.3]
na przykład jeżeli mówimy:
for example if we are talking

5 [00:19.0]
właśnie o kątach
about angles

7 [00:22.9] see Figure 4.2.4
środek [okręgu i::]
the circle centre and
precision grip pointing downward,
small rotational movement

6 [00:20.5]
mmm (--) na okręgu (.) tak jeżeli mamy
inside a circle, so if we have
8 [00:24.4] see Figure 4.2.5
(--) [na nim zbudowany kąt_]
an angle built there
bh flat open palms oriented inwards joint
fingertips point outwards

JF
JF tr
JF gst

9 [00:26.3] see Figure 4.2.6
[[na tych jakby (.)] y [i ramiona tego kąta_]
and those as if uhm the arms of the angle
bh index fingers pointing downwards, slightly away from one another, move towards paper, tapping movement

JF
JF tr
JF gst

10 [00:29.9]
nie to te [punkty] prawda (.) których=z których wychodzą ramiona kąta
I mean those points, right, from which the arms go out
consecutive tapping movement

JF
JF tr

11 [00:33.3]
(..) mmm są też jednocześnie: mmm
they are also

JF
JF tr
JF gst

13 [00:37.1] see Figures 4.2.7 and 4.2.8
kąta który:=którego [wierzchołek] też [leży na okręgu]]
of the angle, the vertex of which lies on the circle
rh retracted, lh index finger points downward above table , lh index finger draws a line from left to right

12 [00:35.8]
punktami z których wychodzą ramiona
starting points for the arms

The transcript itself might be slightly incoherent, but after considering the co-speech imagery,
I believe JF’s explanation refers to a well known theorem in Euclidean geometry according to
which an inscribed angle φ has half the measure of a central angle which subtends the same
arc on the circle (see Figure 4.2.3). With its discussion of angle measures, i.e. φ and 2φ, the
theorem clearly explicates the relevance of arithmetic in the discussion of angles. JF opens
her explanation by mentioning inscribed angles and begins creating her construction in (2).7,
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when she mentions the circle centre. Her co-speech gesture indicates a point by a slightly
rotating, downward oriented precision grip (see Figure 4.2.4). In (2).8 she indicates the
central angle, and the accompanying gesture is purely iconic, i.e. the two open palms joint at
one end, pointing forward, become an angle. The gesture is also is highly prominent due to
the long post-stroke hold. (see Figure 4.2.5). Then, in (2).9-10, JF profiles two important
elements of her construction, i.e. two points at which the angle arms intersect the circle. In
the diagram I presented earlier (Figure 4.2.3) these would be points A and B. The two points
are also indicated in gesture space. (2).9 opens a lengthy gesture unit, which adds up the
remaining elements of JF’s construction. The speaker taps her extended index fingers at two
points on the virtual circle (see Figure 4.2.6, note that the sheet of paper underneath is clear!),
then in (2).10 the tapping movement is repeated and JF explicitly states what is the function
of the two points: nie to te punkty prawda z których wychodzą ramiona kąta ‘No, I mean
those points, right, from which the arms go out’. In (2).11-13 JF describes the inscribed
angle: its vertex lies on the circle, (e.g. point C in Figure 4.2.3), its two arms intersect the
circle at the earlier constructed points.
Figure 4.2.3 An inscribed angle and a central angle which subtends the same arc.
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Figure 4.2.4 Rotating precision grip which begins the geometrical construction.

Figure 4.2.5 Iconic palm configuration which embodies the central angle.

In synchrony with the word wierzchołek ‘vertex’ JF makes a downward pointing gesture with
her index finger (see Figure 4.2.7). The final gesture phrase in this extract draws a line which
seems to be a tangent to the virtual circle (see Figure 4.2.8). Such a line is not strictly relevant
to the discussed theorem, but being synchronous to leży na okręgu ‘lies on the cirle’, it
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foregrounds the earlier mentioned vertex. The vertex’s location in this construction would be
the point of intersection between the line and the virtual circle.
Figure 4.2.6 Two points on the circle.

Figure 4.2.7 The vertex of the inscribed angle.
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Figure 4.2.8 The tangent to the circle.

In order to explain the angle arithmetic JF, constructed an example. Her use of gesture in the
discussed fragment is not limited to the representation of the discussed geometrical concepts,
instead, JF uses her both hands to draw and embody a geometrical configuration which
allows for a numerical comparison between two angles. JF’s construction is interactively
salient throughout the discussion: the speaker focuses her gaze on her virtual drawings, she
gestures above a white sheet of paper, thus drawing the attention of the other participant and
the interviewer. It is perhaps surprising that JF’s discussion does not end with some extended
conclusion. She sums it up by saying that arithmetic might be helpful for discussing
examples of this sort.
4.2.3

Rotation in imagery

In the previous excerpt the speaker proposed a geometrical interpretation of numerical
relationships between angles. Her fingers drew elements of the construction discussed in
speech: points, lines, circles. Their metaphorical link with arithmetic was revealed once the
construction was complete. In this subsection, I examine a situation in which the speakers
focus more directly on metaphorical imagery without discussing technical details. The
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example exhibits the emergence of the rotation metaphor for angles, where both speakers
participate in developing relevant imagery.
After establishing that it is possible to add and multiply angles, I asked the students
about angles larger than 360º. To clarify the question, (3) begins with a particular example
proposed by me: What happens if to a 360º angle we add 90º more:
(3)
MR
MR tr

0 [00:00.0]
mamy na przykład kąt trzysta sześćdziesiąt stopni i dodamy jeszcze dziewięćdziesiąt
We have for example a 360 degree angle and we add 90 more
1 [00:04.6]

JF
JF tr
EF
EF tr
EF gst
JF
JF tr
JF gst
EF
EF tr
JF
JF tr
JF gst
EF
EF tr
EF gst
JF
JF tr
JF gst
EF
EF tr
JF
JF tr
JF gst
EF
EF tr
EF gst

2 [00:08.0]
ale może wiem na przykład
But maybe for example

takie coś fizycznie nie może istnieć chyba
Such a thing cannot physically exist
head shake
see Figure 4.2.9
że chodzi nam o jakiś sprzęt [który może się okręcać]
That we are talking about some instrument which can rotate
bh as if gripping something, twist in opposite directions

5 [00:13.1]
więcej niż trzysta sześćdziesiąt stopni]
more than 360 degrees

4 [00:12.2] see Figure 4.2.10
[(---) o
...
rh precision grip (thumb, index) circles in air
tak wiem też o tym
Yes I know

6 [00:14.2]
[tylko jakoś tak wie=rozumiesz]
so that... you know
rh fist grip twists

7 [00:15.5]
nie wiem no
as if I don’t know

[pomyśla:łam że:::]
I thought of this too
rh index finger pointing downwards
8 [00:16.8] 9 [00:17.2]
10 [00:19.0] see Figure 4.2.11
teoretycznie jest to większy kąt (--) wtedy [znaczy (-) w sensie] (-)
theoretically that’d be a larger angle
In the sense of
rotates index finger pointing down, full clockwise turn
no tak ale
yeah but
11 [00:20.1]
[możliwość] (---) czy wiesz o co mi chodzi?
A possibility… do you know what I mean?
half turn counter clockwise

12 [00:21.6]

wiem o co ci chodzi
I know what you mean
nods
13 [00:23.1] see Figure 4.2.12

JF
JF tr
EF
EF tr
EF gst

3 [00:09.1]
wyobraź sobie
imagine

[na przykład szczoteczka do zębów
For example a toothbrush
Rh rotating precision grip with index finger and thumb
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14 [00:25.1]
tak tak tak
yes yes yes
elektryczna która tak się kręci]
electric, which rotates like this

15 [00:26.6]
znaczy ona
I mean it

JF
JF tr
EF
EF tr
EF gst

..

16 [00:28.6]

mniej niż trzysta sześćdziesiąt się kręci
Rotates less than 360

ale wiem o co ci chodzi że
But I know what you mean

See Figure 4.2.13
JF
JF tr
JF gst
EF
EF tr
EF gst

[więcej niż jedno]
more than one
cricle counter clockwise on the table

18 [00:32.0]
niż jedno [pełne okrążenie] tak
more than one full turn, yes
rh index finger draws circle on the table
[pełne] okrążenie (?)
full turn
palm up, open hand

17 [00:29.9]
tak tak tak tak tak
yes yes yes
że tak jakby
it is as if
fingers joint draw a

19 [00:33.6]

[ale może tylko obrócić]
it can make
draws full cricle clockwise

EF’s initial reaction in (3).1 is that: takie coś fizycznie nie może istnieć ‘such a thing cannot
physically exist’, but JF is not so quick in her judgement. In (3).3-4 she introduces the idea of
a ‘rotating instrument’ (sprzęt który może się okręcać), and specifically asks EF to ‘imagine
it’ (wyobraź sobie), thus foregrounding the metaphorical conceptualisation. The rotation
metaphor is active multimodally, since JF creates two iconic gestures for rotation. The gesture
in Figure 4.2.9 is based on external metonymy – her two fists rotate in opposite directions as
if holding an instrument with rod-like rotating parts. In Figure 4.2.10, JF changes the gestural
mode, but keeps the rotation concept active, by performing a cyclic gesture with a right hand
precision grip. The gesture’s onset clearly precedes co-speech.
Figure 4.2.9 External metonymy for a rotating instrument.
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Figure 4.2.10 Cyclic gesture with a right hand precision grip

In (3).5-6 JF explains that a rotating instrument can rotate further than 360º. She again enacts
the instrument with her rotating grip gesture, and asks whether EF understands her. She does
not, however, wait for an answer, but immediately begins to clarify her idea further in (3).7-9,
where she says that such a rotating angle is ‘theoretically larger’ (teoretycznie jest to większy
kąt). The use of the adverb teoretycznie is yet another notable metaphor activation sign.
Finally, in (3).10-11 JF again uses gesture to elaborate on the metaphor. She draws circular
shapes on the table with her index finger, beginning with a full clockwise turn as in Figure
4.2.11, and later a half counter-clockwise turn. Throughout (3).7-11, we can observe that the
concept of angle is present in speech, however without the mention of rotation imagery. JF is
looking for the right words to express herself and the rotation gestures help her to clarify the
message.
EF began to to express her agreement already in (3).5 but did not attempt to interrupt
the other student. She finally takes her turn in (3).12-16 and begins to elaborate on JF’s
metaphor. In (3).13 she specifies the rotating instrument metaphor with the example of an
electric toothbrush and its rotating head. This statement is paired with a co-expressive gesture
in which the rotating precision grip of her hand embodies the salient rotating toothbrush head
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(see Figure 4.2.12). EF quickly adds that, although a head of such a toothbrush does not
really cover a full angle – this is also visible in the naturally constrained twisting movement
of her wrist – the idea of rotation seems to be the key to the problem. In (3).17-18 EF
explains the final interpretation for angles larger than 360º: tak jakby więcej niż jedno pełne
okrążenie, ‘as if more than one full turn’. The metaphor in this statement is signalled by the
jakby ‘as if’ expression, and is also tied to two gestural elaborations in which EF draws
circles on the table (see Figure 4.2.13). In (3).18 JF and EF both draw circles with their
fingers, thus reaching full agreement on the metaphor.
Figure 4.2.11 A clockwise turn.

Figure 4.2.12. Rotating toothbrush head.

Figure 4.2.13. More than a full turn.
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The discussed excerpt presented a collaborative effort in the creation of the rotation metaphor
for

ANGLE.

Both participants devoted their attention to the development of imagery which

would convey their ideas. EF was initially sceptical about angles larger than 360º but very
quickly adopted JF’s proposal to discuss rotating instruments. Such a turn of events was
possible since JF’s metaphor was fully activated from the very beginning. She expressed the
rotation imagery in speech and repeatedly in multiple gestures. She additionally foregrounded
the used metaphor by asking EF to share her idea. The other student not only responded
affirmatively, but also developed the imagery further with her example of an electric
toothbrush. The excerpt ends with both students drawing circles on the table – they reached
agreement thanks to a shared metaphor.
4.2.4

Conclusion and insights from other case studies

The two participants used verbal and gestural imagery, first to discuss the notion of angle in
the abstract, and later to examine the more specific case of angles larger than 360º. The role
of metaphor was vital here, since, similarly to the previous study, it allowed the students to
change their perspective from static angles to rotating ones. Furthermore, the example
analysed in excerpt (2) revealed how, apart from isolated images, gesture can be used to build
elaborate geometrical constructions. A cyclic gesture can single-handedly activate the concept
of rotation, but a series of virtually drawn lines, points and circles might illustrate a whole
mathematical theorem which exemplifies numerical relationships between angles.
One notable difference between this interview and the other five was that the two
humanities students did not create any example of an angle to explain its properties as a
figure. We have already seen an angle built out of counting sticks in section 4.1.1. In section
4.6.3, I discuss a similar example in which a teacher moves his pen on the surface of a drawn
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circle as if it was an arm of an angle. In yet another data set, an interviewed academic
mathematician (P2 from section 4.4) built an angle using a pencil and the border line of a
desk (see Figure 4.2.14) to explain the concept of probability.
Figure 4.2.14 An angle created with a pen and the border of a desk

In turn, teacher T1 began with a formal definition given in (4). As she commented later on,
she had known this definition by heart ever since her own school days, but does not find it
very helpful in teaching. Formally speaking, it captures the concept’s most important
elements, but in primary school context, concrete examples allow for clearer explanations.
Later on she drew some examples to explain the addition of angles in terms of joining them
visually (see Figure 4.2.15)
(4)

Kąt jest to część płaszczyzny zawarta pomiędzy dwiema półprostymi wychodzącymi z
jednego punktu wraz z tymi pół prostymi. Koniec definicji. W życiu tak nie mówię moim
dzieciom. Ewentualnie raz im podaję tą definicję.
‘An angle is the part of a plane lying between two rays, which share their initial point,
including those two rays. End of definition. I never say this to my children. Or perhaps I tell
them the definition only once.’

Figure 4.2.15 Angle addition (cf. Figure 2.1)
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The humanities students did not come up with any ideas for angles smaller than 0º. I have
discussed one interpretation of this idea in section 4.1.4, and here I want to mention one more
interesting metaphor proposed by the academic mathematician P2.
Figure 4.2.16 The construction of a spiral

At one point during the interview, the speaker proposed to interpret angles in terms of
rotation. To account for angles larger than 360º and smaller than 0º, he later elaborated on his
metaphor proposing a spiral, where each step upwards implies positive rotation, and
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movement downwards, negative rotation. The idea is built around a sequence of gestures (see
Figure 4.2.16), an elaborate construction in gesture space. The mathematician started with
drawing a circle with his finger (see Figure 4.2.16.1), and then performed on it a
metaphorical cut with his index finger (see Figure 4.2.16.2). With his right hand, he bent one
loose end of the cut circle upwards, while holding down the other end of it with his left hand
(see Figure 4.2.16.3-4). After that, his right hand drew an upward-moving spiral (see Figure
4.2.16.5). The speaker explained that similarly to circles such a spiral has a centre, but in this
case the central point moves upwards (see Figure 4.2.16.6). As presented in Figure 4.2.16.78, he drew the complete spiral with four full downward strokes. On the basis of this
construction, he later explained how to differentiate between angles such as: 0º, 360º, 720º,
-360º, etc. As in the case of JF’s construction in section 4.2.2, the presented spiral is another
example of a temporally stable object in gesture space, created for illustrative purposes.
Moreover, it shows that such gestural constructions can be used to explore and elaborate on
metaphorical ideas – in this particular case the

ANGLE IS ROTATION

metaphor. The

metaphorical use of this sort of constructions in gesture space also reveals the broad potential
of meaning construction in linear gesture combinations (see Müller, Bressem, & Ladewig,
2013, p. 722).
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4.3 Line and point symmetries
This case study explores line and point symmetries as explained by an interviewed
mathematics school teacher (T1). Unlike the previous case studies with students, the
participant here talked only with me, and therefore our discussion may seem somewhat onesided, featuring long descriptions on the part of the teacher. Still, my own input was not as
limited as in the interviews with students, and on some occasions I asked for more details on
the way particular notions are taught at school. The teacher seemed to enjoy the interview and
its form. Most of the time she tried to relate the discussed problem to her secondary and high
school teaching experiences. The whole interview took about 39 minutes, and started with a
warm up discussion on teaching geometry at school. Later, after finishing the discussion of
the concept of area, and 16 minutes into the discourse event, we started talking about the
notion of symmetry.
4.3.1

Folds and reflections

The teacher does not make any attempts at defining the notion of symmetry in an abstract
manner. She begins her discussion with some examples of line symmetries in drawings, and
uses gesture and physical manipulations to explain the symmetrical relationships of the drawn
figures. Excerpt (1) presents her first example, the final outcome of her construction is later
shown in Figure 4.3.1.
(1)
T1
T1 tr
T1 gst

5 [00:15.6]
rysujemy
We draw
9 [00:24.7]

MR
MR tr
T1
T1 tr
T1 gst

6 [00:17.6]
(.) jakiś kształt na kartce
a shape on paper
10 [00:26.2]

7 [00:19.6]
(-) nie wiem cokolwiek
I don’t know, whatever
Begins drawing

11 [00:28.8]

niech będzie taki °hh e:: następnie [(-)]
zginamy kartkę według
let it look like this next
we fold the paper along...
draws the symmetry axis
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12 [00:30.5]

8 [00:21.6]
((3.3s))
drawing cont.

13 [00:31.0]
mhm
(approval)
(.) mogę wyrwać? ((1.0s))
Can I tear it out?
tears out the page

T1
T1 tr
T1 gst
MR
MR tr
T1
T1 tr
MR
MR tr
T1
T1 tr
T1 gst

14 [00:32.1]
więc rysujemy sobie [prostą
So we draw a line,

15 [00:34.9] see Figure 4.3.2
(-) zginamy sobie kartkę
we fold the sheet
folds paper along the axis,

..

17 [00:39.8]
mamy kredki
we have crayons

to jeszcze] pomalować farbami
colour it with paint

16 [00:37.1]
(-) tak naprawdę należałoby
Actually, we should
then unfolds i

18 [00:41.1]
ale nie będzie widać (-)
But it won’t be visible

19 [00:42.6] see Figure 4.3.3
((laughs))
bo to tu [chodzi o to żeby się odbiło] ((smiles))
It’s about making and imprint
quickly folds and unfolds

20 [00:44.2]
a: jasne
Oh yeah, sure
°hh

21 [00:45.2]
bo [powinno się e:: to odbić (--)]
It should be imprinted
folds along the axis

T1
T1 tr
T1 gst

22 [00:47.9]
[i narysować po drugiej stronie
and redrawn on the other side
turns paper sheet to the other side

23 [00:49.8] 24 [00:51.7]
((1.9s))]
tu (-) a widać na szczęście papier jest na tyle
here… Luckily, I see that the paper is transparent enough

T1
T1 tr
T1 gst

..
25 [00:55.6]
przezroczysty że widać ((2.4s))
to see it
drawing

26 [00:57.6]
dobrze bo ja [po lewej stronie rysowałam] i teraz trzeba tutaj przerysować
ok… I drew it on one side and now it has to be redrawn here
Unfolds the paper sheet

Figure 4.3.1 Reflective symmetry.

T1 draws a clover-like shape on paper and next to it she places a line, which will become the
axis of symmetry. In (1).15 she folds the sheet of paper along the drawn axis. As she explains
in (1).16-22, her idea is to redraw the figure on the other side of the sheet, now the outer side
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of the fold, with lines heavy enough to be visible on the inner side of the fold. Paint would
have helped in making the original figure more visible on the other side, yet the paper is
transparent enough for the pen ink to be visible as well. T1 uses this visible outline on the
other side of the sheet and copies the figure, then she unfolds the sheet. What is visible now is
the symmetry axis and the original figure on one side of the axis, while on the opposite side
of the symmetry axis there is a slightly visible copy of the figure showing through the
transparent paper. The teacher draws another copy along the visible outline. The final
outcome in Figure 4.3.1 presents the inner side of the fold, i.e. two figures, one of which is a
reflection of the other.
Figure 4.3.2 A SYMMETRY AXIS IS A FOLD.

T1 presents a metaphorical understanding of
PHYSICAL MANIPULATION.
THE PAPER SHEET,

while

A SYMMETRICAL TRANSFORMATION

as A

In her example, the AXIS REFLECTION is achieved through FOLDING
THE SYMMETRY AXIS IS THE FOLD.

We will now look at the

mutlimodal means of formulating and foregrounding this metaphor. In (1).10 the teacher
draws the symmetry axis, which becomes the metaphorical target for the source domain of
folding introduced verbally in (1).11 and then performed in action (see Figure 4.3.2). In
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(1).14-15, while folding the paper, she describes the construction step by step (‘we draw a
line’, ‘we fold the paper’). When T1 mentions using paint, unsure what she means by that, I
propose using crayons instead. In (1).19 the teacher explains that she wants to make an
imprint on the other side. The Polish verb odbić, used by T1, is polysemous, i.e. it is related
to the technical term for a symmetrical reflection (odbicie), but here it used in the sense of
imprinting something on paper. Odbicie is an elaboration of the proposed metaphor, as it
explains how a reflection is created through folding. When T1 talks about creating this
imprint, her hands fold and unfold the paper quickly (see Figure 4.3.3) keeping the metaphor
active. Odbić is repeated in (1).21, when T1 once again repeats the fold. Without paint, T1
cannot create the imprinted copies, yet as explained earlier, she notices that the paper sheet is
somewhat transparent, therefore it allows to copy the images from one side to the other by
hand.
Figure 4.3.3 Quick folding with one hand.

In excerpt (2), T1 sums up her description, foregrounding its most important elements.
(2)
T1
T1 tr
T1 gst

28 [01:05.0] see Figure 4.3.4
no więc to jest symetria (--) [_osiowa (.)
So, this is line symmetry
rh flat palm with fingers outward, movement down
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29 [01:08.9]
czyli istnieje taka prosta_] wzdłuż której (-)
it means that there exists a line along which
rh open hand fingers straight moves along the fold

T1
T1 tr
T1 gst

30 [01:12.8] see Figure 4.3.5
jeśli [zlożymy rysunek] [(–)] [to on będzie wyglądał identycznie po obu stronach]
If we fold the drawing, it will be identical on both sides
folds the paper, unfolds, rh fingers point at drawing

In (2).28-29 the teacher states the metaphorical target, i.e.
elements, i.e.

SYMMETRY AXIS. At

LINE SYMMETRY,

one of its

the same time, in the gestural modality, the teacher’s hand

first embodies the mentioned axis and falls upon the fold on the sheet (see Figure 4.3.4). The
hand moves along the fold, thus foregrounding it. In (2).30 T1 explains that folding the paper
along the axis allows to see that figures on both sides of the axis are identical. This profiling
of visual perception is also present in gesture. First, T1 folds and unfolds the sheet once again
(see Figure 4.3.5), after that, she picks up the paper, moves it in my direction, and points at
the drawing with her free hand.
Figure 4.3.4 The hand foregrounds the fold as the axis.

T1 said that she uses the folding method at school to explain what symmetry is, however, she
also teaches how axis reflections can be created in a more technical manner. Excerpt (3)
presents her discussion of creating reflections with a ruler and a compass. As in the first
example the teacher, created a figure on paper along with a symmetry axis. Figure 4.3.6
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presents the final outcome of the symmetrical transformation, however, at the beginning of
(3), only the figure on the left and the symmetry axis are present.
Figure 4.3.5 The action of folding is repeated once again.

T1
T1 tr
T1 gst

0 [00:00.0]
no więc (.) [bierzemy dowolny punkt]
So, we take a point
marks a point with pen

T1
T1 tr
T1 gst

3 [00:07.8] see Figure 4.3.7
wyprowadzić y::: [z (---) tego punktu [półprostą]]
create a ray from this point
lh middle finger pointing, taps at paper, moves along the line

T1
T1 tr
T1 gst

see Figure 4.3.8
prostym [przez naszą oś symetrii]
our symmetry axis at a right angle
traces two perpendicular lines with pen

(3)

..

1 [00:03.2]
po:d kątem prostym należy
with a right angle you have to

2 [00:05.2]
((2,6s))
draws ray

4 [00:11.2]
która będzie przechodziła pod kątem
That will intersect

5 [00:14.0]
a potem (.) [tu się cyrkiel przyda (.)]
And then… here we can use the compass
picks up the box with the compass

7 [00:18.9]
8 [00:19.9]
tak
yes
opens the box
(?) przyrządów (-)
(?) instruments

MR
MR tr
MR gst
T1
T1 tr

wyjmowało stąd (.) otworzysz?
get it out, can you open it?

T1
T1 tr
T1 gst

..
przenieść odległość żeby była identyczna (--)]
move the segment so that it is identical
uses compass to mark the point on both sides of the axis

T1
T1 tr
T1 gst

..
jest (-) [ten punkt] (-)
is this point
marks point with pen

T1
T1 tr

13 [00:35.7]
takimi charakterystycznymi dla tej figury
characteristic for this figure

9 [00:21.9]

10 [00:24.7]

dobra ((1.6s))
okay

[no i trzeba
Then you have to

11 [00:28.5]
i teraz (-) obrazem (.) [tego punktu] (.)
And now, the reflection of this point
marks point with pen

12 [00:32.7]
to samo trzeba zrobić ze wszystkimi pozostałymi punktami (.)
You have to do the same with all remaining points
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6 [00:16.0]
jak to sie
How do you
tries to open it

The teacher’s method is to transform the figure on the left by creating reflections of its
individual points with respect to the axis. T1 chooses A as her starting point, she marks it
with a pen, and draws a perpendicular ray which intersects the symmetry axis. Placing the
compass at the intersection, she creates point A' so that A and A' are equidistant from the axis.
Later she repeats this operation for point B and the other vertices of the original figure.
Finally, she connects the reflected vertices, thus completing her drawing. The perpendicular
rays in the drawing allow her to metaphorically move (przenieść) the segments and points
from one side of the axis to the other, as she mentions in (3).10. At the same time the
construction is metonymic in nature: although it is impossible to move all the points one by
one using this method, choosing a few structurally salient points is enough to draw an
adequate reflection.
Figure 4.3.6 A SYMMETRICAL TRANSFORMATION IS A GEOMETRICAL CONSTRUCTION

What can be observed, is the way the teacher’s gestures complement her verbal
description of the created construction. In line with Krause’s (2016) ideas on gesture-drawing
interactions, many of the gestures in (3) are of indexical nature and are used to specify
elements of figures under discussion, e.g. references to this point in: (3).0, (3).3, (3).11. In
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these fragments the pen can be treated as an extension of the hand which easily pinpoints
relevant items. Hand movements are used to highlight geometrical relationships of the
discussed elements. First, in (3).2, T1 silently draws a ray perpendicular to the symmetry axis
– in the drawing it is the ray which connects A and A'. When the ray is drawn, she taps on its
point of origin with her middle finger and traces it again in synchrony with the spoken
description (see Figure 4.3.7). In (3).4 she stresses that the ray has to intersect the axis at a
perpendicular angle, which is also foregrounded in gesture by tracing her pen over the axis
and then, over the ray (see Figure 4.3.8).
Figure 4.3.7 Ray intersecting the axis

Figure 4.3.8 The perpendicular intersection

T1
T1 tr

2 [00:05.2]
nie podaje się w szkole formalnej definicji
At school, the formal definition is not introduced

T1
T1 tr
T1 gst

4 [00:09.2]
(.) izometria (.) [takiego słowa na przykład nie ma]
Isometry for example – no such word is used
shakes her head

T1
T1 tr

..
sprawdzić] że te figury będą takie same
that the figures are the same

(4)

3 [00:07.5]
(.) że to jest przekształcenie któ=i tak dalej
The one that it is a transformation of certain kind etc.
5 [00:11.4]
y: można [sobie złożyć kartkę i
One can fold the sheet and check
Folds and unfolds paper

As can be seen in excerpt (4), T1 says that neither the geometrical construction method, nor
the use of physical manipulations as in folding the paper, are elaborated formally at school.
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To stress the experiential grounding of the symmetry notion, in (4).5 she uses the folding
metaphor on the drawing presented earlier in Figure 4.3.6, that is, she quickly folds and
unfolds the sheet along the axis drawn there. Folding thus becomes not only an instrument for
creating reflections but also a tool allowing the verification of symmetries. With her next
example in excerpt (5), the teacher elaborates on the folding metaphor. There, she no longer
performs the action itself, but rather enacts it in the gestural modality. She begins, however,
with a reference to the to the previous drawing (see Figure 4.3.6).
T1
T1 tr
T1 gst

6 [00:14.5]
[jak już się mówi o:: [prostej] (-)
When we discuss the line
rh palm open to the left, moves inwards along the fold, chopping downward movement

T1
T1 tr
T1 gst

7 [00:16.6]
[która jest osią symetrii] ]
as a symmetry axis
repeated rh movement inwards along the fold

(5)

T1
T1 tr
T1 gst
T1
T1 tr
T1 gst
T1
T1 tr
T1 gst

T1
T1 tr
T1 gst

..
osiowosymetrycznej
symmetric figures

8 [00:17.9]
[to potem] jeszcze się wprowadza pojęcie figury
we then introduce the notion of
bh palm up fingers curled sweeping movement up

9 [00:21.1] see Figure 4.3.9
(-) [na przykład taka choinka
for example this Christmas tree
draws christmas tree shape

10 [00:22.9]
((2.3s))]

11 [00:25.2]
12 [00:28.0]
13 [00:30.0]
i figura osiowosymetryczna to jest taka figura (-)
[dla której istnieje] prosta (-) [((2,0s))
A figure with reflective symmetry is such a figure that there exists a line
draws line
bh puoh widely spread
14 [00:32.0] see Figure 4.3.10
[taka że jeśli złożymy tą figurę] [w y:::
that if we fold the figure
bh move up in an arcs palms join in the centre, repeated
faster

15 [00:34.5] see Figure 4.3.11
w tej] [[wzdłuż tej] prostej]
along the line
bh puoh joint fingers spread, movement inwards, palms
together

16 [00:36.3]
[to]] (.) ona się na siebie po prostu nałoży
it will overlap
bh arc up and join in the centre

In (5).6-7, T1 once again foregrounds the concept of a symmetry axis. She moves her open
palm along the line on the drawing and then repeats the two gesture phrases presented earlier
in Figure 4.3.4. The co-speech signalises that now she is considering symmetry axes in
general jak już się mówi o prostej która jest osią symetrii ‘when we discuss the line as a
symmetry axis’. The combination of speech and gesture establishes a point of departure for
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her next example: a figure with an internal symmetry axis. In (5).9-10 she draws a Christmas
tree shape (choinka) and immediately begins to explain that in figures with reflective
symmetry we can identify symmetry axes. At the beginning of her explanation in (5).12, T1
adds the symmetry axis to the drawing (see Figure 4.3.9). Then she verbally goes back to the
folding metaphor jeśli złożymy figurę wzdłuż tej prostej to ona sie na siebie po prostu nałoży
‘if we fold the figure along the line, it will overlap’. This time, however, the teacher does not
perform the fold, but instead, she enacts it in gesture. She spreads her open palms widely and
moves them in arcs until the palms meet (see Figure 4.3.10). By means of internal metonymy,
the palms embody the two parts of the figure divided by the axis, while the movement in arcs
enacts the fold. Then, she repeats the gesture, and in (5).15, she foregrounds the axis once
again, connecting the sides of her upward oriented palms, and moving them inwards along
the axis (see Figure 4.3.11). The latter inward movement is synchronised with the words
wzdłuż tej ‘along the’, and when she finishes her utterance with the word prostej ‘line’, she
brings her palms together once again by repeating the gesture from Figure 4.3.10 in a more
schematic manner. In (5).16 she repeats the gestural fold for the fourth time, making it very
quick and schematic.
Figure 4.3.9 Figure with a symmetry axis
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Figure 4.3.10 The folding metaphor enacted in gesture

Over the course of the three examples presented in this subsection, we could observe
how the folding metaphor for symmetry emerged from a very concrete experiential basis to
later become distilled and schematised so that it would account for multiple scenarios. In the
first example, folding of the paper was essential to the creation of a symmetrical reflection.
The action was fully performed as we could see in Figure 4.3.2, where T1 bends the paper
creating a lasting fold. After that, the teacher presented how to construct reflections using
geometrical tools, and with this second example no such fold was actually created. Even
though the teacher quickly folded and unfolded the paper somewhere along the axis in (4).5,
she created no lasting trace of this action. In her final example, the action is only enacted in
gesture. The initial hand movements here had been very prominent, due to the widely spread
arms and visible post-stroke holds, but with repeated use, the gesture became quicker and
more schematic. It is a known phenomenon in gesture studies, that repeated gestures become
simplified over time, still, Krause (2016) observed that such schematisations may also be
related to situations in which speakers move on from discussing particular geometric
configurations to more general conclusions. This might be the case here, since T1 focused on
similarities among the various geometrical configurations presented by her. Most importantly,
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however, the gesture should be seen as a symptom of a highly activated multimodal
metaphor, which structured the discussion of three consecutive examples of reflective
symmetry.
Figure 4.3.11 Movement along the axis

4.3.2

Point reflections

After her discussion of reflective symmetry, T1 moves on to talk about point reflections. At
the beginning of extract (6) she mentions that a piece of string can be useful for her
description, however, since we had no string at our disposal, the teacher created the
construction in gesture:
(6)
T1
T1 tr
T1 gst

1 [00:17.0]
potrzebna byłaby nitka e:::
I could use a piece of string

2 [00:19.2]
[bierzemy kształt (-)
We take a shape,
draws a figure

T1
T1 tr
T1 gst

5 [00:26.2] see Figure 4.3.13
[tu przyczepiamy kijek (--)
we put a stick here
places pen tip at the symmetry point

T1
T1 tr
T1 gst

7 [00:30.1]
[przywiązujemy tą figurę (--)
We attach the figure
lh pointing with index finger

3 [00:21.2]
wybieramy sobie punkt (-)]
we choose a point,
marks a point

4 [00:24.2]
i teraz tak (--)
and now,

6 [00:28.2] see Figure 4.3.14
[tu wypuszczamy] [nitkę] (--)
the string goes out from here
lh index finger traces short line segment on paper,
precise grip with thumb and index finger

8 [00:32.2] see Figure 4.3.15
[i ją po prostu o sto osiemdziesiąt stopni przekręcamy (-)]]
And rotate it by 180 degrees
lh precise grip fingers pointing down, hand moves away from the speaker to the
right making a half circle
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T1
T1 tr
T1 gst

9 [00:35.1]
[i jak ją tak o sto osiemdziesiąt stopni przekręcimy (--)]
After we have rotated it by 180 degrees
lh takes pen from rh, previous half-cricle movement repeated twice while holding the pen down
rh index finger points at the symmetry point

T1
T1 tr
T1 gst

10 [00:37.8]
[to dostaniemy] [obraz figury
We get an image of the figure
Rh repeats the half-circle for the third time,
precise grip pointing down

T1
T1 tr
T1 gst

11 [00:40.6]
w symetrii e::: [środkowej]] (.)
in point symmetry
bh moving up above the paper, precise grips fingers pointing down,
lh middle finger extends makes one rotating movement

12 [00:42.8]
[ja tak dzieciom tłumaczę]
I explain this to my students this way
Rh curled fingers pointing down twists from left to right

Figure 4.3.12 A point reflection

In (6).2, the teacher draws a heart-shaped figure, presented in Figure 4.3.12. The latter image
presents the complete ruler-compass construction created by T1. For her initial construction,
however, she draws only the heart and the symmetry point mentioned in (6).3. T1’s method
for creating point symmetry requires a piece of string attached to a stick on one end. Its other
end rotates around that point of symmetry, allowing to create rotation images of the original
figure. In (6).5, the teacher puts her pen at the point of symmetry, calling the pen kijek ‘a
stick’ (see Figure 4.3.13). Next, in (6).6 she indicates the location of the string: tu
wypuszczamy nitkę ‘the string goes out from here’. Two indexical gestures are used here:
first, her finger traces a line segment from the point of symmetry to the heart figure; second,
her left hand creates a precise grip with the thumb and index fingers at the two mentioned
locations (see Figure 4.3.14). In (6).7, T1 indicates that the end of the imaginary string needs
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to be attached to the whole figure, which is once again indicated with a pointing gesture.
When the string is attached, we can rotate the heart around the point of symmetry. T1 makes a
precise grip around the heart drawing and rotates her hand to the other side of the point
making a half-circle as in Figure 3.15.
Figure 4.3.13 The stick

Figure 4.3.14 The piece of string

Figure 4.3.15 Rotating the figure around the symmetry point

Similarly to the examples in the previous subsection, the initial gesture is repeated a few
times with some variations. In (6).9, T1 moves the pen to her left hand, points it down and
repeats the half-circle movement twice while indicating the point of symmetry with her right
hand. The movements are quicker with no noticeable post/pre-stroke holds. In (6).10 we can
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observe another repetition, still with the left hand holding the pen, but using a precise grip to
indicate the heart figure as earlier in Figure 4.3.15. Finally, in (6).12, the gesture is repeated
in a very schematic way. Only the right hand is used, and it creates a less elaborate
movement. It could be best described as a twist, rather than a half-circle rotation (see Figure
4.3.16).
Figure 4.3.16 Rotating the figure around the symmetry point repeated for the fourth time

In her explanation of point symmetry, T1 keeps elaborating upon the
TRANSFORMATION IS A PHYSICAL MANIPULATION

in (1). She conceptualises

A SYMMETRICAL

metaphor introduced at the very beginning

POINT REFLECTIONS

in terms of

ROTATION

and the string

construction can be seen here as a possible extension of the metaphor activated verbally and
illustrated in gesture. The domain of rotation is highly active – first of all, we can hear the
speaker repeating the word przekręcamy ‘we rotate’ to describe the physical manipulation
which creates the symmetric image. More importantly, however, she uses numerous rotation
gestures, and all of the latter are performed above the discussed drawing, thus foregrounding
the rotation metaphor. Apart from gestures used to illustrate the transformation of the heart
figure, rotation is also presented in more general terms. One example is the schematic gesture
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in Figure 4.3.16; another appears in (6).11, when the speaker rotates her middle finger while
discussing point symmetry.
Figure 4.3.12 was completed after the discussion in (6), when T1 was presenting how
point reflections can be created as ruler-compass constructions. Interestingly, during the more
technical construction, the teacher stopped using rotation vocabulary, even though the
construction involved rotating the compass. T1 described her compass action as moving
(przenieść) the points of the heart figure. Similarly to the drawing in Figure 4.3.6, in Figure
4.3.12 we can see the lines which allow her to move those salient points.
4.3.3

Conclusion and insights from other interviews

In our discussion of symmetry T1 focused on the basic relationships and constructions
presented at school. The teacher would never begin from an abstract or formal definition,
instead she would introduce some particular construction, and later elaborate on it, so that
more cases could be explained in a similar manner. From the very beginning, T1
conceptualised

SYMMETRICAL TRANSFORMATIONS

as

PHYSICAL MANIPULATIONS,

and this

metaphor was elaborated and extended by her to account for line and point symmetries. It
also allowed to ground the notion of symmetry in perceptual experience, whether it was
seeing symmetry in overlapping figures while folding a paper sheet, or metaphorically
rotating a figure from one location to another, as if using a stick and a piece of string. In the
presented material, I have also documented the foregrounding techniques and metaphor
activation signs, which provide further evidence for the perceptual character of symmetry.
Apart from the illustrative drawings, the physical manipulations used for creating
symmetrical reflections were strongly present in gesture. It was very interesting to observe
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how salient phases of used manipulations, such as creating a fold, or rotating a point, become
schematised, in the course of repetitions.
In other case studies, it was also possible to observe how generalisations become
mediated by gesture. It was quite common for the participants to treat a drawn example as a
point of departure for further discussion. For instance, when the pair of students AR and CS
(see section 4.1) discussed line symmetry, AR began with a symmetric shape (see Figure 1.3
in chapter 1). CS elaborated and generalised the other student’s discussion, saying that points
and their reflections on the other side of the axis have to be equidistant, and this
generalisation was illustrated by the gesture in Figure 4.3.17, where initially both open hands
are joint in the centre, i.e. at the axis of symmetry, and later begin to separate in the opposite
directions at equal speed. Such interactions between modalities, which lead to the emergence
of metaphors, can only be observed when analysing whole discourse events. People need
time to elaborate on complex ideas and work out possible generalisations. The more time is
given to them, the more resources will they utilize to achieve their discourse goals. This
theme is explored further in section 4.6, where over the course of a lengthy discussion the
teacher T2 generalises the notion unit.
Figure 4.3.17 Equidistant points
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4.4 Symmetry: transformations and invariants
In most abstract terms, symmetry in mathematics is concerned with invariant elements of
transformation groups. In this subsection, I will look at the notion of symmetry once again,
focusing on this more general understanding as presented by an academic mathematician
(P2). P2 specialises in physical applications of mathematics, including quantum mechanics.
He is also a teacher at a technical university. P2 was happy to talk with me about the basic
ideas in geometry and did not consider my questions too easy, or too general. He often
stressed that, although notions such as area, symmetry or angle are not complicated at the
school level, they have their own interpretations and generalisations in advanced
mathematics, which makes them a good topic for lengthy discussions. When asked about the
concept of symmetry in the 20th minute of our talk, he tried to formulate a very general
description which would sum all the cases of symmetry in mathematics. In effect, not all the
questions from my list were asked specifically, yet, all the topics essential to my experiment
design were covered as planned. The whole interview lasted 55 minutes.
4.4.1

Invariants

P2 began his discussion of symmetry with a short digression about Felix Klein’s vision of
geometry as the study of symmetry groups, or in other words the study of transformations and
the invariant elements of geometrical objects undergoing these transformations. Still keeping
the language of sets and groups, the mathematician develops his explanation in excerpt (1):
(1)
P2
P2 tr
P2 gst
P2
P2 tr

2 [00:03.6]
(---) jak mamy jakiś zbiór
we have a set
..
((1,9s))

7 [00:20.5]
pewno jego cechy
some of its features

3 [00:06.7]
4 [00:10.6]
5 [00:13.4] 6 [00:15.4]
to go [(---) zmieniać
w taki sposób (-)
żeby (--)]
((2,9s)) °hh
we change it
in a way
that
lh open hand outwards beat gestures, upper periphery
8 [00:22.7]
pozostawały (---)
are...
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9 [00:26.5]
żeby kontrolować pewne jego cechy
we control some its features

10 [00:29.2]
°hhh y:::

P2
P2 tr

11 [00:31.2]
((2,0s))

P2
P2 tr
P2 gst

14 [00:38.9] see Figure 4.4.1
[coś zmieniamy] (.) i patrzymy
we change something and watch
Rh, palm to the left, flips down

P2
P2 tr

17 [00:45.1]
(---) nie zmienia
does not change

12 [00:33.2]
to już bardzo tak abstrakcyjnie mówiąc °hh
abstractly saying
15 [00:41.9]
(---) [co się w tym]
what in this
lh middle and index finger
extended upwards

13 [00:36.9]
czyli (--)
so
16 [00:43.3] see Figure 4.4.2
[(-)] w całości
in this whole
bhoh start in the centre
extend to the periphery

Figure 4.4.1 A quick flip of the hand signalising CHANGE

The abstract nature of this description can be noticed in (1).2 when the mathematician uses
the word zbiór ‘set’. He signalises that the notion of symmetry is applicable to all kinds of
mathematical structures, with geometrical figures being special cases of sets. P2 explains that
the notion of symmetry involves some kind of change made upon on the mentioned set. Beat
gestures are employed to structure this description in (1).3-5, but none are related to a
metaphorical construal. In (1).12-17, he decides to restate his description and starts with a
metaphor flag – the expression abstrakcyjnie mówiąc ‘abstractly saying’. Then, he presents a
clearer conceptualisation: coś zmieniamy I patrzymy co się w tym, w całości nie zmienia ‘we
change something and watch what does not change in the whole’. The concepts of
and

WHOLE

CHANGE

are active both in speech and gesture. First, in (1).14, in synchrony with coś

zmieniamy P2 makes a quick flip of his open right hand (see Figure 4.4.1), then in (1).16, he
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spreads his arms which either outline some big object, or enact the action of grasping
something big (see Figure 4.4.2). This gesture is strongly foregrounded by its elaborate
character and by syntactic integration, i.e. the stroke fills a gap in speech. P2 defines
symmetry as a very general and abstract feature of mathematical structures, yet he still
employs the concept of

CHANGE

and the

PART/WHOLE

schemas grounding the abstraction in

physical reality. The following extracts present metaphorical elaborations of the idea.
Figure 4.4.2 Elaborate spread of both arms signalising the concept of WHOLE

Extract (2) which immediately follows the previous transcript, presents P2’s elaboration on
the topic of invariants. Notice that he no longer describes sets, but rather geometrical figures.
The linking metaphor GEOMETRICAL FIGURES ARE SETS was needed earlier to account for the
idea of symmetry groups, but is now dropped as P2 describes his examples.
(2)
P2
P2 tr
P2 gst
P2
P2 tr
P2 gst
P2
P2 tr
P2 gst

19 [00:49.6] see Figure 4.4.3.1
[[ja::k odbijamy punkty
when we reflect points
rh vertically on the desk in the left periphery
..
punkty stałe
the axis

22 [00:55.6]
°hhh no tak
well

25 [01:01.6]
na płaszczyźnie (-)
on the plane

20 [00:51.6] see Figure 4.4.3.2
względem jakiejś osi]
with respect to an axis
rh cyclic gesture moves to the right

23 [00:57.6]
ale ten sesesy=
then

21 [00:53.6] see Figure 4.4.3.3
[to na tej osi]] mamy
there are invariant points on
rh hits table with an open hand

24 [00:59.6] see Figure 4.4.4
albo [jak obracamy]
or when we rotate
rh palm down precise fingers extended down, hand twists

26 [01:03.6] see Figure 4.4.5
27 [01:05.6]
[całą płaszczyznę] prawda
robimy obrót na płaszczyźnie
the whole plane that is
if we make a plane rotate
rh extended into periphery palm down rotating movement
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P2
P2 tr
P2 gst
P2
P2 tr
P2 gst
P2
P2 tr

28 [01:06.6] see Figure 4.4.6
29 [01:09.0] 30 [01:10.7]
31 [01:12.3]
[to istnieje punkt] który jest (.) stały no dobrze (--) a::le jak oczywiście z=e:: [[y:
there exists an invariant point
ok
but of course
rh index finger taps on the desk
rh palm to the left vertically on the desk
32 [01:14.3]
robimy
if we
35 [01:20.3]
no to (-) to też
then, once again

33 [01:16.3] see Figure 4.4.7
[[zsuwamy płaszczyzną]
slide the plane
rh moves to the right periphery

34 [01:18.3]
[a potem obracamy]]
and then rotate it
rh swipes to left, bh to the sides palm up open

36 [01:22.3]
gdzieś tam jakieś punkty
some points

37 [01:24.3]
stałe zostają
are invariant

His first example involves reflective symmetry and is fully presented in a three-stage gesture
(see Figure 4.4.3). In the preparation stage the right hand begins its movement on the left side
of P2’s gesture space. Then, with a cyclic movement, the hand goes to the extreme right
periphery. Finally, in (2).21, the gesture foregrounds the axis of symmetry lying in the middle
between the two positions. P2 hits the table with a hand chop, embodying the axis by internal
metonymy. As the mathematician explains, the points belonging to the symmetry axis are
invariant under reflection, i.e. the position of anything which lies on the axis does not change.
P2’s example involves a multimodal metaphor: he states the target domain in speech, jak
odbijamy punkty ‘when we reflect points’, while in gesture, he enacts physical transfer from
one side of the axis to the other.
Figure 4.4.3 The three stages of reflective symmetry

P2’s second example involves rotational symmetry, with rotation repeatedly present in
speech: obracamy ‘we rotate’, robimy obrót ‘we make a turn’, but also in gesture. In the first
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variant of the co-expressive gesture, the mathematician twists his hand oriented downwards
(see Figure 4.4.4) enacting the rotation of an object. A few seconds later, in (2).26, the
rotation is more elaborate, since not only the wrist is involved, but the forearm as well (see
Figure 4.4.5). This can be motivated by the explanation he gives: obracamy na
płaszczyźnie… całą płaszczyznę, prawda ‘we rotate on the plane … the whole plane that is’.
The second variant of the gesture takes up more space, thus enacts the rotation of something
bigger. He also indicates the existence of a point which does not change its position in the
transformation, and in (2).28, P2 co-expresses this idea with an indexical gesture (see Figure
4.4.6).
Figure 4.4.4 First variant of rotation

Figure 4.4.5 More elaborate variant of rotation
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P2’s conceptualisations are similar to the ones presented in the previous case study (see
section 4.3), where the teacher also used physical manipulations to explain geometrical
transformations. There is a difference in focus, however, since the academic mathematician
foregrounds invariant elements of the presented transformations by means of interactively
prominent gestures: the axis of symmetry in Figure 4.4.3 is embodied by an audible hand
chop hitting the table, the point of rotation in Figure 4.4.6 is indicated by a finger, again
audibly hitting the table.
Figure 4.4.6 The invariant point

P2’s final example in (2).33-37 further shows that transformations involving invariant points
may be more complex, e.g. they may combine various manipulation stages: zsuwamy
płaszczyzną, potem obracamy ‘we slide the plane, and then rotate it’. The suggested sliding
operation involves moving every object on the plane, and it is co-expressed by a sweeping
movement of the hand (see Figure 4.4.7). The gesture synchronised with the second stage of
rotation is not alike the previous rotation gestures, but rather involves backward sweeping
movement. On the one hand, it might constitute a different way of enacting rotation but, on
the other hand, this backward movement might also express the thought about some point
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being invariant under the combined manipulations. The rotation transfers some of the points
back to the original positions undoing the slide.
Figure 4.4.7 Sweeping forward and back

4.4.2

Other transformations

Rotations and reflections preserve distances between points of the transformed objects, and as
such, are often discussed at school to explain symmetry. It is easy to recognise that under
these transformations the over-all shape and scale of a figure does not change. But the
discussion of symmetry is not limited to distance-preserving transformations, since there are
other types of operations with different invariants. In (3), P2 gives the example of homothety,
a transformation which creates a similar figure by altering the original one’s scale.
(3)
P2
P2 tr
P2
P2 tr
P2 gst
P2
P2 tr
P2 gst
P2
P2 tr
P2 gst

2 [00:04.9]
3 [00:07.4] 4 [00:09.0] 5 [00:11.0]
6 [00:13.0]
jak (--) mamy trójkąty
to to to y: (---) prawda i te trójkąty są na przykład
podobne; tak
If we have some triangles then
well
and if those traingles are for example similar, right
7 [00:15.0]
no to wiadomo że można je
then we can

8 [00:17.4] see Figure 4.4.8
jeden można [(--) rozdmuchać]
inflate one
bh in the centre finger tips together, precise grips move into extreme peripheries

9 [00:20.0]
przez tak zwaną jednokładność
by homothety
12 [00:26.0]
takie jednokładności
homothety

10 [00:22.0]
czyli przez odwzorowanie które
that is a transformation which

13 [00:28.2] 14 [00:30.0]
((2,0s))
to [jest to to są (--)
is a
bh in the centre
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11 [00:24.0]
((2,0s))

15 [00:32.5]
tak naprawdę odwzorowania] [które
transformation which
finger widely spread tips together

P2
P2 tr
P2 gst

16 [00:34.5] see Figure 4.4.9
[rozdmuchują] płaszczyznę [we wszystkich] kierunkach tak samo]
inflates the plane the same way in each direction
bh move to extreme periphery, repeated

The mathematician introduces the geometrical operation of homothety with a verbo-gestural
metaphor. In (3).2-9 he explains that if we have two similar triangles, one can be transformed
into the other: jeden można rozdmuchać ‘we can inflate one’. The metaphor of inflation is
active in the gestural modality with both of the mathematician’s hands spreading upwards
(see Figure 4.4.8) and stretching an imaginary triangle held with precise grips by two of its
vertices. Later, in (3).12-16 the metaphor is repeated again verbally: jednokładności [...] to są
[...] odwzorowania które rozdmuchują płaszczyznę we wszystkich kierunkach ‘homothety is a
transformation which inflates the plane in all directions’, and gesturally: in (3).14-15, both
hands move towards the centre, their fingers spread and join one another by the tips (see
Figure 4.4.9), in (3).16 both hands once again spread to the sides, this time without the
precise grips. Homothety, is iconically presented here as some type of expansion, which is
congruent with the inflation metaphor. This gestural expansion is immediately repeated
during the same intonation unit.
Figure 4.4.8 Inflation 1st variant

After the initial discussion of homothety, the mathematician also produced an
illustration (see Figure 4.4.10), which added an additional dimension to his multimodal
metaphor. The drawing presents two similar triangles sharing a vertex – the so-called
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homothetic centre. The rays spreading from the vertex overlap with two sides of both
triangles and reach beyond them. The configuration of the triangles suggests that one is the
homothetic image of the other. It is also significant that the rays spread beyond the larger
triangle, since they signalise the potentiality of further scaling the triangles.
Figure 4.4.9 Inflation repeated

Figure 4.4.10 Homothetic transformation

With his description of homothety, P2 moved the discussion beyond common distancepreserving transformations which often illustrate symmetry. Yet, the imagery used by the
mathematician remained rooted in the central metaphor structuring our talk so far:
GEOMETRICAL TRANSFORMATIONS ARE PHYSICAL MANIPULATIONS.

this subsection, elaborated on the metaphor with the mapping
EXPANSION),

The example presented in

HOMOTHETY IS INFLATION (OR

which was built around speech, gesture and drawing. P2 put the discussed

imagery at the foreground of our discussion with the repetition of source terms in speech and
elaborate gesticulation.
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4.4.3

Area as an invariant of reflection

One of the questions on my list discussed the relationship between reflective symmetry and
the notion of area. I asked P2 about the areas of a figure and its reflection wondering, if our
prior discussion would influence the mathematician’s answer.
P2
P2 tr

10 [01:07.6]
11 [01:10.4]
tak naprawdę to to pole to ma być niezmiennikiem (---)
Actaully, this area has to be
an invariant of

P2
P2 tr

14 [01:16.8]
grupy izometrii tak;
the isometry group

P2
P2 tr
P2 gst

18 [01:25.6]
właśnie [odbijać]
reflect
rh open moves to the right periphery

(4)

15 [01:20.2]
jeśli nie będziemy zmieniać
if we don't change the

12 [01:12.4] 13 [01:14.1]
y:: no
przesunięć (-) czy tam w ogóle ogólnie
well
translations or more generally
16 [01:21.6]
°hhh

17 [01:23.6]
odległości a tylko
lenghts but only

19 [01:26.7]
20 [01:27.6]
21 [01:29.6]
[czy tam (-)]
obracać (-) figury to pole musi zostać takie samo
or
rotate the figure the area must stay the same
bh turn palm up and open

As we can see in (4), the mathematician not only explains the equivalence of the two areas in
terms of transformation invariants: pole to ma być niezmiennikiem przesunięć ‘the area has to
be an invariant of translations’, but also mentions a metaphorical source term of the highly
active

GEOMETRICAL TRANSFORMATIONS ARE PHYSICAL MANIPULATIONS

metaphor: obracać

‘rotate’. Additionally in (4).18 the co-expressive gesture (see Figure 4.4.11) to the term
odbijać ‘reflect’ is a very quick and schematic repetition of the gesture enacting the physical
transfer of points, presented earlier in Figure 4.4.3. The evidence clearly shows, that P2
answers my trivial question of area equivalence using the terms and metaphors developed
over the course of our talk.
Figure 4.4.11 Schematic transfer of reflected points
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4.4.4

Conclusion and insights from other interviews

There are some similarities between this interview with the academic mathematician and the
school teacher T1 from section 4.3. Over the course of their respective descriptions of
symmetry, both have developed a number of elaborations of the metaphor
TRANSFORMATIONS ARE PHYSICAL MANIPULATIONS,

GEOMETRICAL

which in turn helped them to cover

multiple aspects of the notion in question. Without a doubt, however, P2’s main intention was
to explain symmetry in very general terms in order to account for its abstract nature. For this
reason, the mathematician introduced the idea of invariants which were always profiled in the
constructions presented by him. Invariant axes and points were easily indicated by gesture;
more complex invariants, such as area or similarity, were discussed in speech. Conceptually,
invariants are related to the concept of

CHANGE.

They are the elements that remain stable

when everything else undergoes transformation. With all the metaphorical transformations,
mentioned by P2, the concept of CHANGE remained active throughout our whole discussion of
symmetry.
The strategies adopted by the school teacher T1 and the academic P2 could also be
observed among other participants in my study. The humanities and science students were not
very interested in defining symmetry in abstract terms and based their discussion on
examples of point and axis reflections just like teacher T1. I have discussed an example of an
axis reflection given by CS and AR in section 4.3.3, and another is presented in (5), where JF
(see section 4.2) says that she is unfamiliar with any technical terms for symmetry and begins
her discussion with an example of ‘mirror reflections’. The drawing which accompanied her
description is given in Figure 4.4.12. It presents axis and point reflections.
(5)

Nie znam nazw konkretnych natomiast taka symetria lustrzana (.) na zasadzie mmm mam
figurę (---) nie wiem rysować coś? Jakąkolwiek właściwie (.) może być to nawet taki zwykły
prostokątny trójkąt. Na przykład mieć od tego (-) jakąś taką linię symetrii (.) w tej samej
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odległości prawda (-) ustawić punkty (.) znaczy w sensie i w ten sposób stworzyć
symetryczny trójkąt jakby względem tej prostej odbicie (-) odbicie lustrzane.
‘I don't know any particular names, but this mirror symmetry... In the sense that I have a
figure... Should I draw it? Any figure, actually. It can be a typical right triangle. And for
example we have a symmetry line. We set the points at equal distances, in this sense, we
create a symmetrical triangle with respect to this line. A reflection, a mirror reflection.’

JF’s presentation of symmetry is similar to T1’s construction in section 4.3. She draws a
triangle as her example, adds an axis of symmetry and transfers the figure’s vertices to the
other side of the axis.
Figure 4.4.12 Axis and point reflections

The second interviewed teacher, T2 (see section 4.6) and the other academic mathematician
P1 (see section 4.5) devoted some time to the notion of symmetry in the abstract, looking for
a description that would encompass the full scope of the notion. As in the present case study,
those interviewees incorporated metaphorical ideas into their descriptions, profiling
experiential knowledge. In excerpt (6), the teacher tries to explain what he calls the popular
understanding of symmetry:
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(6)

Mamy jakby dwie strony danego obiektu (.) chociaż oczywiście to znowu mówię tutaj tak na
razie intuicyjnie (.) i jakby po obu stronach jest po równo, albo po obu stronach jest to samo
(...) No jeżeli ktoś tam maluje ściany i (.) zlecił malarzowi żeby pomalował ściany (--) no i
chce żeby on mu tam jakieś (---) jedną część ściany zrobił w jakieś tam (---) wzory tak i
druga żeby była symetryczna (.) no to właśnie mniej więcej chodzi o to że mamy te dwie
części. I żeby było po jednej, w jednej części i drugiej żeby było tak samo.
‘We have as if two sides of an object... I mean intuitively speaking… and it is even on both
sides. Let’s say someone paints walls, and asked a painter to paint the walls..., and wants the
painter to make some sort of pattern on one side and wants the second side to be symmetrical.
And that’s the general idea. The same thing on both sides.’

The speaker proposes, what he calls, an intuitive understanding of symmetry – a two sided
object with some feature evenly present on both sides. Using a few metaphor signals (jakby
‘as if’, mówię intuicyjnie ‘intuitievely speaking’), he elaborates on the metaphor with the
example of wall paintings, i.e. creating the same pattern on two walls. This description is of
course very different from the abstract explanations involving sets and invariants, which I
have discussed earlier in the section, but it is also an attempt at explaining the notion of
symmetry in general terms.
P1’s strategy is similar to P2’s described earlier in this section. In (7) he begins his
explanations using terms from set theory: zbiór ‘set’, bijekcja ‘bijection’. As he becomes
more specific, however, he gives examples of transformations including the experiential
domain of ROTATION. No drawings or gestures other than beats are present at this stage.
(7)

Symetria w matematyce na ogół oznacza (.) że mam jakiś obiekt w jakimś zbiorze (.) i mam
przekształcenie (---) bijektywne tego zbioru na siebie które (.) ten obiekt zachowuje, prawda.
W związku z tym te wszystkie przekształcenia które ten obiekt zachowują to są symetrie tego
obiektu (--) w tym sensie słowo symetria dotyczy pojedynczego obiektu (.) prawda (--) Czyli
jak mam koło to wszystkie odbicia względem prostych przechodzących przez środek tego
koła są jego symetriami (.) również jak obroty względem środka tego koła (.) są jego
symetriami.
‘Symmetry in mathematics usually means that we have an object in a set... And we have a
transformation, a bijective transformation of this set onto itself, which preserves the object.
All transformations which preserve the object are the symmetries of the object, right. In this
sense, the word symmetry concerns single objects, right. So if I have a circle, than all the
reflections with respect to the lines intersecting the circle's centre are its symmetries. Also,
the rotations of the circle with respect to its centre are its symmetries.’
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4.5 Area calculation strategies
In this case study, I look at the notion of area and its various calculation strategies as
presented by an academic mathematician. The point of focus here, lies in the consistent use of
metaphorical imagery throughout the discussion. The interviewed professor (P1) specialises
in differential geometry and physical mathematics. During the interview, he was putting great
care into providing technically appropriate answers to my questions. Some of the latter, he
found annoyingly trivial, but did not hesitate to explain everything in detail. P1 was also
acutely aware of many informal metonymies acceptable in mathematics discourse. For
example, to calculate the area of a rectangle, one has to multiply the lengths of its sides. It is
often said the sides are multiplied, but technically speaking, only the lengths have numerical
values. Similarly. the notion pole powierzchni ‘area’, is shortened to pole. Since the latter
means both ‘area’ and ‘field’, the mathematician insisted that the shortening could become
confusing in our discussion. Unlike most of the previous interviewees, P1 rarely used gesture
to create geometrical constructions, and relied on drawings instead. At one point he even
mentioned that using a blackboard would be much more preferable to drawing on paper. The
mathematician did use schematic gestural imagery, and beats to structure his answers,
surprisingly however, much of this gesticulation was performed under the table, which I
failed to anticipate. I could not see these movements during the interview, but luckily some of
them were partially captured by the camera and are included in my analysis. The whole
interview lasted about 35 minutes, and the notion of area was our first discussion topic after
the few initial questions on P1’s academic background.
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4.5.1

Covering surfaces with rectangles

To answer my first general question about the notion of area, P1 employed the abstract
terminology of set theory. As we will see in (1), this answer is, however, not free of
experiential elements, and P1 spent some time figuring out the best frame of reference for his
description.
(1)
P1
P1 tr
P1 gst

1 [00:02.9]
jeżeli przez powierzchnię rozumie pan (-)
If, by surface, you mean

2 [00:04.9] see Figure 4.5.1
[coś dwuwymiarowego] z grubsza rzecz biorąc
Something two dimensional, more or less
palm up open hand horizontal shaking

P1
P1 tr
P1 gst

3 [00:07.9]
powiedzmy mamy na płaszczyźnie [jakis podzbiór
Let’s say we have a subset of a plane
lh palm down horizontal movement

P1
P1 tr

5 [00:12.8]
°hhh powierzchni (.) co to może być pole powierzchni
of this surface. What is area...

P1
P1 tr

7 [00:18.1]
(-) oczywiście jak zbiór jest odpowiednie regularny
Of course if the set is regular enough

P1
P1 tr

9 [00:23.3]
(.) znany jest wzór na pole powierzchni;
the formula for the area is known

4 [00:10.8]
(.) i pytamy się] jakie jest jego pole
and ask about the area
6 [00:16.1]
(-) no to °hh
Well...
8 [00:21.1]
(.) na przykład jest prostokątem no to
For example, it is a rectangle, then
10 [00:25.5]
jako iloczyn długości boków tego prostokąta.
as the the product of the side lenghts of the rectangle

Figure 4.5.1 A two-dimensional surface
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A few seconds before (1), the mathematician has clarified the term pole powierzchni ‘surface
area’, and in (1).1-2 he intends to further clarify what is a surface: coś dwuwymiarowego z
grubsza rzecz biorąc ‘something two-dimensional, more or less’. The idea of a twodimensional surface is experientially activated with a shaking palm up open hand gesture (see
Figure 4.5.1). In (1).3 the mathematician activates the set theoretical understanding of planes
and figures. In this metaphor the whole

PLANE

is understood as a

SET,

while

FIGURES

on this

plane are its SUBSETS. This is elaborated and exemplified in (1).7-8 where P1 considers a very
regular example of a plane’s subset, i.e. a rectangle. P1 states that the area of such simple
figures can be calculated with a formula: the area of a rectangle is the product of its side
lengths.
The mathematician is aware that not everything is clear yet, but with this short
description he managed to specify some of the elements essential to the forthcoming
discussion. We focus on two-dimensional surfaces, i.e. planes understood as sets, and figures,
their subsets. The latter can be assigned to numerical values, expressing the area, but to
explain this P1, needs to introduce the notion of measure.
P1
P1 tr

12 [00:30.7]
h° jest koncepcja
There is an idea

P1
P1 tr

16 [00:40.2]
(.) tak (---)
as it is

P1
P1 tr

21 [00:49.7] 22 [00:51.7]
((2.0s))
przez jego miarę zewnętrzną która
By its outer measure,

P1
P1 tr

24 [00:57.4]
(.) to rozumiemy no taki
we understand

25 [00:59.9]
°hhh granice takich operacji pokrywania tego zbioru
a limit of operations which cover the set

P1
P1 tr

26 [01:04.4]
(-) prostokątami prawda
with rectangles

27 [01:06.4]
więc możemy pokrywać te prostokąty
So we cover the rectangles

(2)

13 [00:32.7]
(-) miary która w zasadzie
of measure, which

14 [00:34.7]
((2.0s))

17 [00:42.2]
potocznie rozumiane.
commonly understood

15 [00:36.7]
w pewnym sensie uogólnia pojęcie pola
in a sense generalises the notion of area

18 [00:44.2] 19 [00:45.7]
°h no i:
°h jak mam jakiś zbiór
and...
If we have a set

20 [00:47.7]
(-) no to
then

23 [00:53.7]
(--) będzie reprezentować to pole w szczególnym wypadku
which is represented by the area in this special case
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28 [01:09.0]
°hh oczywiście
of course

P1
P1 tr
P1 gst
P1
P1 tr
P1 gst

..
jak te prostokąty są duże
If the rectangles are big

29 [01:11.5]
(.) trudno jest to pokryć znaczy to
It is difficult to cover, I mean

31 [01:15.9]
no ale możemy twierdzić że one są coraz mniejsze
but we can consider them becoming smaller

30 [01:13.9]
pokrywamy [z dużym naddatkiem] na ogół
we cover with a big surplus, usually,
open hand cyclic movement
32 [01:19.0]
sumować pola tych prostokątów
and sum up the areas of these rectangles
open hand palm inwards shaking outwards

P1
P1 tr

33 [01:21.3]
°hh no i w takim
and in the

34 [01:23.1]
matematyce znanym pojęciu granicy
well known notion of limit

P1
P1 tr
P1 gst

36 [01:26.8]
37 [01:28.8] see Figure 4.5.2
(.) prawda jak [przechodzimy z (.) z rozdrobnieniem] (.) tego
we move with...
We grind down these
lh precise grip up thumb movement

35 [01:25.4]
(.) być może coś dostać.
get something
38 [01:31.3]
(--) wielkości tych prostokątów do zera
The size of these rectangles to zero

As P1 explains in (2).12-17, the notion of measure allows to generalise the common
understanding of area (note, however, that the latter common understanding has not been
explained by the mathematician). In (2).19 he once again uses the word zbiór ‘set’ to talk of
figures on a plane, and begins to explain how the notion of measure is applied to sets in order
calculate their area, or more generally their miara zewnętrzna ‘outer measure’. P1 starts off
technically: the final result of the calculation method is granica operacji pokrywania tego
zbioru prostokątami ‘a limit of operations which cover the set with rectangles’. This
establishes the metaphor
RECTANGLES,

CALCULATING A FIGURE’S AREA IS COVERING THE FIGURE WITH

which he elaborates on in (2).28-38. The general idea is that, although we do

not have formulas for each and every figure, we can cover the figures with rectangles for
which the formula is known. As P1 mentions in (2).30, the result can create a surplus, if the
rectangles are too big, but as he later explains in (2).31-35 we can use smaller and smaller
rectangles with our goal being the limit of this covering operation. The overall metaphor
explaining the calculation method is monomodal, until (2).37 where the spoken expression
rozdrobnić ‘grind down’ is co-expressed in gesture: the hand is half-closed as in a precise
grip, however the thumb is moving against the other fingers in circular manner. (see Figure
4.5.2). This way, the operation in which rectangles become smaller and smaller is given a
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more tangible, experiential form, even though pokrywanie ‘covering’ is a technical term from
topology. P1 will continue using the covering metaphor, throughout his discussion of
upcoming problems, elaborating on it visually in drawings.
Figure 4.5.2 Grinding down the rectangles

4.5.2

Triangles

When we moved on to discuss the first figure from my list, i.e. a triangle, P1 did not stop
introducing new technical terms. In (3) he explains what an integral is, but manages to relate
this term to our previous discussion and uses consistent imagery throughout his description.
(3)
P1
P1 tr
P1 gst

P1
P1 tr
P1 gst
P1
P1 tr
P1 gst
P1
P1 tr
P1 gst

8 [00:19.0]
9 [00:22.6] see Figure 4.5.3
operacja szukania pola (.) to jest też w matematyce całkowanie [pole pod jakąś (-)]
Calculating area in mathematics is also called integration
The area under
bh starting from upper centre draw dropping arcs to
the peripheries
10 [00:24.2]
wykresem funkcji
a function graph

11 [00:26.2]
(.) to jest całka z tej funkcji
Is the function’s integral
bh open periphery palms facing each other

12 [00:28.2]
(.) no (---)
so...

13 [00:30.2]
y: (-) więc
Well...

14 [00:32.2] 15 [00:33.9]
((1,7s))
całka polega na tym że patrzymy jakie są [przekroje
Integration involves lookin at section
draws horizontal lines along the triangle

17 [00:39.4]
((2,5s))]

18 [00:41.9]
no i (.)
and...

19 [00:43.5]
jak robimy te małe prostokąty, [takie prawda
when we create those little rectangles
closes the rectangles outside the triangle
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16 [00:36.9]
prawda tego obiektu
of the object
20 [00:46.1]
(.) to (--)
then

P1
P1 tr
P1 gst
P1
P1 tr
P1 gst
P1
P1 tr
P1 gst
P1
P1 tr
P1 gst
P1
P1 tr
P1 gst
P1
P1 tr
P1 gst

21 [00:47.7]
22 [00:49.2]
°h można je sumować tak,
wtedy będziemy] mieli z naddatkiem,
We can sum them up this way and have a surplus
24 [00:52.9]
i wtedy będziemy] mieli z niedodatkiem
and have a deficit.
..
tych (.) prostokątówof these rectangles

25 [00:55.0]
°h no ale jak [z tymi
But as

27 [00:59.5]
będziemy dążyć do zera
approaches zero

..
co traktujemy jako pole trójkąta
what we take as the area of the triangle
32 [01:08.5]
paski są położone] jest bez znaczenia
stripes are laid out doesn’t matter

23 [00:51.3]
[a można je sumować tak
or we can sum it this way
closes the rectangles inside the triangle
26 [00:57.0]
(--) grubościami]
the thickness
rh precise grip moves over the drawing

28 [01:01.0]
(.) to [będziemy coraz bliżsi]
We get closer
repeats the moving precise grip

30 [01:05.0]
(-) więc oczywiście
Of course

31 [01:06.7]
[°h jak te (-) °h
the way these
rh middle finger moving over picture

33 [01:10.7]
możemy je wszystkie [przesunąć]
We can shift all of them
draws vertical line

35 [01:14.0]
i otrzymać taki [(-) przesunięty obiekt]
and get a shifted object
draws skewed line

29 [01:03.0]
(.) temu
to

34 [01:12.4]
do końca (-) °h
to the end

36 [01:16.8]
(.) o tym samym polu (-)
of the same area

The mathematician describes an integral in a fairly canonical way, that is as the area
underneath a function graph. In (3).9 he says pole pod jakąś... ‘area under some...’ and in the
brief pause after this expression he draws arcs with both hands (see Figure 4.5.3), a rare
moment in this interview when the gesture was made highly salient due to syntactic
integration. The hands draw a curve, thus multimodally activating the geometrical
interpretation of an integral.
Figure 4.5.3 A function curve
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P1 continues his explanation of integrals, but now relates it to the triangle from my
questionnaire, as well as to the previously used covering metaphor. In (3).15-17, he draws a
series of horizontal lines which he calls przekroje ‘sections’ of the triangle. These sections are
transformed into rectangles in (3).19-24 in two variants. As suggested in the previous
description in (2) and now in (3).22, the rectangles may cover more than the original figure,
thus creating a surplus (naddatek). If the rectangles do not protrude outside the figure,
summing them up creates a deficit (niedodatek), as mentioned in (3).24. Figure 4.5.4 presents
the triangle with P1’s markings, divided into four stages. The triangle is covered with both
variants of rectangles only near its base – this way a

PART FOR WHOLE

metonymy facilitates

the presentation – it is the first stage presented in Figure 4.5.4.
Figure 4.5.4 The triangle in four drawing stages

The last element added to the explanation of integrals is the grinding-down metaphor. P1
does not repeat the word rozdrabniać, but instead in (3).25-27 refers back to the concept of a
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limit: jak z tymi grubościami tych prostokątów będziemy dążyć do zera to będziemy coraz
bliżsi temu co traktujemy jako pole trójkąta ‘as the thickness of these rectangles approaches
zero we get closer to what we take as the area of the triangle’. At the same time in (3).26, he
moves his right hand over the triangle starting from its base up to the top. The fingers form a
precise grip pointing down with the thumb performing the grinding movement similar to the
one presented earlier in Figure 4.5.2. In (3).28 the moving precise grip is repeated, though
without the grinding movement of the thumb, which is perhaps a schematised repetition of
the earlier gesture. The verbo-gestural metaphor can be stated as
ZERO IS GRINDING DOWN.

REDUCING THICKNESS TO

To restate what the mathematician said, as the rectangles become

smaller, it is possible to cover the triangle with greater precision. Integration sums the areas
of the rectangles, as their size approaches zero, which allows to calculate the exact area value.
In his final remarks for this example, P1 makes a few additions to the drawing, which
explain one more fact about the proposed calculation strategy. In (3).31-36, the
mathematician states that the position of the covering rectangles can be manipulated. He
draws a vertical line near the right side of the triangle (see Figure 4.5.4.2), claiming that all
the rectangles can be shifted to meet this line: możemy je wszystkie przesunąć do końca ‘we
can shift all of them to the end’. The result is what P1 calls przesunięty obiekt ‘a shifted
object’, and it has the same area, since it consists of the same rectangles. The mathematician
draws a skewed line across the triangle which meets the earlier drawn vertical line. This can
be seen in Figure 4.5.4.3 where we can see an additional triangle with the same base as the
original one, but shifted to the right. The newly created figure is then transformed into a
rectangle exactly twice as big as the triangle (see Figure 4.5.4.4). The mathematician
concludes with writing down a general formula for calculating the area of a triangle which
equals the halved product of the triangle’s base and height.
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The whole discussion of the triangle’s area was built around a group of tightly
connected ideas. The mathematician assumed that the problem of area is already clear for
rectangles, therefore he used this figure as a starting point for his discussion of integrals. With
the help of the earlier established imagery, P1 explained how to cover the triangle with
rectangles to obtain an exact calculation result. In terms of metaphor activation and
foregrounding, we could see how the covering metaphor was elaborated in the visual
modality by the mathematician’s drawing. The drawn rectangles were additionally
foregrounded by gesture in (3).26 and (3).28, where the use of the grinding gesture indicated
increasing conceptual activation, and in (3).33, where P1 explained the possibility of shifting
the rectangles. In the final stage of P1’s explanation, the visual modality became dominant.
The new, skewed triangle emerged in a step by step construction: first, a vertical line added in
Figure 4.5.4.2 served as a metonymy, i.e.
MOVEMENT,

END POINT OF MOVEMENT FOR THE WHOLE

second the skewed line in Figure 4.5.4.3, finalized the rectangle shift and

established the identity between the old triangle and the new one. The final formula is then
justified by the drawing of the outer rectangle in Figure 4.5.4.4, based on the on the earlier
shifted triangle.
4.5.3

Other polygons

So far, P1 has been introducing quite complex ideas, such as covering and integration, to
solve arguably simple problems. His strategy, however, is about to pay off, since the
introduced concepts are general enough to account for the more complex figures as well. I
asked the mathematician, whether his calculation strategy needs to be changed in the case of
the irregular polygon from my questionnaire. In (4), he answers that the problem is trivial:
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(4)
P1
P1 tr
P1
P1 tr
P1 gst
P1
P1 tr
P1
P1 tr
P1 gst

6 [00:15.0]
problem jest trywialny (.) bo każdą taką figure
The problem is trivial, since every such figure

7 [00:17.3]
można podzielić na trójkąty (.)
can be divided into triangles

8 [00:19.5]
a: dla każdego trójkąta policzyć to oddzielnie
and for every triangle, calculate it separately

9 [00:22.1]
no jak mówiłem (.) dla dobrych [zbiorów]
As I said, for regular sets
palm up open hand

10 [00:24.4]
°hh pole ma
the area also has

11 [00:26.2]
(--) własności dobre
regular properties

13 [00:30.2]
że jak (-) figura składa się
If the figure consists of

14 [00:32.2]
(--) z sumy
a union

12 [00:27.8]
(.) czyli jest addytywne (.) w tym sensie
I mean, it’s additive in the sense that
15 [00:33.9]
(---) mnogościowej (-) [rozłącznych figur]
of collections, of disjunctive figures
bh centre palm down

P1
P1 tr
P1 gst

16 [00:38.2]
to pole jest sumą [tych pól_(--)]
the area is the sum of these areas
lh puoh

P1
P1 tr
P1 gst

19 [00:44.9] 20 [00:45.7]
21 [00:48.2]
22 [00:50.3]
°hhh]
żeby mieć rozłączne rzeczy no to jest zawsze problem [na przykład tę] linię do
to have disjunctive things there’s always a problem, for example this line,
draws an additional vertical line

P1
P1 tr
P1 gst

..
23 [00:52.5]
którego z tych zbiorów (-) zaliczyć (.) [ale jest jasne że to ma pole zero]
which set should it be
a part of? But it’s clear that its area is zero
puoh 2 beats

P1
P1 tr
P1 gst

25 [00:57.3]
prawda [jak zsumujemy pola]
Right, if we sum up the areas
draws 2 points

P1
P1 tr

28 [01:03.6]
to ma pole zero (--) bo jest jasne że tu
this area is equal to zero, since it is clear

P1
P1 tr
P1 gst

31 [01:10.2]
(-) dowolnie małej tej y:
of any

17 [00:40.4]
no tu oczywiście jak
and of course

26 [00:59.6]
tych tych=tych dwóch
of these two

32 [01:12.0]
(--) tym boku
side length

18 [00:41.9]
(--) [dzielimy to na trójkąty
if we divide it into triangles
draws a triangle inside the polygon

24 [00:55.1]
i to nie wpływa na to
and it doesn’t influence anything

27 [01:01.8]
trójkątów no to w tej operacji
triangles, then in this operation

29 [01:05.9]
(--) mogę to pokryć
that i can cover this
33 [01:13.8] see Figure 4.5.6
[to wszystko dąży do zera]
It all approaches zero
bh palms close to eachother

30 [01:07.7]
prostokątem o
with a rectangle
34 [01:15.1]
czyli [ten odcinek] ma pole zero
so this segment has the the area of zero
draws the line

In excerpt (1), P1 explained how to calculate the area of a rectangle; in excerpt (3) he used
rectangles to calculate the area of triangle; now, in (4), he proposes to divide the polygon into
triangles. To explain why this strategy is valid, the speaker evokes the
FIGURE IS A SET

A GEOMETRICAL

metaphor explained earlier in section 4.5.1. For example, in (4).9-15 he uses

expressions such as: dla dobrych zbiorów pole ma własności dobre ‘for regular sets the area
also has regular properties’, suma mnogościowa ‘a union of sets’, rozłączne ‘disjunctive’, all
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symptomatic of the conceptualisation rooted in set theory. Along the lines of the metaphor, if
we divide the polygon into disjunctive subsets, the polygon is the union of these sets.
Calculating area for all the subsets independently solves the posed problem.
The idea of dividing the polygon is then expressed in the visual modality, as P1 draws
lines connecting the polygon’s vertices. As can be seen in in Figure 4.5.5, the mathematician
does not divide the whole figure into triangles, yet the two created triangles, when conceived
in terms of a PART FOR WHOLE metonymy, are sufficient to convey the method.
Figure 4.5.5 The partially divided irregular polygon

In (4).21-22, he highlights one of the newly drawn lines by connecting the same two vertices
again. We can see that in the verbal modality, the domain of

SET THEORY

is still active, as the

speaker asks tę linię do którego zbioru zaliczyć? ‘which set should include this line?’. It is
now clear that the

A GEOMETRICAL FIGURE IS A SET

metaphor became multimodal, since the

mathematician openly interprets a drawn line as a potential part of one of two sets. The latter
are the two triangles, which the mathematician indicates by drawing dots in (4).25. In (4).2334 he argues that it does not really matter where the highlighted line belongs: to ma pole zero
i to nie wpływa na to prawda jak zsumujemy pola ‘it has an area of zero and it does not
influence the way we sum up the areas’. The reason for this is explained by evoking the
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covering metaphor in (4).29-32: mogę to pokryć prostokątem o dowolnie małym boku ‘I can
cover it with a rectangle of a randomly small side length’. The metaphor is also elaborated in
gesture: as the speaker explains that to wszystko dąży do zera ‘it all approaches zero’, in
(4).33 his two open palms facing each other move closer together (see Figure 4.5.6) creating
an image of the covering rectangle becoming smaller and smaller. The palms embody the
sides of the rectangle by means of internal metonymy.
Figure 4.5.6 Palms facing each other – the covering rectangle

Excerpt (5) which immediately follows the previous fragment sums up P1’s idea for the
polygon problem. He repeats the metaphor

A GEOMETRICAL FIGURE IS A SET

by juxtaposing,

podział na podzbiory ‘division into subsets’ and podział na trójkąty ‘division into triangles’.
P1
P1 tr

35 [01:17.4]
(-) po prostu °hhh
Simply speaking,

P1
P1 tr

38 [01:23.6]
więc jak uda się nam podzielić na trójkąty
So if we divide it into triangles

P1
P1 tr
P1 gst

40 [01:28.7]
i będziemy znane pola=znać pole [takiej figury]
and we will learn the area of such a figure
rh points at figure

(5)

36 [01:19.5]
no pole jest addytywne
area is additve

37 [01:21.7]
względem podziału na podzbiory
under division into sets

39 [01:26.2]
to po prostu zsumujemy pola tych trójkątów
we sum up the triangles
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4.5.4

Closed curves

In the final task we consider the irregular closed curve from my questionnaire. As can be seen
in excerpt (6), P1 has no problems in adopting his previous ideas to the new figure.
(6)
P1
P1 tr
P1
P1 tr
P1 gst
P1
P1 tr
P1 gst

2 [00:06.3]
no (.) od tego zacząłem prawda że
Well this is what I began with

3 [00:09.1]
dowolną jak mamy taka figurę
if we have any sort of figure

..
pokrywać ją prostokątami, no więc
to cover it with rectangles, so

5 [00:13.7] see Figure 4.5.7
tu oczywiście mogę zrobić [se jakąś siatkę
here of course I can create a sort of grid
draws a grid over the figure

..
prostokątów k=prostokątów czy kwadratów prawda
rectangles or squares right,

P1
P1 tr
P1 gst

9 [00:25.3]
[które przecinają się] z tą figurą
which intersect the figure
moves pen over the figure

P1
P1 tr
P1 gst

11 [00:31.9]
(.) dostanę coś mniejszego]
I’ll get something smaller
bh open inwards rh in front moving closer to lh

P1
P1 tr
P1 gst

13 [00:35.7]
i tak dalej; w granicy powinienem [dostać] właśnie
and so on. In the limit I should obtain
rh taps on the figure

7 [00:20.1]
((2,8s))]

4 [00:10.9]
to zaczynam
I begin
6 [00:16.4]
małych
of small

8 [00:23.0]
i zsumować [pola tych kwadratów],
and sum up the areas of the squares
points at grid fragment

10 [00:27.9]
(---) no jak tą siatkę [rozdrobnię] (.) [to oczywiście
If I make the grid smaller, then of of course
rh palm open towards the left moves to the right over the figure
12 [00:33.9]
(---) zsumuję pole (-)
I’ll sum up the area
hand rotates over figure palm towards the centre
14 [00:38.9]
(-) pole tej figury
the area of this figure

P1 once again proposes the covering metaphor in (6).4: zaczynam pokrywać ją prostokątami
‘I begin to cover it with triangles’. The mathematician elaborates on the metaphor visually, in
a slightly different manner than in the previous triangle case. He draws a grid, which as he
says in (6).5-6 can consist of squares or rectangles. As we can see in Figure 4.5.7 the drawing
is once again metonymic – the grid is partial and does not cover the whole figure. In (6).8-9
the grid and its elements are foregrounded by indexical gestures, i.e. the speaker’s pen
moving over the grid. In (6).10, P1 once again evokes the grinding down metaphor, here,
with the word rozdrobnię, proposing that as the squares of the grid get smaller we come
closer to the exact result. As the speaker says, the consequence of grinding down the grid
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results in a smaller, yet more exact result. This is elaborated in gesture with the speaker’s
hands situated one after the other, both palms inwards (see Figure 4.5.8). The palms move
closer together over the figure, as if, pushing the squares of the grid closer together.
Figure 4.5.7 The last figure with a partial grid

Figure 4.5.8 As the grid becomes denser, the calculation result is smaller

The mathematician’s Figure 4.5.7 is a convergence of the earlier proposed ideas. As in the
case of the triangle it is based on the covering metaphor, P1’s grid covers the closed curve
with rectangles, dividing the irregular into regular. Ultimately, the grid overlay on the figure
works as a visual metaphor:

A GEOMETRICAL FIGURE IS A GRID OF SQUARES.
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When P1 was

dividing the polygon into triangles, he essentially proposed to view the polygon as a union of
these simpler figures. In the present case, the whole plane can be seen as a grid, parts of
which constitute geometrical figures. It is a simplification which facilitates calculations.
4.5.5

Conclusion and insights from other interviews

The idea behind the figures from my questionnaire was that their growing complexity would
impose on the participants a need for changing area calculation strategies. As I have shown in
this section, this was not necessarily the case. The interviewed mathematician started with a
quite abstract understanding of the notion of area, and explained it with set theory as a frame
of reference. This very general strategy allowed him to discuss all of the problems in fairly
similar terms, with just little adjustments to the used imagery. What emerged during our talk,
was a group of multimodal metaphors portraying an elaborate exposition of the notion of
area. P1 often used the terms of set theory to talk about geometrical figures based on the
metaphors: A PLANE IS A SET, GEOMTRICAL FIGURES ARE SUBSETS OF A PLANE, etc. providing
visual elaborations, where, e.g. a drawn triangle was specifically called zbiór ‘a set’. He
proposed that

CALCULATING AREA IS COVERING A FIGURE WITH RECTANGLES,

which is in a

way consistent with the previous metaphors – covering is a topological operation, rectangles
can be interpreted as sets. Still covering was realised visually, with the creation of stripes or
grid-like overlays for the discussed figures. Although P1 did not create constructions in
gesture space, the gestures were salient elements of the used metaphors, e.g. the grindingdown gesture, along with the word rozdrabniać, was one of the essential aspects of
conceptualising how the covering rectangles become smaller and smaller.
Both interviewed academic mathematicians had the tendency to anticipate the
questions from my list (see P2 in section 4.4). They would often begin their explanations
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from an abstract point of view which would later be adapted to more particular problems.
However, as we have seen in section 4.4, as well as in this case study, an abstract
interpretation does not rule out elaboration in multiple modalities. The posed abstractions
can, in fact, become an interesting point of departure for a discussion which combines the
abstract with the experiential, e.g.
TO ZERO IS GRINDING DOWN,

HOMOTHETY IS INFLATION

(see section 4.4) or

REDUCING

etc. The interviewed teachers and students did not use set-

theoretical interpretations in their answers, and instead focused on providing concrete
examples and strategies. In the case of problems with area this lead to the use of slightly
different strategies than the ones presented here. The teachers, for example, were interested in
providing a strategy that would be consistent over varied cases, and often relied on the
concept of unit, which is the topic of section 4.6. The solutions provided by the students were
more ad hoc and experimental. Both groups of students offered some ideas concerning a
general understanding of the notion of area. CS from section 4.1, who had an affinity for the
provided counting sticks, used the latter to visualise how area can be understood as a region
delimited by line segments (see Figure 4.5.9). The counting sticks are a material example of
curves which delimit space:
(7)
CS
CS tr
CS
CS tr
CS gst

6 [00:22.8]
pole no to jest
Area is
..
krzywmi (.) bo::
curves

7 [00:26.9]
jakiś obszar ograniczony
Some region delimited
10 [00:34.0]
nie wiem (.) moga być to jakieś
I don’t know, these can be some

Figure 4.5.9 A broken line made of counting sticks
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8 [00:30.0]
jakąś krzywą
by a curve

9 [00:32.0]
bądź
or

11 [00:37.0] see Figure 4.5.9
[odcinki łamane] czy coś takiego
broken line segments or something
bh moving two sticks apart and back together

In turn, EF from section 4.2 proposed the following general understanding of the notion of
area:
(8)
EF
EF tr
EF gst
EF
EF tr
EF gst

1 [00:03.0]
każda powierzchnia płaska
every flat surface
3 [00:07.4]
i jest to po prostu ten obszar
And its this region
bh move away from body

2 [00:05.0] see Figure 4.5.10
zajmuje [jakiś obszar]
takes up some region
bh move across the table as if scooping up terrain
4 [00:09.4] 5 [00:11.4] 6 [00:12.3] see Figure 4.5.11
no
[w wymiarze: [płaskim]]
right,
in a flat dimension
rh flat, palm down horizontal slice, ends with bh puoh

As she explains in (8).1-2, area is the region taken up by a surface. It is a variant of the
metaphor

GEOMETRICAL FIGURES ARE OBJECTS WHICH TAKE UP SPACE

that is discussed in

section 4.7. The idea of taking up space is realised in EF’s gesture when she moves both of
her hands across the table as if scooping up terrain (see Figure 4.5.10). In (8).6, she also
foregrounds the two-dimensional aspect of the concept of area by moving her flat palm
horizontally (see Figure 4.5.11).
Figure 4.5.10 Scooping up terrain

Figure 4.5.11 ‘A flat dimension’

In section 4.5.2 we have seen how the academic mathematician P1 derived a formula for the
area of a triangle. In contrast, the science students wrote down formulas from memory. Figure
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4.5.12 presents the drawing of AR and CS with formulas written on the margin. The formula
P = ½a·b·cosα is invalid – it uses the cosine function instead of the sine.
Figure 4.5.12 Formulas for calculating the area of a triangle

Both groups of students discussed the polygons in terms of division into more basic elements,
not unlike P1’s idea above. Figure 4.5.13 presents two division variants, the upper one was
proposed by AR and CS, the lower by EF and JF from section 4.2.
Figure 4.5.13 Irregular polygons divided into simpler figures
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The closed curve, however, proved to be more challenging. The humanities students did not
know what to do with it and gave up on the task. The science students initially tried the
division metaphor looking for elements which could potentially simplify calculations (see
Figure 4.5.14), but soon noticed that it was not very helpful. They ended up changing the
metaphor and drew a grid of units. I discussed this example earlier in section 3.3.3.
Figure 4.5.14 An attempt at dividing into simple elements and a later added grid
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4.6 Units of measure
The idea behind this case study slightly differs from the previous sections. Rather than
looking at one of the three previously discussed concepts in detail, I present how the
emergent concept of unit, used initially in the context of area, was later adopted to the
discussion of angles. The data comes from an interview with a highschool teacher of
mathematics (T2) who is also a PhD student of philosophy. This is the longest interview in
my dataset, as it took about 1 hour. This stemmed from the teacher’s repeated attempts at
exploring common intuitions behind mathematical concepts, and his general interest in
providing, not necessarily formal, yet, accurate answers to my questions.
4.6.1

Squares as units

I began by asking T1 about his general understanding of the notion of area. His first idea is
introduced in (1):
T2
T2 tr

2 [00:07.2]
wydaje mi się że należałoby zacząć od takich naj=naj e:
I think we should begin with the most

T2
T2 tr

4 [00:12.7]
°h no więc jeżeli mówimy o figurach płaskich (.)
If we are talking about plane figures

T2
T2 tr

6 [00:18.4]
czy: czy:
or

(1)

T2
T2 tr
T2 gst
T2
T2 tr
T2 gst

5 [00:14.9]
tak czyli=przykła=nie wiem jakimś tam trójkącie czy::
So for example, I don’t know, a triangle or

7 [00:20.4]
no (-) dowolnej figu=figurze płaskiej
any plane figure

9 [00:24.1]
możemy tutaj ((1.0s)) mmm ((4.0s))
we can uhm

3 [00:10.0]
naj (.) naj (.) bardziej ogólnych intuicji
general intuitions

8 [00:22.4]
tak (.) no to °hh e::
right, so

10 [00:32.3]
[no weźmy chociażby na]=na warsztat ten trójkąt tak
let’s talk about a triangle for example
raised lh open palm oriented to the right two rapid downward movements

11 [00:34.3]
to (-) mmm [jak (.) możemy się zapytać]
Well, uhm, we can ask
bh finger tips joint together

12 [00:37.3] see Figure 4.6.1
[(-) jak wiele się zmieści wewnątrz] tego trójkąta
how much fits inside this triangle
bh palms close fingers spread and bent, pointing outward

In (1).10-12, the teacher considers an imaginary triangle – at this point no figures are present
on the table – and asks jak wiele się zmieści wewnątrz tego trójkąta ‘how much fits inside this
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triangle’. The metaphor used here is based on the
GEOMETRICAL FIGURES ARE CONTAINERS

CONTAINER

schema, according to which

and AREA IS THE CONTENT OF THE CONTAINER. It is

additionally activated in gesture, with both hands forming the container (see Figure 4.6.1).
According to Mittelberg (2008), this way of depicting boxes may convey the idea of
containment both for abstract and concrete objects. In the present case, it is a way for
conceptualising an imaginary triangle. The activated schema begins to organise T2’s thinking,
as in (2) he specifically considers what is this thing which is supposed to fit inside.
Figure 4.6.1 Activation of the CONTAINER schema

(2)
T2
T2 tr

18 [00:55.6]
ciężko odpowiedzieć na takie pytanie
It’s difficult to answer this question,

19 [00:57.3]
bo odpowiedzią byłoby kolejne pytanie - jak wiele czego się zmieści tak,
since the answer would be another question, how much of what will fit

T2 explores the container metaphor. He stated what the container is and that area has
something to do with its interior. Now, he asks about the objects on the inside, and I believe
the way in which he proceeds with his description, that is, questioning himself, is a form of
meta-commentary symptomatic of the highest degree of metaphor activation. He later restates
his conclusion in (3):
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(3)
T2
T2 tr
T2 gst

47 [02:00.9]
czyli [pole byłoby tym (-) [co to jest]
area would be the thing which is
rh palm inwards, index finger outlining on the table

48 [02:03.2]
(.) [miarą tego] (-) ile się zmieści w obrębie danej figury]
the measure of how much fits inside a figure
rh index and middle fingers taps on the desk

T2 becomes more detailed with his answer. The notion of area is explained as the measure of
how much fits inside a geometrical figure. The container construal is reinforced here by
gesture. First, in (3).47, the teacher quickly outlines a shape on the table with his fingers;
then, in (3).48, and co-expressive to miarą tego ‘the measure of it’, he taps on the virtual
outline. In the next excerpt he begins to consider what is exactly measured. The teacher’s first
idea was that geometrical figures consist of points, but as we can see in (4) he quickly drops
that line of thought.
T2
T2 tr
T2 gst

3 [00:12.2]
więc (-) może zostawmy [na chwilę te punkty]
So, let’s leave those points for a minute.
rh precise grip with thumb and index finger, hand touches the table

T2
T2 tr

5 [00:17.3]
6 [00:19.9]
(---) no więc możemy sobie (.) e:: możemy sobie (.) e:
Well we can
we can

(4)

8 [00:24.2]
T2
(.) no tutaj na przykład [na tej karteczce]
T2 tr Here for example, on this sheet
T2 gst rh points at sheet
T2
T2 tr
T2
T2 tr
T2 gst

4 [00:15.2]
jak wiele (-) się zmieści
How much will fit

7 [00:21.9]
teraz zamiast punktu (.) wziąć
instead of points, take

9 [00:25.9]
mamy karteczkę w kratke tak, możemy sobie wziąć za (.)
we have a sheet of graph paper, yes, we can take

10 [00:29.0]
11 [00:31.0]
12 [00:34.0]
za jakiś taki mój e::jakąś taką jedn=jednostkę tak, (.) którą będę mierzył ten ten, ten jeden taki mały kwadracik tak as some sort of my some sort of unit. yes,
which I will use to measure, this single small square, yes
13 [00:37.4]
e:: no i to co dopuszczam (-)
And what I allow is

14 [00:39.4] see Figure 4.6.2
to (.) że mogę te kwadraciki też sobie [przycinać] tak
That these squares can be cut up, yes
bh open and rapidly close to form fists

In (4).8, T2 directs his hand at the sheet of graph paper lying on the table. He explains that
there is a grid on the sheet, and, in (4).11-12, he proposes that a square of this grid could be
treated as a unit: jakąś taką jednostkę którą będę mierzył ‘some sort of unit which I will use
to measure’, ten jeden taki mały kwadracik ‘this single small square’. In subsection 1.1.2 of
this dissertation, I have mentioned the metaphorical use of measuring sticks in arithmetic, as
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discussed by Lakoff and Núñez (2000). What T2 proposes here is a metaphor governed by a
similar logic: A UNIT OF AREA IS A SQUARE, THE ADDITION OF AREAS IS COMBINING SQUARES
TOGETHER,

etc. Using a material anchor, the teacher creates a measuring device for

geometrical figures, which simultaneously develops the earlier container metaphor. The
teacher immediately elaborates on the metaphor in (4).14, where he explains that the square
units can be cut up into smaller pieces. It is a verbo-gestural metaphor, i.e. the word
przycinać ‘to cut up’ is combined with a gestural enactment of using a cutting instruments. At
its onset, both hands are partially open with fingers bent and the thumbs extended, during the
stroke, both hands open wider and rapidly close into fists (see Figure 4.6.2), as if each hand
operated a pair of scissors. In the next subsection, I examine further elaborations of the
concept of unit and its possible divisions.
Figure 4.6.2 Cutting up squares

4.6.2

Cutting up units

Excerpt (5) begins with a further visual elaboration on the concept of unit:
19 [00:48.1]
T2
czyli powiedzmy moją moją (.) moją jednostką byłby właśnie [ten taki jeden
T2 tr So let’s say that my unit is this single
T2 gst

(5)
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20 [00:51.2]
e::: kwadracik tak,]
square, right
draws square

T2
T2 tr
T2 gst
T2
T2 tr
T2 gst

21 [00:53.4]
i pytanie byłoby - ile tych kwadracików [°h
the question would be: how many of these squares
23 [00:57.5]
e:::] w jakimś takim trójkącie tak (-)
some kind of triangle

22 [00:55.5]
zmieści się w jakimś takim
Will fit inside in some kind of
draws triangle

24 [01:00.0]
no=no to oczywiście [mamy tutaj te kwadraciki które mi się:
Well of course we have here some squares which will
delimits a group of squares

T2
T2 tr

25 [01:03.2]
zmieszczą (-) w sposób
fit in

26 [01:05.2]
(-) bezproblemowy tak
without any problems, yes

T2
T2 tr

29 [01:11.7]
tak, to jest to co mi się zmieściło no ileś tu tych kwadracików jest
Right, so this is what fits in, there’s a couple of squares here

27 [01:07.2]
28 [01:09.2]
ileś ich tam będzie
((2.5s))]
there’ll be a couple of them

In (5).19-20, the teacher outlines a square element of grid calling it a unit, and then, in (5).2123 draws a triangle asking how many squares would fit inside. Next, in (5).24-28, inside the
triangle he marks an area consisting of full units (see Figure 4.6.3): te kwadraciki które mi się
zmieszczą w sposób bezproblemowy ‘the squares which will fit inside without any problems’.
T2 uses the container schema both in speech – talking about what fits inside – and in his
drawing – delimiting a group squares inside the drawn triangle.
Figure 4.6.3 Triangle with square units inside
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As T2 points to his drawing in (6).30, he explains that some of the area inside the triangle is
not used yet. This is his starting point for the elaboration on how units can be cut up into
smaller pieces.
30 [01:15.2]
T2
no ale jeszcze po=jest dużo jeszcze [pola którego] nie wykorzystałem tak
T2 tr However there is a lot of area which is not used
T2 gst Index finger moves over the drawing

(6)

32 [01:20.6]
T2
[przyzwalam na cięcie tych tych] e:: tych kwadracików;
T2 tr I allow to cut these squares
T2 gst bh open palm down/outward
34 [01:26.2]
T2
[[wkładam wszystkie te kwadraciki] (.)
T2 tr I put all the squares inside
T2 gst index finger touches a number of squares

33 [01:24.2]
(-) no i oto=ostaczenie co robię no to
So that finally what I do is

35 [01:28.2]
kiedyś tam je [poprzycinałem]] (.) na przykład wyszło mi
I had cut these up earlier, for example I calculated
rh open hand fingers point at figure

36 [01:30.2]
T2
że tu jest tam [jedna trzecia] e:: kwadracika tu zmieściłem;
T2 tr that there’s a third of a square here which fits
T2 gst Marks area near the border of the triangle
see Figure 4.6.5
T2
[no i ostatecznie (-)]
T2 tr and finally
T2 gst rh sweeps pen side over the figure

37 [01:33.9]
38 [01:35.7]
[a tu jeszcze] pięć szóstych, tu jeszcze ileś tam (.)
and 5/6 here
and some amount here
Marks another area

39 [01:37.9]
[mogę to wszystko [pododawać tak,]] i wyjdzie mi
I can add it all up and I’ll get
rh moves pen to the side, points with open hand

41 [01:41.2]
T2
no to (.) zapewne nie będzie liczba całkowita tych kwadracików
T2 tr The number of squares will probably not be an integer
T2 gst

T2
T2 tr

31 [01:18.6]
(.) tutaj okej no to=to wtedy (-)
here, so then

40 [01:39.9]
ile tych kwadracików
the number of squares

42 [01:43.6]
ale [ileś tych tam kwadracików °h]
but there will be a number of them
open hand, palm inwards moving outwards in
repeated chops

..
się zmieści w tym trójkącie
which fits inside the square

In (6).32-35, the teacher says what to do with the cut-up units, once again consistently using
the CONTAINER schema: wkładam wszystkie te kwadraciki ‘I put all the squares inside’. Along
the way, he uses distinct words fro, the experiential domain of

CUTTING:

cięcię,

poprzycinałem – these are indicators of metaphor activation. Then, in (6).36-37, T2 points to
two regions which require the cut-up units (see Figure 4.6.4).
The ultimate goal is to fill the empty regions with cut-up units and sum up all the
elements inside the triangle: ostatecznie mogę to wszystko pododawać ‘finally I can add it all
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up’. In (6).38, T2 makes a sweeping movement with his pen covering the triangle (see Figure
4.6.5): a gesture which is indexical in nature, since it indicates the elements in question, yet,
it also realises the container metaphor of area, where
SQUARES TOGETHER. All

THE ADDITION OF AREAS IS COMBINING

the squares, those complete and those cut up, are combined together

in one sweep to form the content of the figure in question.
Figure 4.6.4 Empty regions near the border of the triangle

Figure 4.6.5 Sweeping movement summing up the squares

In the following discussion, the teacher further elaborated on the way square units can be cut
up. Let us examine several examples of metaphorical elaborations in speech, gesture and
drawing.
8 [00:25.8]
T2
dla tego trójkąta, że okej
T2 tr For this triangle, ok
T2 gst

(7)

9 [00:28.8]
[będziemy cieli] te: te::
we will cut these
rh fist closes

10 [00:30.8]
e::: kwadraty tak
uhm triangles right

In (7), T2 explains that the triangle shape always requires cutting up units. The verb he uses
będziemy cięli ‘we will cut’, can be analysed as an activation signal as it is different from the
source domain terms used previously, such as: przycinać, cięcię, etc. He also repeats the fist
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clenching gesture presented earlier in Figure 4.6.2, here with only one hand. The gesture is
once again repeated in (8).28, where T2 begins to explain the easiest way of cutting up square
units.
(8)
T2
T2 tr
T2 gst
T2
T2 tr
T2 gst

27 [01:11.4]
e: no bo e:: nie ma problemu (.) jeżeli mamy
Well, it is not a problem if we have
29 [01:17.4]
no to będę miał y:: e:
I will have uhm

28 [01:14.4]
e: kwadracik tak, (.) [i przetnę go na pół_(-)]
a square, yes, and I cut it in half
bh fists close

30 [01:19.4] see Figure 4.6.6
no to okej; [dostanę [dwa prostokąty] i wiem [że to jest [połowa]
Well, ok, I will get two rectangles and I know that this is one half
bh palms close together, rh moves to the right away from lh,

T2
T2 tr
T2 gst

..
[i to jest połowa]]] tak,
and this is one half
repeated

31 [01:23.2] see Figure 4.6.7
(.) mogę, mogę go przeciąć tam na: [(-)]
I can cut it into
open hand palm down

T2
T2 tr
T2 gst

32 [01:25.6]
cztery części; będę miał cztery mniejsze kwadraciki
four parts and I will have four smaller squares
palm down full precise grip touches table 4 times

In (8).30, he discusses dividing the unit square in half, saying that it is easy to recognise such
two pieces as two halves. He indicates the two parts in gesture space (see Figure 4.6.6). Later,
in (8).31-32, he proposes a division into four pieces. A gesture foregrounded by syntactic
integration indicates these four pieces in gesture space by moving in arcs from one position
on the table to another (see Figure 4.6.7).
Figure 4.6.6 Division into halves
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Figure 4.6.7 Division into 4 pieces

Further in our discussion, T2 created visual elaborations of these divisions and their role in
measuring area. Figure 4.6.8 shows two square units, one cut in half, the other divided into
four pieces. The dividing lines inside the square units are visual metaphors of cuts. Figure
4.6.9 is a detail from the triangle in Figure 4.6.3, these small squares were added at a later
stage as the teacher was discussing divided square units. Finally, during our discussion of the
closed curve from my questionnaire, he drew Figure 4.6.10 presenting how to fill rounded
shapes with cut-up squares.
Figure 4.6.8 Division of square units

Figure 4.6.9 cut-up square units fill the gaps in a triangle
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Figure 4.6.10 cut-up square units fill the area inside a curve

4.6.3

Angle units

One of the interesting things to look at while analysing the dynamics of a discourse event is
the way concepts evolve over a longer period of time. In the previous subsection, I discussed
the emergence of the concept of unit in the context of area measurements. Interestingly, T2’s
idea was reintroduced about 30 minutes later, while discussing angles. Let us consider
excerpt (9) where the teacher specifically refers to the earlier discussion of area.
T2
T2 tr

0 [00:00.0]
tak samo jak mieliśmy mieliśmy tutaj problem z mierzeniem tego pola (.) tak,
Just as we had the problem with measuring area

T2
T2 tr

..
musieliśmy najpierw zacząć od tego ok;
we had to start from… ok

T2
T2 tr

..
oznaczymy sobie za naszą jedną jednostkę (.) tak,
We take as our unit, right

T2
T2 tr
T2 gst

5 [00:16.1]
wziąć sobie jakąś taką [mmm] jednostkę
Choose some kind of a unit
rh open hand palm oriented vertically shaking vertically

T2
T2 tr
T2 gst

..
8 [00:23.0]
[tam] mieliśmy jednostkę pola,
tutaj byśmy mieli jednostkę kąta,
There we had a unit of area
here we could have an angle unit
lh points to the left extreme periphery

T2
T2 tr

..
kąt który będzie dla nas tym
Angle which will be for us the thing

(9)

2 [00:08.6]
weźmy sobie kwadracik który będzie
Let us take a square which will be

1 [00:05.5]
(-) i i
and
3 [00:10.6]
który
which

4 [00:13.1]
°h no to tak samo tutaj można byłoby:
Same here, we could
6 [00:18.6]
(-) e::: kto:=mmm
Which.. uhm

7 [00:20.8]
(-) czyli tym
which

9 [00:24.6]
czyli jakiś taki [(.)]
that is some sort of
rh index finger draws short line segment

10 [00:27.4]
(.) e:: z czym będziemy wszystko inne porównywali (.) tak,
to compare all other things to, yes
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T2
T2 tr

11 [00:29.9]
(.) czyli właśnie będzie tym że ok, (-)
So it will be a thing that, ok

T2
T2 tr

13 [00:34.8]
(-) to jest=ma (.) jest siedemnaście razy:
It is… seventeen times

12 [00:32.0]
tu mamy kąt taki a ten drugi kąt to to ma:
here we have such an angle, and the other angle has...
14 [00:37.5]
razy taki jak tamten (.) tak,
as big as the other

In (9), the teacher is presenting his idea on the topic of comparing angles with one another. To
solve the problem, he refers back to area measurements and how square units were used for
this purpose: musieliśmy najpierw zacząć od tego OK: weźmy sobie kwadracik ‘we had to
start from OK: let us take a square’. As he explains in (7).7-10, what is now needed is a new
type of unit which could be used for comparisons of angles. We can see some preliminary
attempts at elaborating on this idea in gesture in (9).9, where T2 draws a short line segment
with his index finger, but the idea develops fully in (10) as the teacher draws the angle unit
inside a circle.
(10)
T2
T2 tr
T2 gst

18 [00:44.8]
e:: [no jeżeli sobie właśnie
Well if I

19 [00:46.8]
narysuje okrąg tak,
draw a circle, yes
draws a circle

T2
T2 tr
T2 gst

22 [00:53.3] 23 [00:55.8]
((2.6s))
[no to mogę sobie myśleć e::
then, I could consider
Draws the radius

T2
T2 tr

25 [01:02.0]
(.) no i teraz
And now

T2
T2 tr

30 [01:12.4]
który będzie dla mnie jakimś takim
that will be for me a sort of

26 [01:03.7]
(--) jak byłby=jak
what would

20 [00:48.6]
z jakimś tam (---) środkiem ]
with some sort of sentre
marks the circle centre

21 [00:51.3]
e:: mmm
uhm

24 [00:57.8]
(-)] jaką (-) no i tutaj mam powiedzmy promień tego okręgu
what… let’s say here is the circle radius
27 [01:05.7]
mógłby::m
would

28 [01:07.7]
(--) ja:k
what

29 [01:09.7]
(---) jaki zrobić ten taki kąt
what is the angle

31 [01:14.2]
korzystnym kątem do którego będę porównywał wszystkie inne.
useful angle, so that I can compare every other angle to it

T2 draws a circle, marks its centre, and highlights the radius. After that he discusses
conventions of angle measurement. Ultimately he produces the drawing in Figure 4.6.11. The
narrow highlighted sector is T2’s proposed angle unit, i.e. 1°. He explained that it is the
outcome of dividing the circle into 360 equal parts. These divisions are roughly marked on
the drawing by short lines intersecting the lower part of the circle.
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Figure 4.6.11 An angle unit

The emergent concept of unit structured our discussion of addition and subtraction of angles.
Let us consider extract (11) where these operations are conceptualised as movement around
the circle.
T2
T2 tr

1 [00:02:2]
idziemy w przeciwnym kierunku tak,
We go in the opposite direction, yes

T2
T2 tr
T2 gst

4 [00:09.1] see Figure 4.6.12
(.) [tutaj rysuje kąt tak] (.) dwadzieścia stopni:
Here I draw the angle right, twenty degrees
puts pen on paper

T2
T2 tr
T2 gst

6 [00:14.2]
[wbrew] [(---) no] powiedzmy w tamtym kierunku tak,
Against… well let’s in that direction
retracts pen from previous position and moves again in a single stroke (twice)

T2
T2 tr
T2 gst

7 [00:17.7]
(.) no to minus dwadzieścia bym szedł w przeciwnym kierunku tak samo
And with minus twenty I would go in the opposite direction the same way
rh pelm inwards sweeping movement to the centre

(11)

2 [00:05.1]
e::
uhm

3 [00:06.3]
czyli czyli jeżeli tym przekształceniem tutaj
So if the transformation here...
5 [00:11.1]
no to robię dwadzieścia [tych je:dn (-) tak,]
I do twenty of these
rotates pen in steps

T2 considers an angle of 20°; he puts his pen along the radius in Figure 4.6.11, and than
rotates it in about 10 steps (see Figure 4.6.12). As he says in (11).7, if he had to subtract, the
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movement would had the opposite direction. This way,
is understood as

WALKING AROUND THE CIRCLE,

DOING ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION

which is visible in the use of words such as

idziemy ‘we walk’, bym szedł ‘I would walk’. Gesture analysis informs about the direction of
movement for addition and subtraction but also tells us that the concept of unit is still active,
since, rather than rotating the pen continuously, T2 rotates the pen in steps. In co-speech, in
(11).5, he says robię dwadzieścia tych... ‘I make twenty of these...’ and then begins
pronouncing the word jednostka ‘unit’ but does not finish it. The stepwise movement
expresses this meaning instead.
Figure 4.6.12 Stepwise additon

4.6.4

Conclusion and insights from other interviews

The concept of unit first emerged during our discussion of area where it served as a mapping
in the metaphor:

GEOMETRICAL FIGURES ARE CONTAINERS.

It had a material basis in the grid

of the graph paper, and was elaborated metaphorically in terms of cuts and combinations into
groups. The concept reappeared again in the discussion of angles, but as a part of a different
metaphor, i.e.

DOING ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION IS WALKING AROUND THE CIRCLE.
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This

recycling of a concept did not happen often in my data. In previous case studies, I showed
how metaphors remained active for a longer period of time, while structuring an ongoing
discussion about some geometrical concept (see sections 4.3 and 4.5). What was unique for
this interview, was that the concept of unit reappeared after about 30 minutes, during which
we discussed the notion of symmetry without mentioning any units. One of the questions on
my list asks for a comparison between the areas of two symmetrical figures, as in Figure
4.6.13.
Figure 4.6.13 A rough drawing of a figure and its reflection

Student AR (from section 4.1), used this example to refer back to area calculation strategies:
(12)

Pole figur (.) przynajmniej na tyle prostych (.) obliczamy poprzez mnożenie jego boków (.) i
wszystkie te odcinki mają tą samą długość (.) więc pole ograniczone przez te same odcinki (.)
o tej samej długości zarówno w jednej jak i w drugiej figurze będzie takie samo.
Areas of figures, at least simple ones, are calculated by multiplying their sides. All of these
segments have the same length, therefore the area delimited be the same segments, in the first
figure as well as the other, will be the same.

For figures as simple as the one in Figure 4.6.13, one only needs to multiply some of the
segments inside. The fact that the two figures are symmetrical guarantees that the segments in
the figure and its reflection are the same, therefore any calculations made upon these figures
will also be the same. As we can see in (12), AR focuses on segments, their lengths and
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calculations, rather than ideas from the

SYMMETRY

domain. In other cases, however, the

ongoing discussion of symmetry would re-frame the concept of area to fit the newly
introduced ideas. We have seen this in section 4.4.3, where the academic P2 discusses area as
an invariant of reflections. A similar strategy was adopted by P1 (from section 4.5), who
considered axis reflection as an isometric transformation and connected this idea to the notion
of area:
(13)

metryka wyznacza jednoznacznie objętość, to znaczy jak one są izometryczne to mają to samo
pole powierzchni (-) dotyczy to każdej figury przy każdej izometrii więc w szczególności (.)
tych dwóch przy izometrii będącej symetrią osiową.
‘A metric determines volume unambiguously, which means that if they are isometric, they have
the same surface area. This includes every figure with every isometry, therefore, these two
particular figures with the isometry of axis reflection as well.’

In other words, isometric transformations preserve area. Excerpt (5) discussed earlier in
section 3.3.2.3 presents teacher T1, who explains how the areas of two figures can be
compared by a physical manipulation. Her metaphor builds upon the domain of
MANIPULATIONS

PHYSICAL

that was central to the whole case study in section 4.3.

T2 from the present case study was the only participant, who discussed the concept of
unit in the context of angles. Other speakers limited the use of units to the discussion of area,
especially in the form of grids (see examples in sections 4.5), but did not elaborate on it, apart
from the teacher T1 (from section 4.3). She explained and illustrated units of line segments
and square units, as well as cutting up and combining units (see Figure. 4.6.14) at the very
beginning of our discussion of area:
(14)

jeśli jedna kratka ma centymetr to ludzie umówili się że kwadracik (--) o polu centymetr na
centymetr (---) ma pole jeden centymetr kwadratowy (.) i to jest taka międzynarodowa umowa
(--) co to jest pole powierzchni (-) i teraz jeśli mamy figurę która jest złożona na przykład z
trzech kwadracików (---) i wygląda tak to będzie miała pole trzy centymetry kwadratowe (--)
jeśli mamy jakiś również inny dziwny kształt [...] zrobimy coś takiego (---) i teraz widać że tu
mamy dwa pełne kwadraciki i te też sie sumują więc (-) to pole też będzie miało trzy
centymetry kwadratowe
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if one field has a centimetre, then people agreed to say that a centimetre by centimetre square
has the area of one square centimetre. This is an international convention about the notion of
area. Now, if we have a figure which is constructed out of three squares, and looks like this,
then it has the area of three square centimetres. If we have some other strange shape [...] let’s
do something like this. Now, we see that there are two full squares and these two [halves] can
be combined, so that this area is also equal to three square centimetres.
Figure 4.6.14 Units

T1 portrays units as a necessary starting point for the discussion of area. There is an
‘international convention’ to see particular squares as square centimetres. Moreover, similarly
to what T2 said in his descriptions in this section, units can be divided and combined to create
figures and calculate areas. T1 and T2’s focus on units is motivated by the status of this
concept in educational discourse. As I show in section 4.7, primary school students learn
about the notion of area, first and foremost, through counting units.
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4.7 Supplement: Area in educational discourse
As a supplement to the six case studies presented earlier in the chapter, this section presents
my research project devoted to the notion of area conducted in a primary school. The goal of
the study was to observe the emergence of the target concept in school environment over a
longer period of time, focusing on the conceptualisations used to characterise the notion of
area and the multimodal aspects of the identified metaphors. For two months I have been
attending the meetings of a primary school mathematics club for 4 th grade students. The data
collected during this period includes, textbook exercises (based on Dubiecka-Kruk et al.,
2015), video explanatory materials and 12 short interviews with students. In the following
pages I outline a number of essential metaphors of area illustrated by data extracts. I also give
an example of how metaphor analysis can reveal relevant differences between educational
conceptualisations.
The first time the notion of area is introduced in primary school is near the end of the
4th grade curriculum. As the teacher who collaborated with me on the project explained, the
curriculum is tightly packed, and usually there is not much time for the concept of area. The
meetings of the mathematics club give a chance to elaborate on some important ideas and
sometimes introduce concepts earlier than the original curriculum. This is how area was
introduced for the 4th grade students, i.e. first to a smaller group in the club, later in regular
classes. School clubs are sometimes associated with the idea of additional classes for the
most talented students, but this is not always the case. Some of the students who participated
in my study were indeed exceptional, but others attended the club meetings due to the trouble
they had with mathematics. A few students joined the club simply because they had to wait
for their parents after school, and mathematics seemed like the least boring way to spend their
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time. Club meetings are organised once per week and each begins with a short video
introduction to some mathematical idea. This is followed by the teacher handing out
worksheets to the students. The club meetings are not as formal as regular classes, which
made my presence in the group less intrusive. Most of the time, the students work in pairs,
with the teacher switching between tables offering help. Such organisation allowed me to
conduct interviews without disrupting the meetings too much. During these interviews we
talked about the problems from the exercises. I avoided general questions about concepts, and
instead, asked the students how to answer the worksheet questions.
4.7.1

Counting units

In the previous interviews, we would always start from defining the target notions in the
abstract. I was interested in the general intuitions of the study’s participants, and assumed that
offering examples from the start would constrain the initial response. Good didactic practice
is based on a different approach: teachers usually begin with examples and concrete
phenomena, which can later be categorized as a single general concept (see Freudenthal,
1973). In this manner, the video introduction to the concept of area used by the teacher in
class did not define area, but rather started with a calculation method, i.e. the counting of
units. Let us explore the initial explanation and its further elaborations.
Figure 4.7.1 Letter H and L as geometrical figures
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The first meeting devoted to the notion of area, began with a short video 6 about calculating
the areas of letter-like figures built of squares (see Figure 4.7.1). The video does not define
the term pole powierzchni, but rather foregrounds squares as units of measure, and expresses
area as the number of squares. Excerpt (1) presents the off-screen commentary:
(1)

Policzmy najpierw ile kafli wykorzystano do budowy litery H. Jeden, dwa, trzy, cztery, pięć,
sześć [...] Do ułożenia litery H wykorzystano szesnaście identycznych kwadratowych płytek.
‘Let us count how many tiles were used to construct the letter H: One, two, three four, five,
six [...]. Sixteen identical square plates were used to arrange the letter H.’

The description states clearly that the two letters are constructions made of segments. The
metaphor is built around the words budowa ‘construction’, ułożyć ‘to arrange’, kafel ‘tile’,
and płytka ‘plate’, all reinforcing the source domain of

CONSTRUCTION.

The letters are an

arrangement of square tiles, and as such can be counted one by one. The off-screen voice
counts the plates, and as this happens, the cursor moves from one tile to another. In other
words, the cursor gesture, along with the audible counting, present a calculation method
which, as my recordings revealed, is easily adopted by students for similar problems.
Students asked about the amount of squares used to build figures found in the worksheets
would count the squares one by one with their index fingers (see Figure 4.7.2).
As the tutor explained to me, the act of counting squares is not new for the students,
since similar exercises appear in early primary school during classes on arithmetic. One
essential skill in this context is that of multiplication, often explained with rectangles divided
into square units. These familiar exercises dealing with multiplication are later
recontextualized during classes on area calculation. An example of this is presented in Figure
4.7.3. During this fragment of the video introduction, a 3 by 5 rectangle is presented with the
words z małych kwadratów ułożono prostkąt ‘a rectangle was arranged out of small squares’,
6

All the videos come from the YouTube channel Pi-stacja. The series on the concept of area begins with:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cWGPWHZy-Hg [access: 1.02.2018]
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consistent with the

CONSTRUCTION

source domain. Then, the speaker performs the

multiplication, showing the equal amount of squares in each row.
Figure 4.7.2 Students counting squares

Figure 4.7.3 ‘The area of the rectangle equals 15’

Perceiveing

GEOMETRICAL FIGURES

as

CONSTRUCTIONS BUILT OUT OF SEGMENTS

was

essential for solving the tasks shown during the meetings. Figure 4.7.4 presents a figure I
discussed with many of the students. It is not a rectangle, therefore multiplication could not
be the sole method of calculating the number of units, still many students tried to combine
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multiplication and square-by-square addition, distinguishing, for example, a 3 by 3 segment
visible in the figure. In (2), a student discusses how she connects all the relevant parts. She
points at a few segments and finally in (2).3 says wszystko liczę ‘I count everything’,
indicating that all the parts come together. This is accompanied with a co-expressive gesture
in Figure 4.7.5, where she joins the spread fingers of her hands.
00 [00:00.0]
S1
[Liczę wpierw to]
S1 tr I count this
S1 gst pointing

(2)

1 [00:02.2]
[potem to]
then this
pointing

2 [00:03.3]
[potem to] [potem to]
then this, then this
pointing

Figure 4.7.4 A figure with a 3 by 3 segments

Figure 4.7.5 Summing up
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3 [00:04.5] see Figure 4.7.5
i [wszystko liczę]
and I count everything
bh together fingers spread

One important point stressed by the teacher and the study materials for students was that a
unit of area is not necessarily a small square. Figure 4.7.6 presents a group of objects divided
into triangle units. The task is once again to calculate ‘how many units are used to construct
each figure’. The students did not have any problems with counting triangles, or any other
units, for that matter. The only difference was that I did not see any student trying to perform
multiplication on these figures.
Figure 4.7.6 Triangle units

4.7.2

Figures which take up space

The GEOMETRICAL FIGURE IS A CONSTRUCTION metaphor is definitely central to the materials
presented so far. It is present verbally due to the

CONSTRUCTION

domain vocabulary, but it is

also reinforced by drawings of figures divided into segments and the gestural one-by-one
calculation method. My data revealed, however, that there is another conceptualisation
present in the study materials for students. Point b) In Figure 4.7.6 asks the reader: ‘which
figure takes up the most space?’. The idea that geometrical figures ‘take up space’ is also
expressed in the video introduction, where the H and L letters are compared: która litera
zajmuje więcej miejsca? ‘which letter takes up more space?’, the voice asks, before the
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square units are counted. In this section, I will argue that such a conceptualisation may lead to
a different understanding of the notion of area.
Let us begin with a verbo-gestural elaboration made by one of the participants. In (3),
I am discussing three geometrical figures (see Figure 4.7.7) with a pair of students. Imitating
the textbook question, I ask them which of the three takes up the most space. One participant
makes a guess by pointing at one figure, than at another. The other student compares the two
suggested figures by placing his open hands on their sides (see Figure 4.7.8). He explains that
it depends on the length of a rectangle which would contain the figure in question: No bo jak
to się mieści w takim długim prostokącie ‘well if this fits in a rectangle this long’.
00 [00:01.0]
S2
[to]
S2 tr this
S2 gst pointing
S3
S3 tr
S3 gst

(3)

1 [00:02.1]
[albo to]
or this
pointing

2 [00:03.3] see Figure 4.7.8

No bo jak to się mieści [w takim [długim] [prostokącie]]
Well if this fits in a rectangle this long
Bh close together chopping movement down, repeated

Figure 4.7.7 ‘Which figure takes up most space?’

The student answers by using the

CONTAINER

schema. Comparing the amount of space taken

up by a figure requires a container, so that we can see which figure fits where. The mentioned
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rectangular container is embodied by the two open hands of the student. There is a
metonymic element here as well, since the hands do not create a whole rectangle, but rather,
two of its sides. The verbo-gestural elaboration of the student suggests that understanding
GEOMETRICAL FIGURES

as

OBJECTS WHICH TAKE UP SPACE

can become an active

conceptualisation.
Figure 4.7.8 ‘a rectangle this big’

The idea that geometrical figures take up a certain amount of space, can be
inconsistent with the understanding of figures as constructions made of units, especially when
considering shapes with a hole inside. Without a doubt, such figures can be problematic for
4th graders freshly introduced to the notion of area. For example, Figure 4.7.7 was discussed
with 4 students. The 5 by 5 square in the upper left corner proved to be difficult due to the
misleading hole in the middle. I had drawn the hole after seeing similar figures in other
textbook exercises (see Figure 4.7.9). Two students ignored the hole and answered that the
area of the figure equals 25, i.e. 5 times 5. The other two students tried to take the hole into
account but used fallacious multiplication, i.e. 4 sides with 5 square units each: 20.
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Figure 4.7.9 Letter with and without holes

If geometrical figures are constructions made of units, then counting the units in Figure 4.7.9
poses no problem. I asked one student directly about the difference between the letter O and a
rectangle. His response is presented in (4)
(4)

Jakby miało wypełnione w środku to by było ogólnie wszystko inaczej bo byśmy mieli
większy wynik tylko jest tutaj dziura taka
‘If it was filled in the middle it would be different, since we would have a bigger result, but
there is a hole in here’

The student labelled earlier as S3 gave a different answer:
(5)

Jego figura to jest wszystko co on ma (--) przynajmniej tak mi się zdaje (-) to co on ma w
środku i na zewnątrz [...] nawet jakby on miał taką dziurę to (.) jakby trzeba ją tak w myślach
albo gdzieś na osobnej kartce wypełnić tymi (.) kwadratami albo trójkątami albo
jakimikolwiek figurami z których jest to złożone.
‘Its figure is everything that it has, I think so at least. It has inside and outside. Even if it had a
hole, then you have to fill it, in your mind or on a separate sheet, with these squares or
triangles or any other figures that the figure is built of.’

The student discusses the rectangle O as a

CONTAINER

with an ‘inside’ and an ‘outside’. To

calculate its area one has to account for everything inside, and even if there is a hole it should
be filled with the proposed units. S3 says that the figure is ‘built of’ units, therefore the
construction metaphor is still present and does not clash with the container schema
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4.7.3

Conclusion

Based on the collected data, it is impossible to answer whether questions such as ‘which
figure takes up more space’ influence the understanding of holes. The very idea of a hole
inside a two dimensional figure and its relation to the area of the figure seems to be a very
abstract problem for 4th grade students. What was observed, however, was that apart from the
central metaphor:

GEOMETRICAL FIGURES ARE CONSTRUCTIONS BUILT OUT OF SEGMENTS,

study materials also prompted the
SPACE

the

GEOMETRICAL FIGURES ARE OBJECTS WHICH TAKE UP

conceptualisation which can potentially lead to different area calculation strategies.

During the 5 meetings devoted to the concept of area, other conceptualisations could be
found in the study exercises and videos. In an ideal research environment I would be able to
interview at least a small group of students on each conceptually different exercise, however,
school environment imposes obvious time limitations, and I did not have the chance to talk to
the students about all the problems mentioned in class.
This supplement is consistent with the conclusions of my previous work on
educational discourse. In Rosiński (2013a), I argued that mathematical concepts such as
function, are too complex to be well described by one or two metaphors. Teachers and
textbooks rely on multiple conceptualisations to cover all the relevant aspects of the target
notions. The metaphors presented in this section:

GEOMETRICAL

FIGURES

ARE

CONSTRUCTIONS BUILT OUT OF SEGMENTS, GEOMETRICAL FIGURES ARE OBJECTS WHICH TAKE
UP SPACE,

are not as complex as some of the ideas explained by the teachers and academic

mathematicians throughout the chapter, but still can be seen as an educational point of
departure. For example, section 4.5 showed how the idea of seeing geometrical figures as
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constructions allows to explore calculation strategies for different kinds of figures, while
section 4.6 discussed the idea of treating geometrical figures as containers of cut-up units.
This way, even the most basic educational metaphors can be developed to account for the
growing complexity of mathematical concepts. The knowledge gained by students in this
manner relies on a cluster of metaphors and the ability to combine and reconcile the strengths
and weaknesses of different conceptualisations.
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4.8 Final remarks
Even though case study analyses cannot be easily generalised, they are a fertile testing
ground for theoretical frameworks such as Müller’s (2008) Dynamic View, and point to
interesting avenues of future research. With this in mind, let us bring together the
observations from the previous sections:
(i). Concepts in mathematics discourse are built around the interaction of multiple
modalities, especially in the form of multimodal metaphors.
The participants of my studies explained concepts and problems combining various forms of
expression, including verbal explanations, drawings, formulas, gestures, etc. It is true that to
some extent they were encouraged to do so, after all, they were provided with tools and
drawing instruments. I documented, however, the interactions between the modalities:
drawings which complemented verbal explanations; gesture-speech synchrony including
spontaneous gesture imagery related to abstract mathematical ideas; indexical gestures used
to foreground relevant elements of the drawings in question, elaborate drawings in gesture
space created as problem solutions. The pinnacle of these interactions were the ubiquitous
multimodal metaphors, i.e. conceptual shifts in which experiential domains were employed to
explore abstract geometrical concepts, combined with the activation of the involved domains
in more than one modality.
(ii). Metaphors in mathematics discourse are dynamic and they emerge over time.
It takes time to explain abstract ideas in their full scope, and the participants had the time to
provide extensive descriptions. The academic mathematician in section 4.5 started with a
relatively sleeping metaphor
RECTANGLES

CALCULATING A FIGURE’S AREA IS COVERING THE FIGURE WITH

based on formal terminology. As the depth of his explanation increased, the
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mathematician elaborated on his metaphor verbally and employed gestures and drawings to
explore more detailed problems. In its highly activated state, the proposed multimodal
metaphor provided the solution to all the figures from the research questionnaire. It was
perhaps an extreme case of a discussion revolving around a single metaphor, yet similar
patterns could be observed in sections 4.3 and 4.4, where speakers presented
TRANSFORMATIONS

as various types of

PHYSICAL MANIPULATIONS,

GEOMETRICAL

developing their imagery

as time moved on. Section 4.2 presents perhaps the best examples of metaphorical solutions
to mathematical problems. Elaborate constructions and objects created in gesture space used
by the speakers to explain the concept of angle could not be possible without highly active
metaphors.
(iii). Active domains are persistent. Metaphors do not vanish immediately from
discourse; they linger.
The collected data suggest that speakers prefer to rely on the already established
conceptualisations, i.e. the ones which are active in discourse. This is perhaps best visible in
section 4.6, where the idea of division into units comes back to the teacher after 30 minutes
of talk on a different topic. However, to some extent all of the interviewees tried to be
somehow consistent throughout their talk. The imagery they used was clearly a part of that,
even if it was counterproductive as in the attempt at dividing an irregular curve into familiar
shapes mentioned at the end of section 4.5. Only after realising the limitations of the method,
was it substituted by a better metaphor.
(iv). To explore deep aspects of target concepts, speakers either elaborate on their
metaphors, or employ new ones due to metaphorical highlighting and hiding.
Experienced teachers and lecturers know how to be consistent with their descriptions, it is
their job, after all. One way of exploring deep aspects of target concepts is through metaphor
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elaboration, as in the step by step presentation of

GEOMETRICAL FIGURES

as

CONSTRUCTIONS

in section 4.7. On a more advanced level, even if we begin to explain
REFLECTIONS

in terms of

THE PHYSICAL TRANSFER OF POINTS,

SYMMETRICAL

with enough background

knowledge we can also explain more complex types of geometrical transformations as the
academic in section 4.4. Metaphors are, however, subject to highlighting and hiding,
therefore sometimes key aspects of an idea cannot be conveyed by a single metaphor. The
best example of this was presented in sections 4.1 and 4.2, where I discussed the static and
dynamic conceptualisations of angles. Different conceptualisations can be somewhat
contradictory, as explored in section 4.7, where the students tackled with holes in geometrical
figures.
(v). Metaphors organise mathematics discourse by becoming the point of reference for
speakers due to activation and foregrounding.
The way metaphors shape discourse was best shown in sections 4.1 and 4.2 where the
interviewees worked in pairs. For the purpose of problem solving, speakers create imagery in
an interactively salient manner. They point at their drawings and are usually not afraid to
perform elaborate gestures in the visual space of their interlocutors. These foregrounding
strategies allow metaphors to become a stable part of discourse, a point of reference, for all
the discourse participants. For example, in section 4.2 one of the speakers proposed a verbogestural ANGLE IS ROTATION metaphor, which was later elaborated by the other student with a
more concrete gestural image. Foregrounding opens the path towards the highest degree of
metaphor activation in which the exact meanings and individual mappings are negotiated by
speakers. This was the case with the negotiated direction of negative rotation in section 4.1.
(vi). Metaphors in geometry are grounded in physical experience.
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Nowhere is the idea of embodiment in mathematics as visible as in the spontaneous gestural
imagery used by speakers explaining abstract concepts. In gesture, the study participants
enacted transformations, rotations, constructions. They would ‘grind down’ units and ‘inflate’
triangles. Moving beyond enaction, in sections 4.1 and 4.3, I presented the actual physical
constructions created as answers to quite general problems. It is also interesting how even the
academic mathematicians, who would begin their explanations using abstract vocabulary,
soon engaged their experiential knowledge for the creation of multimodal metaphors. To tell
the truth, I did not expect that something as abstract as a symmetry invariant could be
expressed in gesture.
It is now possible to answer the research questions stated in chapter 3. Metaphor
activation influences problem solving, since foregrounded multimodal metaphors easily move
into the centre of discourse. They organise discussions and collaborative work, and
sometimes are open to negotiation. As said earlier, highly activated metaphors are persistent,
and cannot be quickly thrown away, unless participants realise their limitations, or propose a
clearly better idea.
Geometrical concepts easily emerge in multimodal discourse with speech, gesture,
and drawings complementing one another. Ideas do not appear all at once, but rather through
gradual elaboration of metaphors, and sometimes as a combination of metaphors, if some
aspects of target concepts remain hidden from a particular perspective. Although it is possible
to state a definition of a geometrical concept, metaphor activation is necessary to explore the
consequences of the introduced conceptualisations.
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5 Emergence through metaphor
Out of the various comments on Lakoff and Núñez’s (2000) work, the most interesting voices
I found criticised the researchers for not being radical enough (De Freitas & Sinclair, 2014;
Roth, 2011):
(1)

Trying to understand how seemingly abstract concepts become parts of body-assemblages
does not simply involve locating the concrete sensorimotor activities that supposedly give rise
to abstract mathematical concepts. When Lakoff and Núñez (2000) describe the container
metaphor from which the mathematical idea of ‘set’ emerges, they remain committed to an
immaterial mathematical concept of set. Moreover, as we will argue, treating all concepts as
metaphorical in relation to the ‘real’ reinforces the divide between the mathematically
abstract and the physically concrete (De Freitas & Sinclair, 2014, p.200).

Such criticism is valid to the extent that in Where Mathematics Comes From many concepts
are taken for granted in their historical or textbook sense. Instead of data analyses or
discourse examples, the authors present intuitive interpretations of concepts. In this sense, it
really seems as if Lakoff and Núñez “remained committed to immaterial mathematical
concepts”. While the approach presented in my dissertation might not address all of the
concerns of materialist philosophers of mathematics, I believe it was a good decision to adopt
a dynamic perspective and focus on the emergence of concepts in discourse. My study has
shown how metaphorical understanding is created in discourse, not only by linguistic means,
but also the use of imagery in gesture and drawing. Doing mathematics involves engaging
mathematical objects in a physical sense. This may involve dividing a figure into units seen
in its interior, or moving a group of points from one side of an axis to another with a hand
gesture to create a symmetrical reflection. I have argued that such actions are metaphorical,
however, I should add that they are not a mediation between the physical and the immaterial
real. Metaphors do not provide access to some grand Mathematics of the Universe, but they
are a means of creating, interpreting and interacting with real mathematical objects. The
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dynamic perspective also reveals that mathematical concepts enter discourse not as preconceived ideas, but they emerge through the metaphorical imagery gradually introduced by
all the participants. Speakers combine metaphors to create rich multi-faceted concepts,
elaborate on each other’s ideas and negotiate particular aspects of meaning.
In chapter 2 of this dissertation I have written about the attempts of some scholars to
rewrite the history of mathematics and portray it as an embodied material practice. This new
vision embraces drawings, graphs and other visualisations. It appreciates the role of tools in
the creation and understanding of concepts. Finally, it looks upon mathematical concepts as
evolving ideas open to metaphorical interpretation. The romance of mathematics as
postulated by Lakoff and Núñez is a real phenomenon which has a petrifying effect on many
learners. I strongly believe that instead of telling people about mathematics as an eternal
language of the universe, we should convince them that it is a discourse of imagination; that,
not only is it okay to think of metaphors for abstract concepts, but that there is no other way
of thinking in mathematics.
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Summary
I. The aim of the dissertation
The aim of this dissertation is the analysis of metaphor dynamics in multimodal mathematical
discourse, as well as, establishing the extent to which conventional metaphors in mathematics
become activated while solving problems in geometry. My research data consists of
interviews with school teachers, academic mathematicians, students of human and exact
sciences and primary school students. The interviews are devoted to the notions of area,
symmetry and angle.
In her work on metaphor in discourse, Cornelia Müller (2008) proposed to dispose of
the binary opposition between dead and alive metaphors, proposing instead a continuum of
activation from sleeping to waking metaphors. As Müller argues, the conventionality of a
metaphorical expression does not imply that such a phrase does not influence the developing
discourse. Her theory allows to empirically verify the influence of metaphors in discourse by
grading their activation by means of signals such as, the presence of semantic contrast
between the used metaphor and the discourse context, the repetition of metaphorical
expressions, and the elaboration and extension of conventional metaphorical mappings. An
important element of Müller’s theory is the focus on the multimodal dimensions of discourse
such as gesture and visual imagery. As the researcher explains, elaborating a metaphor in
more than one modality is one of the more important signals of metaphor activation.
In my dissertation, I use Müller’s theory to investigate mathematical discourse, which
has been an area of interest to metaphor researchers for many years. The seminal work in the
field is the book by George Lakoff and Rafael Núñez Where Mathematics Comes From
(2000), where the authors examined the embodied and metaphorical roots of mathematical
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concepts. Mathematics is a multimodal discourse realised in the form of books, lectures,
graphs, and computer software. Mathematical concepts are described symbolically, verbally,
graphically, and gesturally, which has been pointed out by many researchers of multimodal
discourse (Edwards, 2009; Krause, 2016; Núñez, 2009; Wolfgram, 2014). I see my work as
an extension and continuation of this research. With the help of Müller’s dynamic view, and
in line with the work of linguists interested in multimodal studies of mathematics, I am trying
to show how geometrical concepts emerge through the activation of metaphor on the level of
speech, gesture, and visual imagery. By means of case studies based on interviews on
geometrical concepts, I verify the possibility of activating conventional metaphors in
mathematical discourse and discuss whether the conventional metaphors of mathematics
become active for the purpose of explaining and solving problems.

II. The significance of this research project
The topic of metaphors in the language of science and mathematics has been an area of
linguistic research for some time, yet apart from Lakoff and Núñez’s work, not many studies
have considered the dynamics and emergence of mathematical concepts in discourse. In
recent years, this area of enquiry was explored by didacticians interested in the role of
gesture, instruments and drawings in the creation of mathematical concepts (de Freitas &
Sinclair, 2014; Roth, 2011). The multimodal and dynamic approach towards metaphor
elaborates on this research area from a linguistic perspective and allows for the analysis of
the role of various communication dimensions in the emergence of concepts. My project also
fits into the relatively new research area of discourse dynamics (Cameron et al., 2009),
providing new insights on the basis of independently collected data.
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III. Research methodology
The collected data consists of 6 lengthy interviews with teachers, academic mathematicians
and students of different disciplines. The interviews explore the notions of area, symmetry
and angle, along with some related geometrical problems. Additionally, the research material
is supplemented by a series of short interviews with students collected during the meetings of
a primary school mathematics club. These interviews discuss the concept of area. In my
analyses I use the methodology proposed by Müller (2008), and other researchers of
multimodality (Antas, 2013; Cienki, 2010; Forceville, 2008; McNeill, 1992, 2005;
Mittelberg, 2007, 2008, 2013; Mittelberg & Waugh, 2009; Müller, 1998). The interviews
were video-recorded, transcribed and annotated using EXMARaLDA (Schmidt and Wörner,
2009), a software package which helps in the synchronic analysis of speech and gesture. My
analyses also consider the drawings created by the participants during the interviews.

IV. Structure of the dissertation and conclusions
The dissertation consists of four main chapters. The first discusses the notion of metaphor
and its aspects relevant to my work. Here, I explain the topics of multimodal metaphor and
metaphors in mathematics. I also describe Müller’s dynamic view and explore the idea of
metaphor emergence in discourse. The second chapter is devoted to the role of metaphors in
mathematics. It is based on academic work on scientific models (Black, 1962; Zawisławska,
2014), as well as historical and philosophical works on the development of mathematics
(Châtelet, 2000; Rotman, 1993, 2000). The third chapter is a detailed discussion of my
research methodology. The fourth chapter presents an analysis of the conducted interviews.
Here, I discuss metaphors related to area, units of measure, different symmetry types,
geometrical transformations, transformation invariants, and the static and dynamic
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understanding of angles. The following ideas are discussed in the conclusion to my
dissertation:
•

Concepts in mathematics discourse are built around the interaction of multiple
modalities, especially in the form of multimodal metaphors.

•

Metaphors in mathematics discourse are dynamic and they emerge over time.

•

Active domains have a persistent influence over a discourse event.

•

To explore deep aspects of target concepts, speakers either elaborate on their
metaphors, or employ new ones which complement one another.

•

Metaphors organise mathematics discourse by becoming the point of reference for
participants.

•

Metaphors in geometry are grounded in physical experience.
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Streszczenie
Aktywacja metafory w dyskursie multimodalnym:
Studia przypadków wyłaniania się pojęć geometrycznych.
I. Cel naukowy rozprawy
Celem rozprawy jest analiza dynamiki metafory w dyskursie multimodalnym na przykładzie
matematyki oraz sprawdzenie w jakim stopniu konwencjonalne metafory na temat pojęć
matematycznych ulegają aktywacji podczas rozwiązywania problemów geometrycznych. Za
materiał badawczy posłużyły mi wywiady przeprowadzone z nauczycielami oraz
wykładowcami matematyki, studentami kierunków humanistycznych i ścisłych a także z
uczniami szkoły podstawowej. Wywiady te omawiają trzy wybrane pojęcia geometryczne:
pole powierzchni, symetria, kąt.
W swoich badaniach nad metaforą w dyskursie Cornelia Müller (2008)
zaproponowała odrzucenie binarnego podziału na metafory żywe i martwe proponując w
zamian kontinuum aktywacji od metafor uśpionych do obudzonych. Jak uzasadnia Müller,
sama konwencjonalność wyrażenia metaforycznego nie jest jednoznaczną oznaką tego że
dana metafora pojawia się jedynie jako utarty zwrot bez znaczenia dla kształtu rozwijającego
się dyskursu. Teoria Müller pozwala empirycznie zweryfikować wpływ metafor na przebieg
dyskursu stopniując ich aktywację poprzez takie oznaki jak: semantyczny kontrast użytej
metafory w stosunku do reszty dyskursu; powtarzanie danej metafory; jak również
rozbudowanie użytych metafor poprzez rozszerzenie i uszczegółowienie konwencjonalnych
rzutowań metaforycznych. Istotnym elementem teorii Müller jest zwrócenie uwagi na
wymiary dyskursu wychodzące poza modalność werbalną, takie jak gest czy obraz. Jak
uzasadnia badaczka, rozciągnięcie się danej metafory na wiele modalności to jeden z
istotnych wskaźników aktywowanych metafor.
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W mojej rozprawie wykorzystuję teorię Müller do badania dyskursu matematycznego,
który od wielu lat leży w kręgu zainteresowań lingwistów zajmujących się metaforą
pojęciową. Kluczową pracą w tej dziedzinie była książka Georga Lakoffa i Rafaela Núñeza
Where Mathematics Comes From (2000), gdzie badacze wskazywali na cielesne (ang.
embodied) i metaforyczne podwaliny pojęć matematycznych. Matematyka jest dyskursem
multimodalnym realizującym się w formie książek, wykładów, wykresów i programów
komputerowych. Pojęcia matematyczne opisywane są symbolicznie, słownie, graficznie oraz
gestycznie, co nie umknęło badaczom dyskursu multimodalnego (Edwards, 2009; Krause,
2016; Núñez, 2009; Wolfgram, 2014). Własną pracę postrzegam jako rozwinięcie i
kontynuację tych badań. Wykorzystując dynamiczną teorię Müller oraz opierając się o
doświadczenia językoznawców w multimodalnych studiach nad matematyką, staram się
pokazać jak poprzez aktywację metafor na płaszczyźnie werbalnej, gestycznej i obrazowej
dokonuje się wyłanianie pojęć geometrycznych. Studia przypadków oparte na wywiadach
dotyczących pojęć matematycznych pozwalają zweryfikować możliwość aktywacji
konwencjonalnych metafor i odpowiedzą na pytanie czy metafory w matematyce budzą się
na potrzeby wyjaśniania i rozwiązywania problemów.

II. Znaczenie prowadzonych badań
Tematyka metafor w języku nauki i matematyki przewija się w literaturze językoznawczej już
od pewnego czasu. Choć metafory matematyczne doczekały się tak systematycznego
opracowania, jak w pracy Lakoffa i Núñeza, to wciąż mało miejsca poświęcono dynamice
wyłaniania się pojęć matematycznych w dyskursie. Temat ten w ostatnich latach pojawiał się
literaturze z zakresu dydaktyki (de Freitas i Sinclair, 2014; Roth, 2011), w której badacze
zwracają szczególną uwagę na role narzędzi, rysunków oraz gestów podczas wytwarzania
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pojęć. Multimodalne i dynamiczne podejście do metafory wydaje się naturalnym
uzupełnieniem tego obszaru badań z perspektywy językoznawczej i pozwala na
przeanalizowanie

interakcji

różnych

poziomów

komunikacji

w

budowaniu

pojęć

matematycznych. Prowadzone przeze mnie badania wpisują się również w stosunkowo nowy
nurt dynamiki dyskursu (Cameron i in., 2009) i uzupełniają dziedzinę o samodzielnie zebrany
materiał badawczy.

III. Metodyka badań
Materiał badawczy składa się z 6 długich wywiadów, z nauczycielami matematyki,
studentami różnych dyscyplin i wykładowcami matematyki. Wywiady obejmują omawianie
zagadnień geometrycznych i rozwiązywanie prostych problemów dotyczących pojęć pola
powierzchni, symetrii i kąta. Dodatkowo, materiał badawczy został rozbudowany o krótkie
wywiady z uczniami szkoły podstawowej przeprowadzone w trakcie zajęć koła
matematycznego na temat pojęcia pola powierzchni.

W analizie danych kieruję się

metodologią badawczą Müller (2008), a także pracami badaczy multimodalności (Antas,
2013; Cienki, 2010; Forceville, 2008; McNeill, 1992, 2005; Mittelberg, 2007, 2008, 2013;
Mittelberg i Waugh, 2009; Müller, 1998). Wywiady zostały zarejestrowane przy pomocy
kamery a następnie przetranskrybowane i anotowane w programie EXMARaLDA (Schmidt i
Wörner, 2009) ułatwiającym synchroniczne badanie mowy i gestów. W badaniu wzięte pod
uwagę są również rysunki tworzone przez uczestników w trakcie rozmów.

IV. Struktura rozprawy i wnioski
Rozprawa składa się z czterech głównych rozdziałów. Pierwszy omawia pojęcie metafory i
jego aspekty istotne dla dalszej części pracy. Poświęcam tu miejsce przede wszystkim
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metaforze w dyskursie multimodalnym a także matematycznym. Charakteryzuję też
dynamiczne podejście Müller i omawiam zagadnienia dotyczące wyłaniania się metafor w
dyskursie. W drugim rozdziale omawiam rolę metafor w matematyce w oparciu o literaturę
poświęconą modelom naukowym (Black, 1962; Zawisławska, 2014) oraz historyczne i
filozoficzne prace na temat rozwoju matematyki (Châtelet, 2000; Rotman, 1993, 2000).
Trzeci rozdział szczegółowo omawia metodologię badawczą. Na czwarty rozdział składa się
analiza przeprowadzonych wywiadów. Omawiam tutaj metafory związane z polem
powierzchni, jednostkami pola, rodzajami symetrii, przekształceniami geometrycznymi i ich
niezmiennikami, jak również statyczne i dynamiczne rozumienie pojęcia kąta. W
podsumowaniu wyciągam wnioski z części badawczej pracy:


Pojęcia w matematyce budowane są w poprzez interakcje różnych modalności ze
szczególnym uwzględnieniem metafor multimodalnych.



Metafory w dyskursie matematycznym są dynamiczne i wyłaniają się w czasie.



Aktywne domeny oddziałują na dyskurs w sposób długotrwały.



Analiza pojęć matematycznych w dyskursie odbywa się poprzez rozbudowanie
pojedynczych metafor lub proponowanie kilku metafor uzupełniających się
wzajemnie.



Metafory organizują dyskurs matematyczny poprzez bycie punktami odniesienia dla
uczestników dyskursu.



Metafory w geometrii ugruntowane są w fizycznym doświadczaniu świata.
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